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rW3?!A 
2::J aestern Ave. 
Guilderland, h'Y 12084 
Octoter 27, 1987 
T.--ie events o:f the ANA convention last spring and i\Y3NA con-
vention last weeK substantiate what hi3torical perspectives and 
clinical practice have concluded all along - that in the final 
anal;~is! tech~ical level in nur3ing impacts ne~atively u~on 
the viacility ana advance~ent of all a3pects of the ~rofe~sion. 
It~? l_:Ulquestion~tlJ clear that t~o career3 in nursing fester 
cona1tions for disunity and irreconcilacle discord, keeo role 
function and respon3i~ilities confusing to other profes;ionals 
and t~ th~ public, and .further cor:1plicate legitimizing nursing as 
a pro1ession. Interference ~nd delay in the growth and develop-
ment of nursing as a profession when it is needed most and an 
ac?elerated decline in the pr~stige_and influence of nursing pre-
vails bec~use a hodge-podge oz multiple undergraduate entry level3 
has polarized nurses, fueled the power struggle amongst ~~ecial 
inte~est groups, and diversified energies fro~ advancing the 
Leeds or the profession a3 a whole to advancing the need3 of spe-
cial interest sub-gro~~s-
It is high time to support entry into nursing at one level, the 
professional (:o3.N) level only! 
Easie~ saia than done: Politically, it is 3uicide to pro¥ose 
. mch legi3lation. ·roo much O.i:-lJOSi tion exists to ju3t eliminate 
ty law ~he technical level altogether. 
11oweve:r, iuSi,.rt, con1.e::1plate this propo3al: 
~-:adness - ,.O ! 
;.;e.3~rair. from u!-'grading the mir:.:.mal 
req_ui.ce:::ents f .:ir ~?:•; pre;,ara~ion. 
~on3ider "tc.e method in 'this "madneas" st:~a i;egy: 
_ • .:i=ference3 tetween the roles and responsicilities of the 
pr:Jfessional nm:se (B3r•;) and the technical n°l4rse teco;~e di ~tinct-
ly ~pparent to everyone. 
2. T:"le sta.:e can ju3ti:fy, without opposition, furt::er limitations 
in the respohsibili ties of the technical nurse, the!'~'t:,, re-
~tricting their use. 
J. 'rhe course of the LPN, alreaciy in decline. should continue 
as the need for LPN's diminishes. ·rhis can or..ly promote the 
need for the professional nurse. 
4. The action by NY3.i\A could be interpreted as a com,?romL;e to 
advocates of the LPN, thereby reducing and dividing the oppo-
sition to the entry bill. 
5. Attempts to upgrade the technical level distracts from the real 
need to upgrade the ADN and di_plcma nurse to the E5N level. 
The two issues get confused. For now. at least, focus all your 
attention and energies on upgrading the ADN and diploma nurse. 
If the nursing shortage continues and the opposition is given 
time to mobilize and gain strength, upgrading the professional 
nurse will be in jeopard~• . 
If the LPN is upgraded, repercu3sions will ensue: 
1. The position of the technical nurse as a legitimate nurse and 
health care provider will be 3trer.gthened. thereby threatening 
jocs and power of the professional nurse. The scope of prac-
tice and numters of the LPN will increa3e and the same old 
problems of two levels in r.ursing that plague the profession 
now will continue indefinitely. 
2. Advocates for the technical nurse will continue to challer..ge 
tr.e authority of the professional nurse, and will be heard, 
which wi~l diminish the strength of the profession as a whole. 
J. Advocates fer the technical nurse will contir.ue to their ad-
vantage emphasizing the similarities cet•,veen the BSZi and i\I:•N 
nurse, continuing the confusion and struggle tetween the two 
levels . 
Ihe numter of L?N' s, t}~eir sco11e of practice, ar.d their utilization 
are declining. ~'I II' cor·:TH~UE ! DO NOT FEVITALIZ:S 1':-:='.I;~! Let T,Pl"!. '> 
ju.3-.:; fade oui; of ti1e pict~re. ·.:i tnout replace:mecc.:;, t:ie ;roie"33-
ional nurse {Esz:) will have no cor.pet:i tio'l1 to !'egai!l i "t3 rig:itful 
place as the sole spo1;:es::.an for nursing practice: 
Sincere l:; , 
-------, Rr·I 
Section 43-12.1-01, N.D.c.c., asserts t.~at the 
practice of nursing "is directly related to the public 
welfare" and "is subject to regulation and control in the 
public interest to assure that competent practitioners and 
high quality scandards are available." It stresses th.at. 
"[i]t is essential to govern qua!.ifications for licensure 
wi~i. requirecents for the maintena."lce of high star..dards." 
!t concludes ~ith the admonition that the chapter is to "be 
liberally construed in order to carry out its purposes and 
objectives." 
Section 43-12.1-08(18), N.D.C.C., directs the 
Board to 11 (p] romulga te and adopt such rules and regulations 
pursuant to Chapter 28-32 as are necessary to carry out the 
provisions of this chapter." 
Section 28-32-02 authorizes an administrative 
agency to adopt, amend or repeal II reasonable rules in con-
foimi ty with the provisions of any statute administered or 
enforced by the agency, and to prescribe methods and 
procedur!! required in connection therewith. 117 
Section 43-12.1-08(6} provides that the Board 
shall "[e]stablish standards for all nursing education 
22 
.,,, 
programs . . . 
unconstitutional. 
This is the section that· is alleged to be 
It must be read in conjunction with 
8 subsections 7 through 16 of Section 43-12 . 1-08, N. D. C. c. 
Section 43-12 .1-02 divides the field of nursing 
into two parts. Subsection three defines the practice of 
nursing as a licensed practical . 9 nurse. Subsection five 
defines the practice of nursing as a registered nurse. IO 
Section 43-12 .1-10 provides for an examination to 
be given by the Board upon proof of completion of an 
"appropriate nursing education program" and upon recommenda-
tion "by the nursing faculty of the completed nursing 
education program. 1111 
These statutes do provide standards albeit broad 
in nature. Because of the nature of the subject matter, 
however, they, of necessity, must be quite broad. True, the 
Legislature could have specifically set the standards but 
that would have lessened the flexibility inherent in the 
Board's rule-making authority and might have increased the 
hardship. by a possibly premature requirement, upon those 
subjected to it without the opportunity for further hearing 
available through the Administrative Agencies Practice Act, 
Chapter 28-32, N.o.c.c. It follows that Section 
43-12.1-08(6) is not unco~titutional as unlawful delegation 
of legislative power. 
The next certified question is whether or not the 
Board has usuq,ed legislative power in passing admin-
istrative rules pursuant to Section 43-12.1-08(6). N.D.c.c. 
23 
• The Board. through its rule-making power in determining who 
may recommend a person to take the test, has not. usurped 
legislative power. 
It requires no leap of logic to equate high 
standards of nursing in the interest of public heal th with a 
requirement that those who train nurses be accredited 
pursuant to appropriate authority and that applicants for 
licensure in nursing receive an appropriate degree before 
being_permitted to write an examination for licensure. 
The Board has the authority pursuant to Section 
43-12.1-08(6) to define "school" as "a post secondary 
educational 
institution o!fering transferrable academic 
credit'' 
credits. 
excluding diploma nursing schools from operating 
nursing programs unless they offer transferrable academic 
See Section 54-03.l-Ol-OS(S), N.D.A.c. 12 That 
this marks a tightening of the rules a~ they relate to the 
licensing of nurses does not make the rule violative of the 
state or United States Constitutions. The Board has the 
authority pursuant to Section 43-12.1-08(6} to direct that 
only associate and baccalaureate degree graduates may sit 
for practical and registered nursing license examinations, 
respectively.. See Sections 
54-0J.1-07-02(6), N.O.A.c. 13 This appears to be a reason-
able requirement in· an area of standard setting. 
54-03.1-06-02(6) and 
Al though th.is may appear to be a departure from 
some of t:!lis Court's earlier decisions. i~ comports with our 
24 
more recent applications of the doctrine of non-delegability 
of legislative powers as stated and applied in Councg of 
Stutsman v. State Historical Soc., 371 N.W.2d 321 
(N.O. 1985), and the trend of cases nationwide necessitated 
by the complexities of the society in which we live. 
We take cognizance of the fact th.at medical 
science in general is advancing at a very rapid rate, and, 
accordingly, knowledge that members of the nursing pro-
fession must have to render quality nursing service in 
matters of life and death is also likewise increasing. This 
justifies the delegation of standard setting in Section 
43-12.1-08, N.D.c.c., under the guidelines prescribed by the 
other statutes alluded to earlier herein. rt would be 
difficult if not impossible for the Legislature to establish 
more definitive standards with the flexibility necessary to 
keep abreast of the developments in medical science. In 
light of the developments in educational standards it is 
obvious that the Legislature contemplated that in setting 
standards the board could require what it has done through 
the passage of the administrative rules also referred to 
herein. 
In this light, we find that Section 43-12.1-08(6), 
N.o.c.c., is not violative of Article III, Section 1, of the 
North Dakota Constitution nor is Article 54-03.l, N.O.A.C., 
a usurpation of that statute or that provision of the State 
25 
Constitution. 
It is clear that what authority t:.he Legislature 
has delegated in this area it can also t t re rac. It is not 
·as though the Legislature had delegated unlirnit:ed authority 
to an agency to perform acts which would be wastefully 
prohibitive, if not impossible, to undo. Th th ·t · .e au ·ori y to 
retract in circumstances like this is a safeguarding 
influence on the Board to enact rules only within the 
statutory guidelines and to exercise reasonable restraint. 
For the reasons set forth herein. and respec~ful 
of the presumption that all statutes enacted by the 
Legislature are constitutional, and recognizing that this 
presumption is c.:>nclusive unless it is clearly shown that 
the statute contravenes the state or federal .consti1:ution. 
Richter v. Jones, 378 N.W.2d 209, 211 (N.D. 1985), we affirm 
the trial court in its 
answers to both certified ques-~ions. 
I I;,· 0- .. 
_ ~.1l..l< ;;:-.- ~lttu , I(!, .'-
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I. HISTORICAL REPORTS 
1923 C011111ittee for the Study of Nursing Education (Jose-
phine Goldmark, Secretary). Nuzasing and Nzaasing 
Education in the United States: Repozot of the Com-
mittee. New York, Macmillan Co., 1923. 
1928 
1934 
1948 
The CODJDittee for the Study of Nursing Education, originally the COR1J1ittee 
for the Study of Public Health Nursing Education, was formed in 1919 with 
the support of the Rockefeller Foundation. C0111JJOnly referred to as the 
Goldmark Report, this was the first of a series of reports evaluating nurs-
ing education. The purpose of the study was twofold: 1) to identify the 
tasks perfonned and the qualifications necessary for their execution, and 
2} to establish the minimum educational standards for each type of nursing 
service for which there appeared to be a vital social need. Conclusion 8 
of the report stated that, "The development and strengthening of University 
Schools of Nursing of a high grade for the training of leaders is of funda-
mental importance in the furtherance of nursing education." (p. 26). 
COIIIJlittee on the Grading of Nursing Schools (May 
Ayres Burgess, Director}. Nurses, Pat;ients~ and 
Pockstbooks: Report of a Study of the Economics 
of Nia-sing. New York, The COOlllittee, 1928. 
Report of a survey of the supply and demand for nurses conducted as the 
first phase of the Conmittee 1 s program which was defined as being "the 
study of ways and means for insuring an ample supply of nursing service 
of whatever type and quality is needed for adequate care of the patient 
at a price within his reach." (p. 17). The Conmittee was fonned in 1926 and continued until 1934. 
Conmittee on the Grading of Nursing Schools. Nurs-
ing Schools Today and Tomoz>I'OLJ: Final Repozat of 
the Cormtittee. New York, The Conmittee, 1934. 
The final report after eight years of study surrmarized opinions of the 
CoR11Jittee members, made rec01111Jendations and suggestionst and raised ques-
tions needing further study. The findings confinned the rec0111t1endations of the Goldmark Report. 
Brown, Esther Lucile. Nw-sing fo'!' the Putzaae: A 
Report Prepaped for the National Nza,sing Council. 
New .York, Russe-11 Sage Foundation. 1948. 
-
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The llatfonal Nursing Council initiated a. study-funded. by the Carnegie Cor-
poration of New York a~ directed by Esther·Lucile Brown to study amninis-
trative control and support of nursing education. In the course of the 
study. BnMI found that.•Al11Dst without a dissenting voice those who are 
conversant with the trend of professional education in the Unitecl-"States 
agree that preparation of the professional -nurse belongs squarely within 
the institution of higher· learning. So convinced are they that they con-
sider this capclusion above arg1.111e11t.• (p. 138). . 
Ccllllrittee on the Function of Nursing (Eli Gin-zberg, 
Chail'llill1). A pz,,r:,gz,a,,, Fw the liul-ring 'Profession. 
New York. Maali 1 lan Co. • 1948. 
Professor R. Louise Mc:Manus, Director of the Division of Nursing Education. 
Teachers College, Coll.lllbfa University, and her staff selected leaders in 
the health field as well as representatives from govemnent, economics, . 
education and the public to serve on a C01111ittee on the Function of Nursing 
which attempted to outline the strategic forces at work in modern nursing. 
The Conaittee's deliberations focused on the shortage of nursing personnel 
and how this problem might be.solved. The Comnittee recomnended two cate-
gories of nursing personnel be established -- practical and pra.fessiona1 --
and that the professional nursing curriculum be a four-year baccalaureate 
program and practical nursing programs be eighteen to twenty-four months. 
West,-Margaret Despard and Hawkins, Christy. Nu:Ps-
ing St:ihoo 1.s at ths Mi,d-Century: A RepOPt Pztepa:Ped 
UndeP t1te Auspices of the Subconmittee on Scihool, 
Data hla.1,ysis fOZ' the National, Cormri.ttee for the 
lilp.PWement of Nursing Services. New York, National 
. C011111ittee, 1950. 
The National COA111ittee for the Improvement of Nursing Services was fanned 
by the Joint Board of Directors of the Six National Nursing Organizations 
and was originally called the Corrmittee on Implementing the Brown Report. 
This 1950 report was made from a 1949 national survey of schools of nurs-
ing. The findings showed that the ·number of Cflllegiate schools of nursing 
(111) had more than doubled in twenty years and that 494 hospital schools 
used facilities of universities, colleges and junior colleges. Of these, 
96 had arrangements by which the nursing school work was accepted in par-
tial fulfillment of the requirements for a degree. (p. 1). 
Montag, Mildred L. and Gotkin, Lassar G. Cormn.mity 
College Eduaation fora NUI'sing: An Ezperaiment in 
Techn.icaZ &:lucation fora Nw-sing • . New Ybrk, McGraw-
Hi11 Book Co.9 1959. 
This is the final report of the Cooperative Research Project in Junior-
Connunity College Education for Nursing initiated and sponsored by the 
Division of Nursing Education of Teachers College, Columbia University, 
and directed by Mildred Montag, Ed.D. It involved seven pilot programs 
across the United States in junior and conmunity colleges and one hospital 
school. Graduates of the experimental programs passed licensing examina-
tions qualifying them as registered nurses and·perfonned satisfactorily 
in service situations • 
• 
1960 
1962 
1964 
1965 
1966 
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I l. ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROPOSAL 
American Nurses• Association. •Report of the Caa-
mittee on Current and Long-Term Goals of the ANA• 
from Proceedings. · 1960 House of Delegates and Sec-
tions. 42nd Conuention, American Nurses' Associa-
tion, Miami Beach, FZol!ida., Nay 2-6, 1960. New 
York~ American Nurses' Association, 1960. pp. 53-
67 •. 
f1aY 4 -·ANA Conmitte£: on Current and Long-Term Goals proposed •Goal Three"' 
1n its report to the House of Delegates: •10 insure that, within the next 
20~30 years the education basic to nursing on a professional level, for 
those who then enter the field, shall be secured in a program that provides 
the intellectual. technical and cultural components of both a professional 
and liberal education. Toward this end, the ANA shall promote the bacca-
laureate program so that in due course it becomes the basic educational 
foundation for professional nursing.• (p. 55). 
NYSNA Board of DiroectO'l'S Meeting Hinutes, 1962. 
(unpublished) 
NYSNA Board of Directors appointed a special c0111Dittee to devise ..ays to 
promote study and understanding of "Goal Three" of the ANA. This c01111ittee 
sponsored two conferences in 1963 and 1964. 
NYSNA lloaPd. of Dil'ecto'l'S Meetirtg ,'ifinutes, 1964. 
(unpublished) 
NYSHA Coomittee on Education replaced the special c<1J111ittee to study •Goal 
Three11 • One of its assignments was to recomnend action on nursing education 
to NYSNA's Board of Directors. 
Educational, Pzoepa::Mtion fo:tt Nurse l'Mctitione'l's 
and Assistants to Nurses:. A Position Paper. Kan-
sas City, American Nurses' Association, (Publica-
tion No. 6-83), 1965. 
ANA adopted the position that 0 minimum preparation for beginning profes-
sional nursing practice at the present time should be baccalaureate educa-
tion for nursing 0 and that •minilDlJII preparation for begiMing technical 
nursing practice at the present time should be associate degree education 
in nursing." 
New York State Nurses Association. F.ducatian. far 
Nursing f>ractice: Repon of the Ne,,,, York Si;ata 
Nurses Assoaia.tian 1966 Arden Houae Conference. 
Albany, New York State Nurses Association, 1966. 
March 4-6 - The Comnittee on Education held a special conference to enable 
nursing leaders to study nursing education, service, and the role of the 
professional association. ANA's position on education for nursing .as dis-
cussed. · 
1966 
1969 
1970 
1970-75 
1972 
-f-:r:-:-·,~~.- J7f ~Wtf½i4H#--- .1 · ''.···· .~ 
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•A Blueprint for the Educatiori'of.Nurses in New 
Yor.k State."_- New Xork State Nurse 39:10-14, Jan-
uary 1967. (Reprin~ available froin NYSNA}. 
______ ..,.. . _,~: ,. -·· 
October 23 - -The NYSNA Board of Directors, having previously accepted ANA's 
position, approved a plan prepared by NYSNA's Council on Education for the 
orderly transJtion of nursing education in New York State into the mainstream 
of higher education. Minimum preparation for beginning·generalized nursing 
practice wuld be an associa~ degree in nursing and minimum preparation 
for· beginning professional nursing practice would be a baccalaureate degree 
in nursing. · 
•study of the Nurse Practice Act. 11- - Repo:rt, Offi-
cial Newsletter of the New York State Nurses Asso-
ciation. 1(1):2, December 1969. 
June - The Special Comnittee to Study the Nurse Practice Act was established 
by NYSNA's Board of Directors. The Connittee was charged with determining 
whether the Act: 1) protects the interest of the public; 2) protects the 
interests of the profession; and·J) reflects the current trends. in nursing 
practice, nursing education and the health field. 
•Proposed Revisions to New York State's Nurse Prac-
tice Act. 11 The Jowm.ai of t1ie NetJ> York State Nuztses 
Associa.tion 1(3):9-19, Fall 1970. 
Fall - After more than a year of intensive study, including analysis of in-
put from nurses and nursing students through a questionnaire, workshops, 
and legislative forums, the C011111ittee concluded that the Nurse Practice Act 
was totally inadequate. The major focus of the Conmittee's rec011111endations 
was revision of the definition of nursing practice to clearly delineate the 
scope of practice of the two licensed nursing careers. 
NYSNA Legi8lative BuUetin. 1970-1975. 
NYSNA introduced career mobility bills for financial assistance to regis-
tered nurses seeking baccalaureate degrees and licensed practical nurses 
seeking registered nurse preparation. 
March 15 - The Laverne-Pisani bill, redefining nursing practice, was signed 
by the Governor of New York State. · 
Priorities in Preparation For Practice: ' The NerJ 
Yozok State Nu:rses Assooi.a.tion 's 1972 Position on 
Nursing Education. Albany, New York State Nurses 
Association, 1972. Also printed in The Journa.Z of 
the Neu YO?"k State Nurses Association 3(1):6-12, 
August 1972. 
June 16 - The NYSNA Council on Education Position Statement on Nursing Ed-
ucat1on was approved by the Board of Directors. The statement expressed 
concern over nursing education's failure to contribute significantly to the 
professional socialization of nurses and reiterated the urgency of inte-
grating nursing education into the mainstream of higher education. 
.,, _ . ..., 
.. 
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"Implementing the New Definition of Nursing Prac-
tice: The Arden House Conference," January 12-14, 
1973. Harriman, New York. Part I. The Journa.l 
of t1ze NetJ> York _State Nuz>ses Association 4(1), July 
. ·1973_ 
11--.----~·" Part II. The Journal, of the New 
Yo:r~_State NuPses Association 4(3}, September 1973. 
January 12-1-4 - ·oiscussion.included impllcations of the new definition for 
nursing education and curriculum planning. 
"Specialty Groups Fann in Nursing Practice and Ser-
vice - Plan May ·29 Meeting. 11 Repo:rot, Official News-
letter- of the New York State Nurses Association. 5 
(4):1, April 1974. 
March 27-28 - NYSNA Specialty Groups of Deans, Directors and Faculty of 
Nursing Education Programs and Directors, Associates and Assistants of 
Nursing Practice and Services in a joint meeting d~scussed the de!irability 
of requiring a single type of educational preparat1on for profe~s1onal nurs-
ing licensure. · 
"Resolution on Entry into Professional Practice" 
from "Resolutions adopted by the 1974 NYSNA Voting 
Body. 11 Repo-zat .• Official Newsletter of the New York 
State Nurses Association. 5(10-11):6, October-No-
vember 1974. 
October - NYSNA Convention - Resolution to standardize educational ~uire-
ments for entry into nursing practice was brought to the floor by D1recto~, 
Associates a~d Assistants of Nursing Practice and Services. The-Deans, D1-
rectors and Faculty Group had voted to delay action for another year. The 
voting body, however, approved the Resolution. 
Entry into l'rofessional Pl>actice: The Arden House 
Conference. January 29-Jl, 1975!; Ha:Prunan!i Ne,,, 
Yol'k. Albany, New York State Nurses Association, 
1975. 
January 29-31 - The Arden House Conference ~as held to ~plore th~ implica-
tions of the Resolution for the nurse practice act, nur~1ng pract1ce a~d 
service and nursing education. Over one hundred stata:,1de repre~entat1ves 
from nursing service, practice, and all levels of•nurs1ng educat1on were 
invited. As a result of the conference, the Special COOlllittee to Study the 
Nurse Practice Act was reactivated and plans were made for another conference. 
NYSNA Boar.ad of Di:roectox-s Meeting Ninutes, 1975. 
(unpublished) 
April 23 - NYSNA Board of Directors Executive COIDllittee reactivated the 
Special Conmittee to Study the Nurse Practice Act and_charged it wit~ ~e-
veloping a Proposal for Implementation of the Resolut1on through Rev1s1on 
of Article 139, Title VIII, Education Law. 
i 
• 
l 
' 
1 
j 
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En:tey in.to Pztofessi.onal 'PPa/Jtice, Pan II: The 
Hyt:p;t Houae Confeztenae. May 29-31, 19'/5, AZ.bv:Y, 
N~Im-k. Albany,·New York State Nurses Assoc1a-
t1on. 1975. 
May.29-31 ... Hyatt House Conference - The Special COl!lllitte~ presente<t a 
draft of its proposal to the 125 participants for d1seuss1on •. In general, · 
it was well ~eived~ Probably the· greatest disagreement was on the title 
of practitiorier in the second career. · · 
•June Board Action." Report, Official· Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 6(6'): 
2-3, June 1975. 
"Proposal ·re: Implementation of kesolution ?Ji .. 
Entry into Professional Practice Through Re~1s1on 
of Article 139, Nursing, Title VIII, Education 
Law." Report, Official Newsletter of the New • . 
York State Nurses Association. 6(7-8) :5-8, Ju1y- · 
August 1975. · 
June - NYSNA Board Action endorsed the Pro~osal fo~ presentation to_the 
nursing connunity and directed that statew1de meet1n~s be held for 1nput 
from the nursing c0111Dunity prior to the 1975 Convent1on. 
"Statewide Meetings Planned on Proposed Revisions 
to Nurse Practice Act. 11 Report, Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 6(7-8):1, 
July-August.1975. · 
Sestember - Meetings w~re held in each of the eighteen Districts to explain 
an discuss the Proposal. . 
Report to Board of Directors of NYSNA by the Special 
C011111ittee to Study the Nurse Practice Act., October 
6, 1975. N:tSNA Boa!'d of Directors Mee~ing Minutes, 
1975 (unpublished). 
September 4 - The Executive Board of Licensed Practical Nurses of New York, 
Inc. voted to endorse the 1985 ProposaJ with the exceptio~ ~f the propos~ 
title "practical nurse" which ·they preferred to leave as l1ceuseo pract1-
cal nurse". 
"Resolutions Passed at the Convention~ Resolution 
re: Establishing Baccalaureate Degree as Basic 
Preparation. 11 NeliJs. Ma:ine State Nurses Associa-
tion. November 21, 1975. 
September 29-30 - Maine State Nurses Association 1975 Convention_- MSNA 
passed a resolution that the Association "initiate efforts to bring about 
the necessary changes that will establish by 1990 th~ baccalaure~te d~re~ 
in nursing as the preparation for the future profess1onal nurse 1n Ma1ne. 
.. .. 
1975 
1976 
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"Passage of Legislative Proposal Preceded by 
Lengthy Debate." Repozrt, Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 6 
(9-10):6~ September-October 1975. 
October 7-10 - NYSNA Convention - The Proposal was presented to the Voting 
Body. Discussion was heated, with.opposing groups offering alter~ative 
proposals. At the end of 3 1/2 hours of debate,· the Voting Body approved 
the Proposal.' As a vote count was. not requested, exact figures for the 
count are not known. 
uworkshop on 'Curriculum Challenges• Planned by 
_Specialty Group. 11 RepaPt~ Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 6{9-
10):5, September-October 1975. 
November 22 - Specialty Group of Deans, Directors., and Faculty of Nursing 
Education Programs sponsored workshop for facu?ty to explore the curriculum 
challenges that can be inferred fran the Proposal. 
11Subconmittees Planning For Implementation of 1985 
. Proposal."· RepoPt, Official Newsletter of the New 
York State Nurses Association. 7(1-2):7, January-
February 1976. 
December - NYSNA Counci 1 on ··Education established three subconmittees to 
begin plan for implementation of the Proposal: 
1. The Future Planning Subconmittee - to obtain grant support for planning 
the development of totally new educational curricula in nursing. 
2. The Availability and Distribution Subconmittee - to obtain estimates of 
nursing education needs and resources., as well as identify traditional 
and non-traditional opportunities such as possibilities for consortia, 
teleco111nunication., etc. 
3. The Curriculum Subconmittee - to identify measures to deal with the 
following problems: appropriateness of curricula for special groups 
such as RNs; availability of prepared faculty; presen~ expectations 
of graduates of technical and professional nursing programs; establish-
ment of linkages among these programs; "non-nursing" degrees for nurses. 
"Statewide Forums to Focus on NYSNA 1976 Legislative 
Program." Repoi-t, Official Newsletter of the New 
York State Nurses Association. 6(11-12):5., November-
December 1975. 
January - Nine Leyislative Forums were held across the state to discuss the 
1976 Legislative Pr~ram in its entirety. 
"NYSNA 1985 Proposal Introdµced. 11 NYSNA Legislative-
Bu.lletin. Issue No. 3:1-2, March 16, 1976. 
-- -
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Legislative Session - The essence of the 1985 Proposal was drafted into 
appropriate.legislative lan~uage and introduced into both the Senate and 
the Assembly. The final draft of the bill dealt only with the educational 
preparation for the two careers in nursing and grandfather clau$es. (As-
sembly~ A.10,932 - sponsored by Alan Hevesi; Senate - S.10,146 - spon-
sored by.Rules C0111Dittee) Both bills were referred to the respective Higher 
Education C~ittees where they were discussed and held for further study. 
I 
•second Workshop Scheduled." Repot-t, Official 
Newsletter of the New York State Nurses Associa-
tion. 6(11-12):3, November-December 1975. 
February 21 - Specialty Group of Deans. Directors and Faculty of Nursing 
Education Programs sponsored a second workshop, "Workshop For Faculty of 
Nursing Education Programs in New York State·, 11 deaHng with _issues related 
to the 1985 Proposal. 
"Nursing Education." Oregon Nu:ztae 41(2):7, April-
May 1976. 
March 31-April 2 - Oregon Nurses Association Convention - Oregon Nurses 
Association House·of Delegates adopted a motion that ONA support the ANA 
position on basic nursing education, in which the baccalaureate degree in 
nursing be a requirement for entry into professional practice and that ONA 
petition the Oregon State Department of Higher Education to provide in-
creased opportunities for baccalaureate and masters programs in nursing. 
The Comittee on Nursing Education in liaison with the Oregon Licensed 
Practical Nurses Association and the State Board of Nursing was directed 
to name and define two levels of nursing and reconmend standards of educa-
tion for each level to be presented at the ONA 1977 Annual Meeting. 
"National Student Nurses Endorse Baccalaureate 
Entry Level." Reporot, Official Newsletter of 
the New York State Nurses Association. · 7(4-5): 
1, April-May 1976. 
April - National Student Nurses Assor.iation passed a resolution endorsing 
the mvement toward a baccalaureate euucation as the entry level for regis-
tered nurses. 
"Idaho to Redefine Levels of Practice. 11 Ame'Z'ican 
J'oza.ona.L of Nu:ztsing 76:881, Juue 1976. 
. 
April 8-10 - Idaho Nurses Association passed a resolution at their 1976 
Convention supporting the Idaho C0111Dission on-Nursing and Nursing Educa-
tion's recOQIIE!ndation for two levels of nursing education dnd practice 
and called for a·n ad hoc conmittee to study the issue and report the find-
ings at the 1977 convention. 
"Delegates Adopt Concepts for Overhaul of Practice 
Act: A Report of the Special Meeting." "Concepts 
of Change to Nurse Practice Act Adopted by ONA House 
of Delegates, April 25 and 26, 1976. 11 Ohio Nu:rses 
Reviet,, 51(6):3-;, June 1976. 
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April -25-26 - Ohio State Nurses Association in ·a special session of the 
House of Delegates.appr9ved.reconmendations calling for development of 
the_twa-career system in nursing by January 1, 1985. Titles endorsed are 
"registered nurse" and 11 registered nurse associate11 • Educational require-
ments are the bachelor's degree for professional nursing and the associate 
degree for practice as a nurse associate. Grandfather provisions protecting 
nurses and practical nurses licensed prior to 1985 were also· approved. 
NYSNA Board of· DiPectoPB Meetirrg Minutes, 1976. 
· (unpublished) · 
May 21 - Board of Directors approved establisilnent of the Task Force on Be-
havioral Outcomes of Nursing Education Programs as rec011111ended by the Coun-
cil on Nursing Education. 
July 1 -·Grant proposal "Educational Models for Entry" into-Professional Prac-
tice11 submitted by Council on Nursing Education to DHEW. 
III. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS - SEPTEMBER 1976-PRESENT. 
"Pre-convention Hotline ... NYSNA Board Sets New 
Thrust For 1985 Proposal." Repoztt, Official 
Newsletter of the New York State Nurses Associa-
tion. 7(_9}:1-2, September 1976. 
September 10 - Licensed Practical Nurses, Inc. Board of Directors voted not 
to co-sponsor the 1985 Proposal and to introduce its own 1977 legislative 
proposal relative to educational requirements for practical nursing. 
September 13 - NYSNA was informed of the Licensed Practical Nurses, Inc. 
Board action-. 
September 15 - The Special Comnittee to Study the Nurse Practice Act con-
cluded that introduction of the Proposal in the 1976 legislative session 
demonstrated: 
l. Substantial support within the nurs1ng comnunity and the Legislature 
for baccalaureate education for professional nursing; 
2. Heated disagreement within the nursing c011111unity and, consequently, no 
direction in the Legislature about a second career pattern in nursing; 
3. Little agreement within the nursing c011D1unity•regarding the proposed 
titles for the two careers in nursing; 
4. Emotional furor about the second career pattern distracted from the 
accow.plistvnent of the primary objective - baccalaureate degree for pro-
fessional nursing. 
The Coomittee reco11111ended that establistlnent of the baccalaureate degree in 
nursing as the educational requirement for registered professional nurses 
be the objective of 1977 legislation, and that the Association continue to 
study all aspects of the second career in nursing. 
.. 
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aproposed NYSNA 1977 Legislative Program." Report, 
Official Newsletter of the New York State Nurses 
Association: 7(9·) :1, September 1976. 
Septeaber 17 - Board approved the modified proposal. A special issue of 
Report outlining the changed situation and Proposal was mailed first class 
to the'lllelllbership for their consideration prior to voting at the _Convention. 
11(ntry. Into Professional Practice Resolution. 11· 
Pennsylvania Nurse 31(11) :7, November 1976. 
October 3-8 - Pennsylvania Nurses Association Voting Body adopted the reso-
lution that PNA "support the concept that by 1985 all candidates for initial 
licensure to practice professional nursing hold a baccalaurea~e degree with 
a aajor in nursing, and be it further resolved that ~he PNA actively support 
this position through all appropriate means such as statewide prograDllling · 
and cmaunicat1ons with other states. 11 
Driscoll, Veronica M. Legitimizing the Pr>ofession 
of Nursing: The Distinct Mission of the N6bJ !fork 
State Nuztses Associat;i.on. Albany, Foundation of 
the New York State Nurses Association, Inc., 1976. 
October - Dr. Driscoll, the current Executive Director of New York State 
Nurses Association,.published this historical study which critically re-
views NYSNA's efforts frm 1901 through 1973 to secure statutory recogni-
tion of nursing as a legitimate profession. 
October 11-14 - NYSNA Convention 
avoting Body Reaffinns COD111itment to 1985 Proposal." 
Report, Official Newsletter of the New York State 
Nurses Association. 7(10-11):3, October-November 
1976. 
October 12 - An open forum was sponsored by the Special Coomittee at the 
NYSNA Convention. A representative from the Council of Directors of Diploma 
Programs requested that the Special Co11111ittee meet with representatives of 
concerned groups in an effort to reach consensus on a two-c~reer proposal. 
October 12-14 - Several meetings of the Special Co11111ittee and concerned 
groups were held. There was strong support for maintenance of two licensed 
career patterns and for establishing the baccalaureate and associate degrees 
as the entry requirements·. The major points of tontroversy were grandfather 
provisions and the title of the second career. No consensus was achieved 
before the Voting Body Session. 
"Special Conmittee to Study the Nurse Practice Act 
Rec011111endations Approved by the 1976 NYSNA Voting 
Body." Repon, Official Newsletter of the New York 
State Nurses Association. 7(10-11):3, October-
November 1976. 
October 14 - Voting Body Session - The "coalition11 of concerned groups pre-
sented an alt~rnative proposal for revision of educational requirements • 
.. 
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Discussion of the proposals resulted in a c~i-ehensive legislative proPosal 
which included: · . 
1. Deletion of definitions of tenns and references to other disciplines; 
2. Establistvnent of the baccalaureate degree in nursing for registered· 
professional nurses; · · 
3. Establistinent of the associate degree in nursing for registered associate 
nurses; 
4. Grandfather provisions to protect individuals licensed prior to the 
effective date of the legislation, allowing registered professional 
nurses to retain their title, and licensed practical nurses to use 
the t-itle·registered associate nurse. 
Consensus approving the legislative proposal was apparent with a vote of 
444-Aye, 19-Nay, 17-Abstaining. 
"Summary Reports of Convention Programs." Report;, 
Official Newsletter of the New York State Nurses 
Association. 7(10-11):7-12, October-November 1976. · 
October 12-14 - Three meetings were held to explain plans for the Task Force 
on Behavioral Outcomes. Task Force members were.recruited at Convention 
business meetings of NYSNA Conference and Specialty Groups. 
"OSSNA Corner. 11 Oklahoma. NU1'se 52 (l ) : 7, January 
1977. 
October 27-29 - Oklahoma State Student Nurses Association passed a 1985 
Resolution at its 1976 Annual Convention. 
"Service Employees International Union. Resolu-
tion." The NeliJ Yo Pk LPN 37 ( 5): 8-11 , September-
October 1976. 
A resolution calling for "licensing and certifying for the career occupation 
of LPN or LVN practitioner, an advanced or specially trained LPN" appeared 
in The NeJ,J York LPN, September-October- 1976. The resolution stated that 
S.E.I.U. (Service Employees International Union) will undertake "to advance 
this specialized occupation in the Legislatures, Licensure Boards, and 
Schools of Nursing .•. 11 • 
"Behavioral Outcones Task Force to Solicit Input, 
Data." Repon, Official Newsletter of the New 
York State Nurses Association. 8(1-2):3, January-
February 1977. 
December 3 - At its first meeting, the thirteen-member group set up plans 
for soliciting the infonnation needed to accomplish its aim. It ~s deter-
mined that a "Project Tool" should be developed to include questions re-
garding future practice settings and what future graduates should be able 
to do. 
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February 24 - At its second meeting, the Task force refined its 11 Project 
Tool~ which will be published in Repottt~ so that input can be gathered 
fn:,m a broad spectrLBR of the nursing comnunity. The group is also devel-
oping plans for soliciting input from other NYSNA Councils and Organiza-
tional Units. 
March 16 - New York State Legislature - Legislation was introduced in both 
Houses: S.45~ Pisani, Johnson; and A~6847 Virgilio, et al • . 
11Workshop Scheduled on 'Bey~nd 1985: Nursing 
Practice Expectations 1 • '' Report1 Official News-
letter of the New York State Nurses Association. 
8(1-2):7, January-February 1977. 
April 16 - A workshop open to practitioners, educators, and administrators 
is scheduled for April 16, and is sponsored by the NYSNA Specialty Group 
of Deans, Directors and Faculty, Nursing Education Programs. 
Jf40/kk 
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NEW YOFIK S,:,.TE Ni rcEE NURSING COUNCIL 
July 3, 1986 
Dear Colleague: 
. . 
Enclosed are the results of our deliberations of 6/26/86 - in· 
Syracuse. 
I want to thank everyone for giving of their time and energy to 
attend. I keep think~ng a solution surely is in the offing. 
Feel free to ~die - comment. 
Have a pleasant summer. 
Sincerely, 
0,,;t,._,,S.~ 
Anita B. Ogden. Chair 
N.Y.S. Associate Degree Nursing Council 
JUL 
ADN/BSN Liaison Committee Membership 
June 27, 1986 
Maggie Argentine {G) 
3863 Pratt Dr. 
RD il2 
Oneida, N.Y. 13421 
Evelynn Gioiella 
Houter-Bellewe 
425 E. 25th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10010 
Marianne Leltus 
1307 Jacob Street 
Troy, N.Y. 12180 
Carrie B. Lenburg 
Regents College 
Cultural Educ. Center 
Albany, N.Y. 12230 
Anita B. Ogden (G) 
570 Freeman Street 
Corning, N. Y. 14830 
{ 607) 936-3860 
Jacqueline E. Perley (G) 
700 Warren Rd. Apt. 23-3C 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 
Barbara Smullen 
Nazareth College of Rochester 
4245 East Avenue 
Rochester, N.Y. 14610 
* (G) - would like Greta Styles paper. 
Marjorie Stanton 
(D'Youiel College} 
8899 Wlacott Road 
Clarence Center, N.Y. 
Cecelia M. Taylor 
P.O. Box 13 
Westdale, N.Y. 13483 
Janet Wright (G) 
350 Farm to Market Road 
Endwell, N. Y. 13760 
14032 
ADN/BSN Liaison Committee Meeting - 6/27/86 - Syracuse, Airport Inn 9 - 1:30 p.m. 
Present: M. Argentine, E. Gioiella, M. Leltus. C. Lenburg, A. Odgen, J. Perley, 
B. Smullen, C. Taloyr, J. Wright 
Issues Discussed: 
Purpose of Meeting (1) to consider respective councils concerns over statement 
of 2/15/86 
Changes 
Major concerns of ADN council -
degree of autonomy necessary for any practice. 
- accountability of individual for their own actions. 
title associate acceptable. 
licensure examination. 
proposed composition of State Boards. 
Major concerns of BSN council -
- determination of nsg. diagnosis and protocols. 
- responsibility of/for nsg. care. 
- proposed composition of State Boards. 
(2) Edit existing proposal rather than rewrite or define a new 
concept of nsg. practice. 
6901 - Def. of Prof. Nursing - ••• for the management of these services and is 
accountable for the quality of care given within 
the boundaries of professional nursing practice • 
6904 - Def. of Associate Nsg. - ••• and in keeping with established nsg. and other policies 
and protocals in an environment that provides protocols, 
resource personnel and services and coordination and 
direction • 
6907 - St. Bd. for Nsg. - •••• no fewer than 6 shall be licensed as professional 
nurses, no fewer than 5 shall be licensed 
(Board composition would then be -
6 Prof. 
5 Assoc. 
4 Others 
7 Consumer) 
6905 - 4. Requirements for licensure -
6906 - 6. 
••• "pass an examination developed to reflect the 
defined scope of prof. nsg. practice • 
••• pass an examination developed to reflect the 
defined scope of associate nsg. practice. 
2. Need. to understand process and procedure 
for implementation. 
Maryanne will develop 
flow sheet. 
3. Grandfat:hering - grandfather to title only not to educational 
credentials. If exams are not changed. could 
be greater problem LPN to ADN - current ADN have taken 
same exams as BSN - LPN's have not. 
-2-
Handouts 
1. Defining & Differentiating Nsg. competencies - Ma.in report. 
2. Draft - ANA - Supplement.al Report of the Task Force on Scope of Pract:ice -
selected pages. 
Reference: National Council State Boards of Nsg., Inc. 
Issues Vol. 7 #1 
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THE DOMAIN OF NURSING PRACTICE 
The Scope of Professional Nursing Practice 
The scope of practice for the profession defines the total domain of the 
discipline ve call nursing. That statement is all encompassing. Section II. 
pages 9-20 (see attached} of Nursing: A Social Policy Statement clearly 
describes the parameters of nursing practice. The domain is complex, and for 
that reason it requires the level of detail contained in the attached exerpt 
from Nursing: A Social Policy Statement. Within the complex domain are 
d!lJlensions with characteristics that describe nursing in more detail. These 
dimensions are characterized by the theory base of the nurse. 
The Dimensions of Technical Nursing Practice 
Technical nursing is one dimension of the domain of nursing practice. The 
technical nurse utilizes the nursing process within parameters characterized 
by the knowledge base of the nurse, the client and environment. The knowledge 
base of the technical nurse is: 
18 o 
19 o 
20 o 
21 
at the associate degree level and: 
derived from general education and: 
derived from nursing education 
22 Technical nursing focuses on: 
23 
24 O 
25 o 
26 
27 0 
28 
the individual client and on interactions with significant 
single episodes of well defined health problems including 
exacerbations associated with many client illnesses 
client conditions that are generally predictable 
others 
29 Technical nursing practice generally occurs in a structured environment that 
30 provides: 
31 
32 o 
33 o 
34 o 
35 
36 
37 
38 
existing protocols and procedures 
resource personnel and services 
coordination and direction 
Assumptions 
39 The scope of practice for the professional nurse and the dimensions of 
40 practice for the technical nurse are based on a set of assumptions that both: 
41 
42 o 
4J 0 
-44 o 
45 o 
assume responsibility and accountability for their practice 
function within both personal and professional boundaries 
function within legal boundaries 
recognize their roles within the health care system 
CF:mw:01 
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Defining & Differentiating 
. Nursing Competencies 
Maggie Argentine 
Director Am Program 
Caze!lavia College 
New York, NY 13035 
Oear Maggie, 
. 
Thank you tar your request tar aoaut our 
Project. Enclosed is the material developed by our 
demanstratian center~•••• over the past years. Pl•••• 
credit documents in ~hat•ver project yau are pursuing. 
This material has bean presented at ~arkshops, 50 the 
~erk may be considered public at this paint. ~e are 
pleased that cur work is already r•achin9 beyond the 
Pr-eject. 
~hen th• mat•rial an Raia af Nurse and has 
been pr•s•nted, ther-e has been ca•• discussion 
re9ardin9 the background to emphasi:a the 
dittwrentiatin9 tactars a+ each However 1 
t:he i a I is ta i r I y •• I +-exp I anatary and shcu Id 
»stand alone». As happens, however, the 
product that is very clear attar working an it tar a 
year is not qui ta as ••It-evident as an• ~ould hope. 
If yau have any questions, pleas• contact our attic• at 
515-263-2847. 
Att•r you have had a chance ta review this material, 
would it be possible tar you to give us written 
te•dback tar our records. In this way-• can »track~ 
the the Project is having an the ~egian. We 
greatly value your input. 
Sincarely, 
.. 
P•99)' L.. 
Projact Oirectar 
Sponsored by the Midwest Alliance in Nursing 
1226 W. 5trNt. 108BR. lndianeoolis. IN 46223 
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February 1, 1984 
Copyrighted by: 
Project_ Dire• 
Midwest Alliance in Nursing 
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DeveJopmentn Project 
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Defining and Differentiating Nursing Competencies• Dr. Prim, 
Project Di rector 
Role of Nurse 
Nursing, as an an and applied saence, is a creative and 
expanding discipline occurring in a variety of settings. It is based 
on application of principles from biopsycJlosocial sciences and 
the interrelationship of theory, practice. and research. Nursing is 
a dynamic interaction between focal client and_ nurse designed to 
promote, maintain. and restore an optimal level of health or 
suppon toward a peaceful death. Nursing process with emphasis 
on decision making is the basis for nursing practice. 
Three basic components of the practice role of nurse are: 
provision of direct care, communication with and on behalf 
of the foc:al client, and management of client care (sec model}. 
Teaching evolves from the interface of provision of care 
and communication. Coordination with other disciplines evolves 
from the interface of communication and maoagf'3cnt of care. 
Delegation of care evolves from the interface of management of 
care and provision of care. 
Oiff erentiated levels of functions,. which exist within the 
role of nurse, result in collaborative,. interdependent, and 
complementary parameters of practice consistent with the 
educational preparation of the practitioner. Collaborative and 
complementary practice is based on communication among 
health care providers on behalf of the focal client. Management 
of client care involves delegation of aspedS of nursing care for 
which practitioners are prepared educationally so that the entire 
scope of role of nurse is reflected in client care. Nurses maintain 
ethical and legal accountability for their own actions as well as 
for those aspeas of nursing care delegated to others. 
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Aa:omuable Self-directed 
Pro,lllloa of Care 
Tccbnical Skills 
MauaemeatofCare 
Leadership Skills 
Melllocl of Practice: 
Nursina Proc:css 
PRACTICE ROLE OF NURSE 
Imerfacc of Role: Companc:nts 
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Project Director 
Differentiated Practice Role of Nurse 
Mlmlslr of Pmremaa 
Accowltablc Seif~ 
MedMNlof Pl'lldke: 
Nursiq Process 
Superimposed on the Practice Role of Nurse Model are concentric circles 
which become increasingly smaller. As one moves from the periphery to 
the center of the diagram the complexity of variables increases as does the 
ability to intem:Jate the role components. This is demonstrated in the model 
with increasing depth of color. 
- .. ... ·• 
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Differentiated Competency Statements 
Geaenl Statement 
The AON cares for focal 
clients who are identified 
as individuals and members 
of a family. The level of 
responsibility of the AON is 
for a specified work period 
and is consistent with the 
identified goals of care. The 
AON is prepared to function 
in structured health care 
settings. The structured 
settings are geographical and/ 
or situational environments 
where the policies, procedures, 
and protocols for provision of 
health care are established and 
there is recourse to assistance 
and support from the full 
scope of nursing expertise. 
The BSN cares for focal 
clients who are identified 
as individuals, families, 
aggregates, and community 
groups. The level of 
· responsibility of the BSN is 
from admisdon to post--discbarge. 
The BSN is prepared to function 
in structured and unstructured 
health care settings. 
The unstruaured setting 
is a geographical and/ or 
situational environment which 
may not have established 
policies, proc:c:durcs, and 
protocols and bas the 
potential for variations 
requirmg independent 
nursing decisions. 
The reader should assume that the following BSN competencies 
always include the ADN competencies of the same letter. The 
competencies within each category build upon one another and 
cannot be taken out of context. The reader should remember 
that tho! definition of focal client differs for the ADN and BSN. 
.Property of •Associate Degree Nursing: Facilitating Competency Development. •· · · 
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Role of the 
Associate Degree Nurse (AON) 
The AON is a licensed. registered nurse who provides direct 
care that is based on the nursing process and focused on 
individual clients who have common; well-defined nursing 
di_a~oses. Co~deration is given to the client's relationship 
within the family. The AON functions in a structured health 
care setting that is a geographical or situational environment 
where the policies,. procedures, and protocols for provision of 
health care are established. In the structured setting there 
is ~ourse to ~cc and suppon from the full scope of 
nursmg experose. 
The AON uses basic communication skills with focal clients 
and coordinates with other health team members to meet focal 
clients' needs. The AON recognizes the individual's need for 
information and modifies a standard teaching plan. The AON 
recognizes that nursing research influences nursing practice and 
assists in standardized data collection. 
The AON organizes for focal clients those aspects of care for 
which s/he is responsible. The ADN maintains accountability for 
own practice and for aspectS of nursing care s/he delegates to 
peers, licensed practical nurses, and ancillary nursing personnel. 
Within a specified work period, the ADN plans and implements 
nursing care that is consistent with the overall admission to 
post-discharge plan. The AON practices within accepted ethical 
and legal parameters of nursing. 
Project Oirect9r 
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Role of the 
Bacca1aureate Degree Nurse (R5N) 
The BSN is a licensed registered nurse who provides 
th · based on the nursing process and focused on clients wtth at tS Cli ts . lude complex interactions of nursing diagnoses. en inc . . . 
individuals, families, groups, aggregates, ~d commumues 1n 
structured and unstructured health ~gs. The unsuucrured 
setting is a geographical or a situaupnal envtr0nment that may 
not have established policies, procedures, and protocols ~d 
has the potential for variations requiring independent nursing 
decisions. 
The BSN uses complex communication skills with focal 
clients. The BSN collaborates with other health team members 
and assumes an accountable role in change. The ~N 
the need for information and designs comprehCDSive teaching 
plans individualized for the focal client. The BSN col_labo~es 
with nurse researchers and incorporateS research findings mto 
nursing practice. 
The BSN manages comprehensive nursing care ~or focal clients. 
The BSN maintains accountability for own p~ce and for 
aspects of nursing care delega~ to ~ther nursmg J?Crsonnel 
consistent with their levels of educanon and expenISe. The BSN 
plans for nursing care based on:,-~ntified needs of the ~ocal 
client from admission to post-discharge. The BSN p~ces 
within accepted ethical and legal parameters of nursmg. 
ProJect Director 
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Project Director 
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Provision of Direct Care Competencies 
The AON provides direct care for 
the focal client ~ich common. 
well.Jctincd nursing diagnoses by: 
A. collecting health pattern data 
from available resources using 
established assessment form.at to 
idemify basic health care needs. 
B. organizing and analyzing health 
pam:m data in order lo select 
nur.iing diagnoses from an 
escablished list. 
C. establishing goals with the focal 
dient for a specified work period 
chat are consisrent with the 
overall comprehensive nursing 
plan of care. 
D. developing and implementing an 
individualized nursing plan of 
care using established nursing 
diagnoses and proH>eois to 
promote. maimain, and restore 
health. 
E. participating in the medical plan 
of care to promote an integrated 
health care plan. 
F. evaluating. focal client responses 
to nursing interventions and 
altering rhe plan of care as 
necessary to meet client needs. 
The BSN provides direct care for the 
focal client with complex interactions 
of nursing diagnoses by: 
A. expanding the collection of data to 
identify complex health care needs. 
8. organizing and analyzing complex 
health pauem data to develop 
nursing diagnoses. 
C. establishing goals with the focal 
client to develop a comprehensive 
nursing plan of care from 
admission to post-discharge. 
D. developing and implementing a 
comprehensive nursing plan of 
care based on nursing diagnoses 
for health promotion. 
E. interpreting the medical plan of 
care into nursing activities to 
formulate approaches to nursing 
care. 
F. evaluating the nursing care 
delivery system and promoting 
goal~rected change 10 meet 
individualized client needs. 
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Communication Competencies 
The ADN uses basic communication 
skills with the focal client by: 
A. developing and maintaining goal-
direaed interactions to encourage 
expremon of needs and support 
coping behaviors. 
B. modifying and implementing a 
standard teaching plan in order 
to restore, maintain, and promote 
health. 
The BSN uses complex communication 
skills with the focal client by: 
A. developing and maintaining goal-
directed interactions co promote 
dfective coping behaviors and 
facilitate change in behavior. 
B. designing and implementing a 
comprehensive teaching plan for 
health promotion. 
The ADN coordinates focal client care ·Ibc B.5N collaborates with other 
with other health team members by: health team members by: 
A. documenting and communicating 
data for clients with common, 
wcll-defmed nursing diagnoses to 
provide continuity of care. 
B. using established cbanneJs of 
communication to implement an 
effective health care plan. 
C. using interprc:tcd nursing re.,earch 
rmdings for developing nursing 
care. 
A. documc:uting and communicating 
comprehensive data for clients 
with complex interactions of 
nursing diagnoses to provide 
cnori:nuity of care. 
B. using established channels of .... 
COID!llunicarion to modify health 
care delivery. 
C. incorporating research fmding1 
into practice and by consulting 
with nurse researchers regarding 
identified nursing problems in 
order to enhance nursing 
practice. 
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Management Competencies 
The AON OfPDizes those aspectS of 
care for focal clic:nts for whom s/he 
is accountable by: 
A. pr.oritizing. planning, and 
c,rganizing rhe delivery of standard 
nursing care in order to USC time • 
and resources effectively and 
effidemly. 
B. delegating aspeas of care to 
peers, lia:nscd practical nurses, 
and anc:IJary nursing personnel, 
coosisrent with their levels of 
edncariml and ecpertise, in order 
to meet diem ~-
c.. mainrauun1 accountability for 
own care and care delegated to 
odlcz's to a.uure adherence to 
cdlical and legal standards. 
D. recoguizing the need for referral 
and conferring with appropriate 
nursing personnel for as.gstance 
to promote continuity of care. 
E. working with other health care 
personnel within the organizatiflnal 
structure to man• diem care. 
The BSN manages nursing care of 
focal clients by: 
A. prioritizing, planning, and 
organizing the delivery of 
comprehensive nursing care in 
order to usc time and resources 
effectively and efficiently. 
B. delegating aspects of care to other 
nursing personnel, consistent 
with their levels of education and 
expertise, in order to meet clients' 
needs and to maximize · 
staff perfonnance. 
C. maintaining accountability for 
own care and care delegated to 
others to assure adherence to 
ethical and legal standards. 
D. initiating referral to appropriate 
departments and agencies to 
provide services that promote 
continuity of care. 
E. as.swning a leadership role in 
health care management to 
improve client care. 
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stlllWlY: 'D» P prcvides direct nursi1lC care for iDdiVidm.l clieDU 111tb 
CClllll:ID, -11.•denned J2Ul'S1aa '1be &tB c:annm:v:a'tes 111th Gld m bebal! 
Of tbe climu coord1tlates client care With other bealth tea. lli!llblls. 'lbe 
AD1 Ofl,ID1MS r.JJoee &IPf::,."'is of can for 1Cicb s(be 1a acco.mtal:lle. 
'Iba aura cmplias Witb apncr, pummel. and smra1J18 ar'll1.ce po11c1a. 
A. llallcuU&tes "1l'1DCMP to :mppart st&f!1DC/9Checlal:IJII needs. 
B. Partidllat• m iUerV1cea. ecmcat1m•J P?OIJ.-• 1111 UDit wt1J2p. 
C. Aa1BU m the orientaticD IDd devwlcpallt of =rsmc paz:scrm.el and studerts. 
D. 11amtaw rmfidl:atl&l.J.t,- of iD:farmaum N!IIIZ'd1Dc c:lleD1:s, fsmJ 1es. baJ.th 
care petsxm.ll, me apacy. 
E. Q:mrilmes p:mttftl.J to the mp of IIUrS1IIS u a piofesaico tbr0uib proper 
dress em ccmmct. 
._ c:ursa: 
A. '1be Alli prav1dea d1nc:t care for 't!le focal cl1mt wtth CCIIIDI, w.11-detiDed 
nuniDC d1•;:n HS, 
1. Collecu balth data ball avaibble ?llall'CeS am:ic esablisbed 
u fona't to 1dllrtUJ bu1c bealtb cue Dlata. 
2. Or;:ul1Zn IZld amly:ras baltb pattern data 1D ardlr' to ea!~ 
d11poees bcm ID estlblilbld liat. 
3. F.stabliabes goals Witb tbe focal clieltt far a sped.fied -,rs paned that 
an 111tb ovanll c:a&IA~• i:mrsiDC plan of C&ft. 
4. Dnelqa IDd jzq2lcmta a. imli.Yidmlizlld p1u of c:an a1Dg 
establisbed Dm.'S1nc d11p !l!I IDd pl'0't0CCl.s to pramte, ll&inta:LD, and 
rNtOre bealtb. 
5. PIZ'ticip&tea us tbe =-lical p1eA of can to prrmce an 1D'tepUed health 
can plan. 
6. Evaluates focal climt respcp .. to llm'SUII a.ad al'ters tbe 
plu of care U DeCIHU, to meet cl1mt Deel• 
B. 1he Atfi buir cannm1ca~1CD lkills Witb t.be fecal cl1~. 
1. 0ne1aps and mLl%lUWI &ml~ ~iCDa to expres:iua 
of Deeds ud. suppmt cop1Dc betaViars. 
2. 110d1f1• 111d -1tllll!DU a staDdard tnd!tD& plan 1D crder to restore, 
aintaiD, and prrmtlt malth. 
C. '?be Am coanl1Da't• focal cliem: cue wttb otbe:!' balth t- aa:,z.ezs. 
1. too~• mxt c::mnm1caus d&1a for climu with CCIZIIDI, well-defined 
man1DC d'8£fflN"I to pra,,1de c::at1m:l1t:y of can. 
2. 0.. esubli.lbed cblDMJ S ,of c:mmm1ca%1m to -1f:1111Dt ID effective 
baltb Clft plan. 
3. Uaes 1merpreted mrs1J1C U 111:rdl ·"1nd1np for devielcpizlg i:mrsiDC care. 
o. 1be a orpa1ns tbcla upects af care far facal clielrta far lllxm sf?» is 
ac:ccuDtable. 
1. Pncr.t.:tiZes, plus, and crpn1?ft the dltlivny o! staDdaZ'd nurs:mc care 
m crdG' to ue tms Uld rwcw effect1.i, and "1f1cieDUy. 
2. Otlepta upecta of c::en to peers. U'Ks, IDd uc:11Jv, llUZ'S1ng perSJMel, 
ccasisteat With their l...ts of e11JCIUCII ind expenm, 1D crder to 
meet clieltt .... 
3. lla1DUins &CC0UDtabilit:J fer om cue IDd care delep.~ed to otbers to 
aaun &dbetence to etb1cal 1114 lepl SUDdaz'ds. 
4. Recccn:J.zes the need far referial ud ccafers with wopziate Dm'Sing 
pencanel far assistance to prcmte caatimi~ of can. 
5. 110m With otber baltb can. pazwwwl ld.UWl tbe o-rpn1zatiaaal 
suuc:ure to mmace cl~ care. 
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I 1. 
2. 
Gtadlla.ie of & state-~ .il.aCC:11.te Dlp'ff iJI proa::r:a.m. 
J.ic:elm&re/0tn:U1c:at1cn 
Liceaud or cart1fi41d to pnctice u & Recinarecl H.Jrse. 
3. J)q:,en.ece to a,ta,1n Prl:lf1cuac:r 
1ollOIC1ZIS a !OIDl m-1atat1m1 proi'ictem:r iJI tbll us:i.ped clinical area 
a apaciecs 111tb.iJI ax a:mtbs. 
4. Jntes• :ten• ~t/AnalyUc Abili'tf 
8-quiN9 cl~ lmolrledp and iDClllpeDdlllt judpaDt. nec-,y to ial)lement 
Ud.lvutmllad D1.ln1JZI ca.re. 
5. OmNq11-.c• of AcUan 
P:neecpamca of act:1cas cculd c:&\IN Im. ham to cl1mt(s) ud/or apnet' 
b1" failure to CCllllllr '111ib nududa of Dm'a1nC can. · 
6. Ina 1tJ ffll' 1felfue of 01:bers 
lluDtUU c:cat:SJNal&S nspaas1t1lity dur1III a spe,cified work period for the 
wlian ot cl~, c:mmstct 111ib overall plan of care. 
7. 0xatac:t W1'UI 0tlm's 
inte:&PE 90Dal skills for canstam c:artac:t 111th clients uid 
fl'equBt ccauci 111tb familr aamers Md bealtb care peracmnel nthin the ~- . 
8. Aiccalmability 
lluZlt&1Da acc:aunm111"tr for a., pracuce ad can delep.tect to peers. 
IJll\s, IDd ucp l&ZT marsiD& Pe1 um.,l. 
9. 
Pr0ceeda on a-a 1Ait1at1ve iJI COlll)liallee 111th pol1ctea1 practices, and 
pr-.:.ciidm'9s .2f tbe apncr undn' tbe dincuca of s~att supen"isor, 
D1recta Pft'J'S, U'Ss, IIDd UdlluT marsm& persxmel. 
10. IIIDtal Effart 
rmsum ...ui &ler.u• IUld UlilitJ to evaluate and detect 
cmDln iJI c:11aat •• CIDb.~. to prabl ... and to take 
~• 1Dit1at• acencJ" proiocol iJI mmpac:r S1tuations. 
J1uDU.U1S & bJlb dllCrW of ef:f1c1mll:r ua frcm cne usk to another 
&Dd establillwlC pr101'1U•• Sabjee't to c:caswrt !Dternpt:1.ans 1n 
perfamlZIC SAlped .a2'k. 
u. RIJa1cal Effon 
BlqmNe !~ W1)k'1n1, sundiJII, S1U:1Jai, bmrUOi, Neebi"I, and 
mclllnte to bn~ lU~ of climt.a 911d eqll:i.Jldllllt. 
12. lb:dl HUards 
lb.as tc:abl• ar infecums d1.,... and inj\UT hm 
pc-fan.nee of dut~n. ls SLlbject to mltiple and 
lllVUCllllBUl • 
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SUIWif: 'l'be BSN pravicles d1rec:t XIUJ'SiJ:lg ca.re for families. aa:rega~es, :l.Dd 
c:cammi'tY graups. as well a.s mdiVidual climts With C0111)lex intenctiCDS of 
mzrsine diagzoees. 1.'he SSH uses cazo].ax ca,m,o1cat:101l slcills "1.ib clienu aod 
collaro..-...tes With other baltb tellll dlfSl:bers. 'lbe BSN amps rmc:uebe:os:i:ve 
Dm"Sllli care for clients &Dd USIJZIBS an ~e role 1D d:wsce· 
MIIA AS DIPI.CMIZ: 
'1be masa CCJll)lies With epncy, penamel, ud service pQ].id.eS. 
A. DEm:mstntes nllJ.qnesa to suppcrrt staf:fiDC/sr::bttmlillc needa. 
s. Pllrtieipl.tes 1zl inSel'Vicea, e=catiaul PIOIP-, IDd UD11: aaet1Jlp. 
c. Asa1StS 1D the orientation and dlMtl.c:lplmt of zmrsiDI pummel uad stmmts• 
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D. 11&:lnta:iDs ccafident:l.ali'cy of 1Dfonat1Clll climta, fam:111M, bmltb 
care persamel, and tile agency. 
E. Ccmttibll'tes positively to tbe 1aae of~ ea a. profeaial tm'Dll&h prc,pu-
dress a.ad 00l1dUct. 
WWW MD IXITID: 
A. 1be BSN provides direct care for ttle focal cliellt With oc,q:,la :unenctials 
of mzrs:mg d1agn s s · 
1. Elqmlds tbe collectial of data to 1dl!D't1f7 00111)lex hal th cue needs. 
2. Ow-prizes IIDd anal,-s cc:q,Jm be&ltb pattens d&'ta. to develop nmsiJ2g 
d1IIJMS99• 
3. F.stabJ1sbes goals Witb the focal c1ieDt to develop a. CWl,il~ve 
nm-siDg plan of care fraD ectn:tsstcm to post-<11scba:rge. 
4. Develops 2ml •lemmts a webeasive au.rs1JJg plaD of care based 011 
masiq d1PIP)09PS tba:t illeludes bealtb pramticn. 
5. llrterprets tbe 118iical plan of can iDtO aursuig aai'Vit:1es to frmuate 
approac:besto~can-
6. Evaluates tbe nursing CU"lt del1'V1!?7.sYSt• and prcm,tes pl-directed 
c:baDP to meet iJldividual:I.Zed clitm needs. 
a. 'lbe BSR uaes c:c:q,lex c:am,m1ca1=ica sldl1s With ttle focal client-
1. Develops IZld IIIUDtaiaS pl-directed to pramte effective 
CDPillS '!>ebaviorS and facilitate cmnge iD bebaviar. 
2. Des11P)s am iq)lemmts a CiJii14eheu1W tewcb1JW p1u t21at iDclmes 
bauth prcm:,ticll. 
c. 1be BSR collabon.tes w.1.tb otber be&lth team uamers. 
1. n::x:u.nu PDd cam,mjce,~• weblUiva dau far cl:1.eDtS '111th Cl:lll'lex 
mtencticlls of amsmc ctt•v vs to pravida c:aatilmi't7 of cue. 
2. Uses establi.Shecl channels of ccmmn1cati.on to izlll].mmt m e:ffecuve 
be&ltb care plaD &mi to m::,dilJ belllth care deli'VelT• 
3. Il.co:tparates resarcb f1nd1np 1Dto practice IDd ccmults With 
1'WU'Cbm's :reprd1JIC idmt1f1ed aura1DC p:rcbleaa m order to ermance 
JmrSiDS pra.ct:I.Ce. 
D. 'Die BSR D11D818 nurs:1D1 can af focal clleats. 
1. PriaritiaS, plm, and orpni:zee tbe del1'Vl!r7 of caap:ebeaaiw Dm'S1n& 
CU"e m ardllr to me t:ta end td0m'C8S etfectiwl.7 ad eff1c:imU7. 
2. Dtlept• upcts of care to otber pawl, cc:iaaiStmt 111th 
tbe1r levels of ecmcatim and aput:I..N, m ardllr to llllet clieDU" 
DNdll and to nv1m1 m staff perfanllDC8• 
3. lla1Dta1ml accomrcabili't7 far CJlll c::&N IDd care delepted to otbm:s to 
arm .dbeimce to etb1cal IIDd lepl steodl""':t. 
4. Initiates refernl to ..ppwpx1&te em apad.es to provide 
aerv1CIIII that prcm:,te C0D'tismity oi eu9. 
5. ••mm, leadenbip l"Ole m be&l'th cue nuaaem,Dt to~ clum 
care. 
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baltb CUI, pcwwwl Wii!UA ud cms1dit tile ~-
I. 
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I. 
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pol~ pn.c:t1ca, ud C!lf Ule ..-,,:J 1IDdl!r 1N cl1nei1Cll of 
•rrerti&i; ~• peas Uld otlm' zmrsiJII pa Ml• 
10. llmia1 EUari 
c:msuat mmia1 alti1:I r ad lbll1t7 to ..iuau clients• 
res;xxi- - ,.,,,.... i,D ... ~. to idllltifJ prdal-. ud to 
m1uate ~• .,....._ IDitUta ..-er pn,trm1 SA weas .. r 
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AHERICAN NUBSES • ASSOCIATION 
Supplement.l Report of the 
Task Farca on Scope of Practice 
1 AJJ maniUted by the 198S American Nursu• Associacion irouse of Delegatu, a 
2 task force vu fomed to develop a sutement on scope of practic• fen: the 
J future professional and technical nurse .. Task force memoers npnsenting the 
4 Cabinet., on Nursing Education, Practice, and Services vith a c:ansult&nt from 
S National Commission on Nursing Impla:entaC:ion Pl:-ojecc developed this ch-aft 
6 document. 
7 
8 This pr~limina-ry draft is being shared so that it:t concept.s ray be discussed 
9 and clarified. The task force recogni:ed that ~rallel Hlatioaships ci.st in 
10 the professional and legal arenas~ Often these arenas are comusacl vith each 
11 other or tenlS from one are used interchangeably vith the other. A framavort 
12 vas developed to describe the component parts of each arena. This framevo'l"k 
13 is presented here for further di~c:ussion. 
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WORK ING ORJ\l-'1' 
Current Education Law 
Article 139 
Nursing 
NYSNA's Entry Into Practice ADN/OSN Liaison Committee's 
necomrnendations to Respective 
Councils 
6900. Introduction, This 
article applies to the pro-
fessions contained in article 
one hundered thirty of this 
title apply to this article. 
6901. Definitions. As used in 
section sixty-nine hundred two: 
i. "Diagnosing" in the context 
of nursing practice means that 
identification of and discrimina-
tion between physical and psycho-
social signs and symptoms essential 
to eff~ctive execution and manage-
ment of the nursing regimen. 
Such diagnostic privilege is 
distinct from a medical diagnosis. 
2. "Treating" means selection and 
performance of those therapeutic 
measures essential to the 
effective execution and management 
of the nursing regimen, and 
execution· of any prescribed 
medical regimen. 
3. 11 Human Responses.. means those 
signs, symptoms and processes 
which denote the individual's 
interaction with an actual or 
potential health problem. 
6900. Introduction. This 
article applies to the 
profession of nursing and to 
associate nursing. The 
general provisions for all 
professions contained in 
article one hundred thirty 
of this title apply to this 
article, 
This article applies to the 
profession of nursing, etc. 
2 
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6902. Definition of pr«ctico 6901. Definition of practice 'fhe professional nurse diagno&is and 
of nursing. l. The practice of professional nursing. 'l'he treats human responses to actual and 
of the profession of nursing as practice of professional potential health problems through such 
a registered professional nurse nursing is defined as diagnosing services as casefinding. health teaching, 
is defined as diagnosinCJ and and treating human responses health counseling, and provision of 
treating human responses to to actual or potential health care supportive to or restorative of life 
actual or potential heal th problems through such services and well-being to individuals, families• 
problems through such services as casefinding, health groups and communities. The professional 
as casefinding, health teaching, teaching, health counseling nurse also provides leadership and 
health counsol ing, and provision and provision of care support- collaborates with others in establishing 
of care supportive to or rester- ive to or restorative of life policies and protocols for the management 
ative of life and well-being, and well-being. of these services and is accountable 
and executing medical regimens for the quality of care given within the 
prescribed by a licensed or boundaries of professional nursing 
otherwise legally authorized practice. 
physician or dentist. A nursing 
regimen shall be consistent with 
and shall not vary any existing 
medical regimen. 
2. The practice of nursing as a 
license6 practical nurse 1s 
defined as performing tasks and 
responsibilities within the 
framework of casefinding, health 
teaching, health counseling, 
·and provisibn of supportive and 
restorative cAre under the 
direction of a registered 
professional nurse or licensed 
or otherwise legally authorized 
physician or dentist, 
6904. Definition of practice of The associate nurse participates in the 
associate nursing. The practice diagnosis and treatment of human 
of associate nursing is defined responses to actual or potential health 
as eKe.cuting. t_~~ons in the problems through such services as 
treatment of human responses to casefinding, health teaching, health 
actual or potential health counseling and provision of care 
problems within the framework supportive to or restorative of life and 
of casef inding, heal th teaching, well-being to individuals within the 
health counseling and provision context of their support system. The 
of supportive and restorative associate nurse provides such services 
care, in keeping with 8 nursing in collaboration with the profeHional 
regimen established by a licensed nurse and in keeping with established 
or otherwise legally authorized nursing and other policies and protocols 
nurse. in an environment that provides resource 
personnel and services, protocols and 
coordination and direction. 
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6903. Practico of Nuroing and 
uso of titlo "registorod 
professional nurse" or "licensed 
practical nurse. Only a parson 
licensed or otherwise authorized 
under this ~rticle shall practice 
nursing and only a person licensed 
under section sixty-nine hundred 
four shall use the title 
"registered professional Nurse• 
and only a person licensed under 
section sixty-nine hundred five 
of this article shall use the 
title "licensed practical nurse." 
6904. State board for nursing. A 
st~te board for nursing shall be 
appointed by the board of regents 
on recommendation of the commis-
sioner for the purpose of assisting 
the board of regents and the de-
partment on matters of professional 
licensing and professional conduct 
in accordance with section sixty-
five hundred eight of this title. 
The board shall be composed of not 
less than· fifteen members, eleven 
of whom shall be registered 
professional nurses and four of 
whom shall be licensed practical 
nurses all licensed and 
practicing in this state for at 
least five years. An executive 
secretary to the board shall be 
appointed by the board of regents 
on recommendation of the commis-
sioner and shall be a registered 
professional nurse registered in 
this state. 
6902, Practicu of 
professional nursing nnd use 
of title "nurse". Only n 
person licensed or otherwise 
authorized under this article 
shall practice professional 
nursing and only a person 
licensed under section sixty-
nine hundred three of this 
article shall use the title 
... Use of title "profassional nut••· 
or "ass~cibte nurao." 
11 nurse''. 
6907. State board for nursingd 
A state board for nursing shall 
be appointed by the board of 
regents on recommendation of 
the commissioner for the pur-
pose of assisting the board of 
regents and the department on 
matters of professional licensing 
and professional conauct in 
accordance with section sixty-
five hundred eight of this 
title. The board shall be 
composed of not less than fifteen 
members, eleven of whom shall 
be nurses and four of whom shall 
be associate nurses all licensed 
and practicing in this state 
for at least five years. An 
executive secretary to the 
board shall be appointed by 
the board of regents on 
recommendation of the 
commissioner and shall be a 
nurse registered in th(s state. 
••• The board shall be composed. 
of not less than fifteen mem-
bers licensed as profossional 
nurses or associate nurses, nq1 
fewer than six shall be li-
censed as profes•io~al nurses,. 
no fewer than five shall be 
lic.ensed as associate nurses •. , 
( Board compostion -
6 prof. 
5 assoc. 
4 others 
7 consumer) 
·.,. 
(, 
·,:,.'>. 
::· . 
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Current Education Law 
Article 139 
Nursing 
6905. Requirements for a license 
as a registered professional 
nurse. To qualify for a license 
as a registered professional nurse, 
an applicant shall fulfill the 
following requirements: 
l. Application: file an application 
with the department; 
2. Education: have received an 
education, and a diploma or degree 
in professional nursing, in accord-
ance with the commissioner's 
regulations. 
J. Experience: meet no requirement 
as to experience; 
4, Examination: pass an examina-
tion satisfactory to the board 
and in accordance with the 
commissioner's regulations, 
5. Age: be at least eighteen 
years of age; 
6. Citizenship: meet no require-
ment as to United States 
citizenship. 
7. Character1 be of good moral 
character as determined by the 
department, and 
8. Fees, pay a fee of ninety-five 
dollars to the department for 
Qdmission to a department 
conducted examination and for an 
ini~ial license, a fee of twenty-
~ollars for each ro-oxamina-
:.~~. of sovonty dollars for 
4,;• •• --.;.• ... ~-b~ ::..cc:-.nc for purnono 
r.c~ rcq·,.ur~r1cJ .:d:-:ia.o:iion to A 
NYSNl\ 1 s Entry Into Pr~ctico ADN/llSN Liaison Commi tt<H?' s 
Rcco~ncndations to Respective 
Councils 
6903. Requirements for license 
as a professional nurse. To 
quality for a license as 
a nurse, an applicant shall 
fulfill the following require-
ments: 
l. Application: file an 
application with the department; 
2. Education: have received 
an education, including a 
minimum of a baccalaureate 
degree in nursing, in 
accordance with the commis-
sioner's regulations; 
3. Experience: meet no re-
quirement as to experience; 
4. Examination: pass an 
examination satisfactory to 
the board and in accordance 
with the commissioner's 
regulations, provided, how-
ever, that the educational 
requirements set forth in 
subdivision two of this 
section are met prior to 
admission for the licensing 
examination. 
S. Age: be ~t least eighteen 
years of age; 
6. Citizenship1 moet no . 
requirement as to United 
States citizenship. 
7. Character: be of good 
moral character as determined 
by the departmenti and 
a. Foes: pay o fee of sixty-
••. pass an examination 
developed to reflect the defined 
scope of professional nursing practice. 
')j~( 
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dupartmont conductccl ~xnmination, 
and n fca of twenty dollars for 
the biennial registration period 
cndin~ August 31, nineteen hundred 
eighty-thrco, and a fee of thirty 
dollars for each triennial regis-
tration period commanding on and 
after September first, nineteen 
hundred eighty-three. 
6906. Requirements for a license 
as a licensed practical nurse. 
To quality for a license as a 
licensed practical nurse, an 
applicant shall fulfill these 
requirements: 
l. Application: file an 
application with the department. 
2. Education: have received an 
education including completion 
of high school or its equivalent, 
and have completed a program 
in practical nursing, in accord-
ance with the commissioner's 
regulations, or completion of 
equivalent study satisfactory 
to the department in a program 
conducted by the armed forces 
of the United States or in an 
approved p.:-ogram in professional 
nursing1 
fiva dollars to tho depart-
ment for aclmis#ion to a 
deportment conducted 
examination and for an 
initial license, a fee of 
twenty-five dollars for 
each re-examination, a 
fee of forth dollars for 
an initial license for 
persons not requiring 
admission to a department 
conducted examination, and 
a fee of thirty dollars for 
each triennial registration 
period. 
6905. Practice of associate 
nursin9 and use of title 
"associate nurse". Only a 
person licensed or otherwise 
authorized under this article 
shall practice associate nursin9. 
,and only a person licensed under 
section sixty-nine hundred six 
of this article shall use the 
title "associate nurse". 
6~06. ·Requirements for license 
as an associate nurse. To 
quality for license as an 
associate nurse, an applicant 
shall fulfill the following 
requirements: 
1. Application: file an 
application with the departmenti 
2. Education: have received an 
education, including an 
associate degree in nursing, in 
Have received an education in 
associate degree nursing ••• 
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3. l·:xpcricnco: muaL nu require-
ment as to axpcricnca. 
4. Examination: pass an 
cx~mination satisfactory to the 
board and in accardanca with the 
commissioner's regulations, 
provided, however, that the 
educational requirements set 
forth in subdivision two of 
this section are met prior to 
admission for the licensing 
examination; 
5. Age: be at least seventeen 
years of age1 
6. Citizenship: meet no 
requirements as to United States 
citizenship. 
7. Character: be of good moral 
character as determined by 
tho department: and 
8. Pees: pay a fee of ninety-five 
dollars to the department for 
admission to a department conducted 
cxbmination and for an initial 
license, a fee of twenty-five 
dollars for.each re-examination, 
a fee of seventy dollars for an 
initial license for persons 
not requiring admission to a 
department conducted examination 
and a fee.of twenty dollars for 
each biennial registration period 
through August thirty-first, 
ninYtoan hundred ei9hty-four, 
and a fee of thirty dollars 
for oach triennial registration 
accordance with the 
commi.:.a,i.onur• s regulations; 
3. Experience: lrnvc received 
an education, including an 
associate degree in nursing, 
in accordance with the 
commissioner's regulations1 
3. Experience: meet no require-
ment as to experience: 
4. Examination: pass an 
examination satisfactory to 
the board and in accordance 
with the commissioner's 
regulations; provided, how-
ever, that the educational 
requirements set forth in 
subdivision two of this 
section are met prior to . 
admission for the licensing 
examination. 
5. Age: be at least seventeen 
years of ageJ 
6. Citizenship: meet no 
requirements as to United States 
citiienship1 
7. Character: be of good moral 
character as determined by 
department, and 
B. Fees: pay a fee of sixty-
five dollars to the department 
for admission to a department 
conducted examination and for 
an initial license, a fee of 
twenty-five dollars for each' 
re-examination, a fee of. forty 
••• pass an examination developed 
to reflect the defined 
scape of associate nursing 
pract-ice. 
••• eighteen years 
\'lll I 1 1 111 l:11li,1,1I. IUII J.,1\/ 
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porlod commending on and 
aft~r Soptern.bor first, 
nineteen hundred eighty-four. 
dollnrs for un initial license 
for parsons not requiring 
admission to a department 
conducted examination, and 
a foe of thirty dollars for 
each triennial registration 
period. 
Al>N/11:itl r.t.d uon C:01111111 ttuu I o 
Hucn111mund.itions to lluapactivo . • 
Council:.; 
*There are additional sections to the law (limited permit (6907} and exempt persons (6908} that will have to be reviewed for rewording. 
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October 3, 1986 · 
The professional nurse diagnoses and treats human responses to actual and 
potential health problems through such services as casefinding, health teaching, 
health counseling, and provision c,f care supportive to or restorative of life 
and vell•being to individuals, families, groups and communities. The professional 
nurse provides leadership in establishing standards, policies and protocols for 
the delivery of nursing care and is accountable for the quality of care given 
within t:he b~undaries of nursing practice. 
The associate nurse participates in the diagnosis and treats human responses 
to actual or potential health problems through such services as casefinding, health 
teaching, health counseling and provision of care supportive to or restorative of 
life and well-being to individuals within the context of their support system. 
The associate nurse provides such services in collaboration with the professional 
nurse and in keeping with established standards of nursing practice. 
10-6-86 
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801 of the State Board should be nurses 
201 other 
of the 801: 
10-6-86 
601 should be professional nurses 
40i associate nurses 
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NCSBN MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS 
The purpose for which the National 
Council of State Boards of Nursing.was 
founded was to give service to its 
Member Boards of Nursing. Member Boards 
currently receive the following 
membership b&nefits. 
Use of National Council Licensure 
Examinations NCLEX-RN and NCLEX-PN; 
Research on the job relatedness of 
the licensure examinations. Since 
1978, major studies conducted or 
being conducted are: 
- Practical Nurse Role Delineation 
and Validation Study for the 
National Council Licensure Examina-
tion for Practical Nurses 
Registered Nurse Performance 
Update Study 
- Study of Nursing Practice and Job 
Analysis and Role Delineation of 
Entry Level Performance of 
Registered Nurses; 
Continued study to keep abreast of 
developments in testing, including 
review of computer adaptive testing 
for possible use in the licensure 
examinations; 
Publications on licensure examina-
tions and validity for referral by 
Member Boards; 
Guidelines and procedures related 
to secure administration of the 
licensure examinations; 
625 Nonh Michipn Suire 1544 Chicago. Illinois 60611 312 787.6SSS 
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- National 11011thly disciplinary data 
c.eport on disciplinary actions taken 
against registered nurses and 
licensed practical nurses by Meaber 
Boards-; 
- analyses of disciplinary 
actions taken on aonthly basis and 
on annual basis; 
Research on disciplinary action caken 
by Member Boards; 
Publications 
Issues, a bimonthly publication 
- Newsletter to Member Boards, 
a biweekly publication 
- HCSBH Manual 
- NCLEX-RN Study Guide 
NCLEX-PN Study Guide 
- Other publications as app~oved for 
production by Board of Directors: 
An ongoing systematic method of 
communication exchange through Area 
meetings and annual convention: 
Guidelines for use by Member Boards, 
if desired, in setting minimal 
standards for safe and effective 
nursing practice. 
- Model Nursing Practice Act 
- Model Administrative Rules and 
Regulations for Nursing 
Position Statement on Model Legal 
Standards 
- Position Statement on Rewriting 
the National Council Licensure 
Examinations: 
- Clearinghouse for resource and 
referral information pertinent 
to safe and effective nursing 
practice and general regulatory 
trends; 
Consultative services on testing, 
practice, education and discipline; 
- Monitoring of practice and educacion 
trends and issues relating to safe 
and ~ffective nursing practice and 
regulatory trends. 
.. J 
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POSITION STATEMENT - REQUIREMENTS 
FOR ENTRY INTO PRACTICE 
Position: 
The National Council of State Boards of 
Nursing has adopted a position of 
neutrality with respect to the 
institution of changes in the nursing 
educational requirements for entry into 
nursing practice. 
Rationale: 
Prior to the 1986 Delegate Assembly of 
the National Council of State Boards of 
Nursing, the National Council had stated 
it would not take a formal position on 
the issue of educational requirements 
essential for entry into nursing 
practice. This non-position has been 
erroneously interpreted as a position of 
support or non-support for various 
viewpoints being expressed in the 
nursing community. 
The position of neutrality was adopted 
during the 1986 Convention of the 
Delegate Assembly. This position was 
adopted to more clearly indicate that 
the issue of edu~ational requirements 
for entry has been reviewed and that the 
membership of the National council has 
determined that it will not take a 
position, at this time, regarding the 
proposed changes in the nursing 
educational requirements for entry into 
nursing practice. 
....... c....a ................. 
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POSITIOR ON ADV.IRCED CLINICAL 
NURSING PRACTICE 
Purpose: 
To provide guidance regarding the 
regulation of advanced clinical nursing 
practice. 
Background: 
Advanced clinical nursing practice is a 
concept varying greatly in interpreta-
tion and regulation. Nursing practice 
statutes and administrative regulations 
range from no provision to detailed 
statutory and regulatory control. The 
profession, on the other hand, has 
endeavored to recognize advanced nursing 
practice through the mechanism of 
voluntary certification. Currently 
there are at least 16 nursing 
organizations offering 35 certification 
programs·each with specific education 
and practice requirements. 
Advanced clinical nursing practice is 
defined as the practice of nursing at a 
level which requires substantial 
theoretical knowledge in a specialized 
area of nursing practice and proficient 
clinical utilization of this knowledge 
in implementing specific nursing 
interventions, the competencies of 
specialists include the ability to 
assess, conceptualize, diagnose, and 
analyze complex health 
Credentials for a specialist require 
current licensure as a registered nurse, 
at least a master's degree in nursing, 
current national certirication in the 
advanced practice area and approval by 
the Board of Nursing. 
-1 
f 
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Position: 
Boards of Nursing have the 
responsibility to assure the health, 
safety and welfare of the public by 
verifying that nurses practice safely 
and effectively. If the public health, 
safety and welfare is not assured by 
other means, Boerds of Nursing have a 
responsibility to promulgate regulations 
for entry into and the practice of 
advanced clinical nursing. These 
regulations should be based on the 
following: 
- Regulations should be in response to 
a clear statutory mandate. 
A minimum of masters preparation in a 
clinical nursing practice specialty 
should serve as the basis for advanced 
clinical nursing practice. 
Boards may use recognition of 
national certification to identify 
nurses with the special credentials 
necessary for advanced clinical 
nursing practice if it is based on the 
acquisition of additional knowledge 
and skills attained through at least 
masters preparation in clinical 
nursing specialty. 
- The preferable method of regulating 
advanced clinical nursing practice 
is designation/recognition because 
it is the least restrictive means 
for assuring the public health, 
safety and welfare. 
I 
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GUIDELINES ON 
BRTRY IRTO PRACTICE 
Purpose: 
To provide guidelines regarding 
regulatory changes for entry into 
practice. 
Background: 
The rationale for changing the 
educational requirements for nurses is 
based on the increasing complexity of 
health care precipitated by the rapid 
advancement in knowledge and technology, 
as well as modifications in health care 
policy. The need for these changes is 
viewed from the perspective of continued 
protection of the public health, safety 
and welfare. 
As of 1985 at least 48 state nurses• 
associations and 20 nursing and health 
care organizations have taken positions 
to change the educational requirements 
for entry into nursing practice. The 
most widely proposed reco1111endation has 
been to change entry requirements 
designating baccalaureate degree 
education in nursing for licensure at 
the professional level and associate 
degree nursing education for licensure 
at the technical level. 
Guidelines: 
Issuing Licenses: 
Decisions need to be made as to the 
waiving of new requirements and the 
grand fa the ring of. nurses so that. 
property rights are protected. 
-2-
If there is no waiver of new 
requirements or if there is a 
waiver of for a 
specified number of years, then 
equivalency criteria should be 
provided. · 
If the of grandfathering 
with a total waiver of new require-
ments is not utilized, those who 
hold a current license should be 
given an opportunity to obtain 
additional requirements before their 
licenses are nullified. 
Waiver and grandfather clauses must 
have an effective date and a 
deadline date for the filling of the 
licensee's application. 
Any changes in qualifications for 
entry into nursing practice will 
neccessitate that Boards of Nursing 
consider selection of one of the 
following options when endoresement 
qualifications are developed: 
• an applicant for endorsement 
should meet the same requirements 
as current applicants for initial 
licensure in the endorsing state 
• an applicant for endorsement 
should meet the requirements in 
effect in the endorsing state at 
the time of the applicant's 
original licensure 
Depending upon statutory language, the 
enactment of a law with a grandfather 
clause following the repeal of previous 
entry into nursing practice requirements 
may only protect those with active 
licenses at the time of the change in 
the statutes. Those without current 
active licenses in good standing may 
lose their privileges. 
Titling: 
It would be inappropriate for 
Boards of Nursing at this time to 
support a change in title(s). 
-3-
If there is a change in title(s) the 
licensees under the previous lav may 
be granted the new title by a 
grandfather clause.in the new law. 
Any change in title(s) uy affect 
the uniforaity aaang stat•• concern-
ing the tvo current levels of 
licensure which aay coaplicate 
interstate 
Defining the Scope of Practice: 
Any change in the legal scope of 
nursing practice should alter the 
role of the nurse in the market 
place. 
A change in the scope of practice is 
binding on all licensees. 
Individuals who are grandfathered 
under a new statute, mist practice 
in accord with the new scope of 
practice. 
Any change in the scope of nursing 
practice should be defined in 
general, rather than specific 
terms, to provide for the natural 
evolution of nursing practice. 
Approving and Monitoring Educational 
Programs:: 
Boards of Nursing may need to 
propose statutory or regulatory 
changes to bring all programs that 
~repare i~dividuals to meet entry 
into nursing practice requirements 
under the jurisdiction of the board. 
Boards of Nursing will need to 
facilitate the orderly closure of 
programs which are currently board 
approved and which no longer meet 
the requirements for program 
approval. 
If grandfathering i• based on 
partial waiver of the nev 
require .. nts for entry into 
nursing practice, consideration 
must be given to pi:·ovisions for 
determining equivalency. 
Testing: 
Licensur~ examinations 1111sc reflect 
changes in role enactment in the 
market place. 
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CONTINUED NURSING COMPETENCE 
Purpose: 
The purpose is to provide guidance to 
jurisd1ct1ons considering requirements 
for license renewal, reinstatement or 
endorsement. 
Facts: 
Continued competence of nurses 
throughout their licensed careers_is an 
issue receiving increasing attention. 
Nursing competence encompasses the 
ongoing ability to render safe direct 
nursing care or the ongoing ability to 
make sound judgement upon which that 
nursing care is based. Competent 
behavior rests on the use of the 
scientific method from which the nursing 
process emanates. 
As of 1984, thirty states require some 
proof of continued competence for RN or 
PN license renewal. Twelve of the 
states mandate some form of continuing 
education. Two states use peer review, 
fourteen states require refresher 
courses for re-entry into nursing 
practice, three require a competency 
exam, and ten have a minimal practice 
requirement. 
Considerations: 
The competence considerations are: 
.The regulations for continued 
competence must bear a rational 
relacionship to the-legttimate 
state goal of assuring the 
public health, safety and welfare. 
-- ---------· - . ---4-- ~------- ''• ·- ---- ---- -- - ------
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- Although the intent of regulations 
to assure continued competence is not 
to restrict competition, any regula-
tion that controls access to a 
profession may have an aneicompeti-
tive effect. 
Any continued competence regulation 
will be costly to the board of 
nursing, the employer, the individual 
licensee and the public. However, 
incompetent nursing practice may 
ultimately be more expensive. 
The mechanisms for ensuring continued 
competence should be evaluated in 
light of available resources, 
accessibility, validity, and relia~ 
bility. 
Mobility of licensees from jurisdic-
tion to jurisdiction ~111 be affected 
by continued competence regulations. 
Continued competence mechanisms 
should be linked to the d1sc1plinary 
process. 
Requirements for evidence of con-
tinued competence should be a 
collaborative effort of the regula-
tory and professional communities. 
Boards of nursing have the responsi-
bility to assure the health, safety, and 
welfare of the public by verifying that 
nurses practice competently. Although 
current research does not support any 
single method of ensuring continued 
competence, the Council recommends that 
individual boards continue efforts to 
establish mechanisms that validate 
continued competence. 
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4-gear liUTSin(J) J)rogr~m planned at Elmira 
By PEG GALLAGltEB Then they. wW proceed to ho1pJtal cllnl, 
Senior Staff Writer cal ,,xperience In their tbJrd year, ·and 
Elmira College expects to have a wor1.t In commWlitJ pro,rama, auch 11 
four-1ear baccaleaurate nursing pro- . nunlai public health aervJce 
gram in operation by the opening of and with private, pract,1Uoi:ler1 In. the 
the school year next September. fourth )'tar~ · · 
Dr. Bryan D. Reddick, vice president T1ie · calle1e bH been plalllllng tbe 
for academic aUalrs, said Wednesday program for nearly two years, with the 
that the executive committee of the sup·i>ort of Arnot-Ogden and St. Jo, 
college's board of trv.1tee1 had •:>· aeph'• Ho1plt1l1, wboae represent•• 
proved adopUon of the program at a Uven aerve on the c0Ue1e'1 · 11dvlloey 
met1tinl Tuesday afternoon. commJttee,· · 
St. Joseph's Hospital, said more and 
more hospitals are requiring a bacca-
l•ureate degree. · 
"There's no question th,1t paUenta 
· are much sicker, and lt'1 the belief of 
many people that you need nurses who 
have a lltUe broader back1,round that 
doesn't Just zero in on nurslne but 
some of the other academic areas as 
well," she said. 
Dr. Kathleen Sward, director of nurs, 
Jng education at Elmira college, said it 
Currently, the hospital often a two-
year upper division program to regi•• 
tered nurses who already have their di-
ploma, from hospital-based programs 
or associate dagree schools. 
St11denta ID the new pro,ram will re,, la "a major event for the southern 
celve thelr · cUnlcal hospital traJnine at Tier'' that the college and the two bos-
botb lDIUtutiom. Tbe ho1pJtala allo IIY pital1 will be working together Jn the 
a nlll',iq lhorta1e h11 developed Jnd program. 
The new program wW allow students 
to enter as freshmen for a liberal arts 
background in the firat two year,. 
they feel the prolfam will offer· a pool· . "Hospitals will bt' increuingly 
of quallfled staff membert, · · · lookJng for baccalaureate.prepared 
111 addltlon. Sr,. Marie Ca1ta1naro, nW'ses, and to have an insUtaUon In El• 
vice president for clJnlcll 1ervlcea at mtra that can provide them will be a 
\ ., ' ./ .. 
boon to the hospitals," she said. 
Both ho1pltal1 currently oUer three, 
year nursing programs but St. Joseph'• 
baa announced that it will close il'1 
achooJ In 1988. 
Arnot-Ogden plan• to continue Ila 
1chool, which opened in 1881, Lh 
Corveleyn, public relations director, 
said. She said the school offer• an al, 
ternaUve for those who cannot immedl, 
ately afford to attend a degree 
program 1cbool. 
Sward said the college la the proce11 
of 1ubmltUng an applicaUon to the 
1tate educaUon department so that stu, 
dent.I can be accepted in September. 
The school'• two.year program, which 
started in 1979, has been recognlJed by 
the state and ls naUonally accredited, 
1he said. 
' . 
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Attached is a paper, "Comparative Data on Nursing Graduates by Program Type: 
Baccalaureate, Diploma, and Associate Degree. 11 It was circulated at the 
Joint Forum of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges and 
the Organization for Advancement of Associate Degree Nursing, held April 22, 
1987 in Dallas. Thanks to staff at the Texas Nurses Association for assisting 
us in monitoring this activity. 
I hope this information is useful to you. 
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BASIC FACTS REGARDING NURSING EDUCATION AND PRACTICE 
l. On a national basis, graduates of diploma and associate degree programs 
outperform the baccalaureate degree nurse on the National Council Licensure 
Examination--Registered Nurse (NCLEX-RN).Cl) 
2. Of the individuals taking the National Council Licensure Ex•ination-
Regi stered Nurse (NCLEX-RN) for the first time in July, 1986: 
54 percent (33,557) were associate degree graduates 
32 percent (20,376) were baccalaureate degree graduates 
14 percent (9,077) were dip1;Jma school graduates<l) 
3. On a national basis, a higher percentage of dipl0111a and associate degree 
nurses as compared to baccalaureate degree nurses taking the National 
Council Licensuri Examination-Registered Nurse (NCLEX-RH) have obtained 
passing scores. C > -
4. More minority students and men attend associate degree nurse programs than 
attend baccalaureate degree or diploma school programs.CZ) 
5. Fifteen years after graduation, 68 percent of the associate degree nurse 
graduates ire employed in nursing as compared to only 64 percent of the 
baccalaureate degree nurses.Cl) 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Twenty-five percent of all associate degree nurse program graduates 
complete a baccalaureate degree within fifteen years of graduation.Cl) 
Surveys completed nationally show the majority of regis~ered nurses oppose 
the American Nurses• Association's proposal on entry into nursing practice.(4) 
RN MAGAZINE national poll 1980, 70 percent opposition (nslO,000) 
RN MAGAZINE national poll 1981, 80 percent opposition (n• 4,000) 
Studies on job effectiveness shov that the nUllber of years of nursing edu-
cation has a very small effect on Job performance.CS) 
Of 1981 graduates nationally, 61.3 per~~t were employed 1n their county 
of resi~e at the time of licensure.u-> Associate degree programs meet 
the needs-~f rural c011111unities that cannot attract other registered nurse 
candidates. 
10. National studies reveal that •productivity• as measured by uninterrupted 
time in the work force is higher among graduates of associate degree 
nursing programs than graduates of other registered nursing programs.CJ) 
11. The increase in tuition, reduction 1n the supply of registered nurses and 
statistics regarding short length of stay of the baccalaureate nurse in the 
work force would increase health care and educaticnal costs. DolanCSJ 
proposes the costs may be twice what they would be otherwise. 
4.1:4,86,2 
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'rBE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
REPORl' TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
CONSUMER ADVISORY COUNCIL 
March 14-15, 1986 
#17 
The Consumer Advisory council met on January 17, 1986. 
I• B!Sila Legislative Pmgia. 
The Council continued its discussion of current and 
potential involvement in the Association's 1986 Legislative 
Program, with emphasis on support and assistance in 
promoting understanding by heal.th care consumers of the need 
for enactment of the Entry Into Practice and Exempt Clause 
Repeal bills. 
Entry Into Practice Proposal 
The Council adopted the attached Resolution on Educa-
tion for Nursing Practice in support of the Entry Into 
Practice Proposal. It was the Council's position that 
existence and dissemination of a formal written posi-
tion in support of the Entry Proposal would clarify 
consumers• perception of the unqualified support of the 
legis 1ative measure by the Council, and hence 
strengthen understanding of the need for passage of the 
measure. The Resolution has been forwarded to the 
Assembly Higher Education Committee and non-nurse 
members of the State Board for Nursing. 
II • Dnl f censed Peraonne1 
The Council discussed the issue of inadequate preparation 
and prevalent misutilization of unlicensed personnel who 
perform nursing related activities. The Council determined 
that it coul.d assist in efforts to promote public 
understanding of the critical nature of the existing situa-
tion and to ensure safe effective utilization of unlicensed 
personnel by communicating with legislators, regulatory 
agencies and civic and minority groups. 
Consuaer Mri.aoxy Council 
Prances G. Berko 
Bazekiah Brown 
George w. Chesbro 
Roger E. Coene 
MLO:WMB:b 
3/6/86 
Juanita Crabb 
.LaMarr J. Jackson 
Cynthia c. Wainright 
Ida Benderson, Chairman 
WHEREAS. 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
THE NEV IORl STATE NUftSES ASSOCIATION 
CONSUMER ADVISORY COUNCIL 
RESOLUTION ON EDUCATION FOR NURSING PRACTICE 
the nursing profession exists to meet the health care 
needs or society by providing services supportive to or 
reetorative or 11:re and well-being; and 
the nature or the health care needs or and 
the environment or health care in the United States 
have changed dramatically over the last decade, 
including such important shifts as an increased 
population or the elderly, a dependence on high 
technology and information management. a sustained 
increase in the incidence or chronic illnese and 
disability, a relocation or many health care services 
to the home and community, and a dramatically increased 
cost of health care; and 
nurses are the largest group or health care providers 
in the United States and have been shown to be cost 
effective providers in all health care settings; and 
there is ample evidence to suggest that increased 
access to and improved utilization or profeesional 
nurses will be needed to deliver cost-effective care in 
the future; and 
the educational base for nursing is critical to the 
provision or socially responsible health care services 
or high quality; and 
the current structure of educational-programs for 
nursing includes four different types and levels of 
preparation for the practice or nursing, a situation 
which is confusing1 to the public and limiting to the 
profession or nursing; and 
professional education in general. and that for nursing 
specifically, should encompass such education as is 
necessary and appropriate to prepare practitioners to 
deliver services based on the complete spectrum of 
current and anticipated needs of society; and 
1 
WHEREAS., the nursing profession itself has recognized the 
inefficiency, high cost to society, and 
counterproduotivity ot this educational morass and has 
recommended that action be taken to achieve a minimu~ 
or a baccalaureate degree in nursing for entry int~ 
prot'eeaional nursing practice in the future: Tberef'ore 
be it 
RESOLVED, that the Consumer Advisory Council provide support and 
assistance to the profession by endorsing the 1986 
Entry Into Practice legislative proposal, and be it 
further 
RESOLVED. that the Consumer Advisory Council urge other consumer 
groups, legislators, and consumers of health care 
services to support this vital effort to improve the 
health care services for the people or the United 
States. 
Adopted by the AdYiaory Counci1 January 17. 1986 
2 
THE REMINDER 
- CATHERINE COLLINS, R.N. 
concentrated in the aMOCfate 
dellree. dlpJama and LPN level 
of nmsing education, a shift fn _ . 
the title will dispropottiWllltelf - -
effec.1 what little gaina minority . 
have made ~1be late-, 
6nl.---'A-lbffnnUie title .would i 
virtually place the bulk of the 1 
miDortty nurses in UJe technical : 
posltioo (LPN) with the majori- ' 
of professional (RN) posi- . -
ons ·held by the non- ' 
· minority/majority nurses. The ; 
impliratians of this change will ' 
have a disproporliooate impact 11 on minority nines. 
\ 
; _ , 1/-t./~-,s- -_ ,. 
a &f#ii'f+u~ ~/ 
IRN Agrees With 
IColllna Column i . -7-J, ~: · . .... : :.:\- •• 
iDearEdlfm-•·•:r . :•:·._):,:. • 
[ I read tbe0 l'licmt edlmti( In -
; Tile . by ·_11a. 
I'~ .Collfns ailcl I apee . 
I with her. I do not tbink 'that 
either · tbe American N1iras 
; Asltoriatton nar the Ne,r Yark 
i State Nurses Aalocfation repre-
' sent the needs of the majority of 
wocting '. Registered Nunes:. 
: Further, it is a disgrace that 
these groups claim they repre-.. 
sent the masses of RN'S in their 
respective. geographical. loca-
- lions. Clearly when one looks at 
i their membership roJes me 
; realius that tbe7 do not repre-
. sent us. However, NYSNA may 
1
1 have a larger member.ship role 
than ANA because of their at-
I tempta to act as a collective ' 
I bargaining wlit,-partlcularly in 
the NYC area. · · 
I have done me~ in-
1 to the NY State Em)' Into 
Practice Bill (Connerly ·1• lresolutioo) and Mark Allan Siegel, the chair of the Sub-Committee on Hiather Educa-
tiGO in the NY State hernbly, 
is against the bill. However, 
NYSNA JDaJJqel to get the bill 
introdoced. every sessian. I 
would like to see ·• state-wide 
organizatiaa - of -nines who 
were. against _the. Entry Into 
Practice em and-who bid a 
strong lobby In. AJblmy. Wz 
should . either . begin such .• - .... _ -----1..---••'----··--
we can wort with. At one time 
there was a group called Em-
pire State Nunes Aworiation 
that lobbied against the 1115 
mob:ttion, bal I do DGt bow 
what b.appened to them. ae.r-
ly. Entry- _Into Practice 1s a 
rads& piece of legisliNcm ... 
mmtbeatapped. 
• Ellalllllat II. Garcia....,. 
CIN 1ft _,,_,.._ 
QUESTIONS OFTEN ASKED BY CONSUMERS 
ABOUT 
NYSNA'S ENTRY INTO PRACTICE PROPOSAL 
What's the point of the Entry Proposal: why is it needed? 
New York State law defines professional nursing as 
•diagnosing and treating human responses to actual or 
potential health problems through such services as case 
finding, health teaching, health counseling, and provision 
of care supportive to or restorative of life and well-being.• 
There are currently 3 different basic educational 
preparations for becoming a professional nurse, each varying 
in length from 2 years to 4 years. A variety of educational 
routes is also available for the second nursing career, 
currently known as licensed practical nurse. 
The purpose of the Entry Proposal is to standardize the 
basic educational preparation for both nursing careers. This 
standardization would provide the opportunity for the 
broad-based education necessary to implement the professional 
and legal responsibilities of nursing. Also, this 
standardization will provide consumers with a clearer 
understanding of nurses and nursing. 
Why does the Proposal require a bache1or•s degree for the professiona1 
nurse? :Is a 4-year degree prograa really necessary? 
New York State law recognizes nurses as individually 
licensed and independently responeible practitioners. As 
such, professional nurses must be able to deliver the broad 
range of care and services defined as nursing health 
teaching, health counseling, supportive and restorative care. 
A baccalaureate education provides the broad knowledge 
base in the liberal arts, behavioral and physical sciences, 
as well as nursing that is necessary to fulfill nursing' s 
scope of practice. 
As health care becomes more complex and the needs of 
consumers both in and out of institutional settings become 
more diverse, the need for nurses prepared at the 
baccalaureate level is increasing. 
Also, the current educational requirements for nursing 
are clearly inconsistent with those of other major health 
professions. This inconsistency must be rectified if nursing 
is to be fully recognized and utilized as an independent 
provider of cost-effective health services. 
Bat il t:lda pi:opoul l.alf, v:lll 1:he bacca1aareate-prepared nurse 
IIIDrk a1: t:he heclei&t or h •d:wini-trative positiana? 
The purpose of the Entry Proposal is to standardize the 
educational preparation of future practitioners. This nurse 
will be prepared to provide a broad range of nursing care 
services to meet the ever-changing needs of consumers in both 
institutional and non-institutional settings. This care will 
be in direct, patient-nurse interactions. As now, nurses 
seeking administrative positions will generally have 
additional education and experience. 
Xf 2 and 4-year degzae prognas will be required for the 2 naraing ca-
reen. will there be eDOUCJb naraing acboola and enouqh financial. aid 
for pi:oapect:ive narsea an4 aaaociat:e nurses? 
At the current time there are 33 baccalaureate and 53 
associate degree nursing programa in Nair York State. More 
than 901 of nursing graduates come from these programs. As 
part of HYSHA•s Nursing Needs & Resources Assessment project, 
the Association is examining and evaluating current and 
future needs so that an adequate number of programs and 
financial aid systems will be available for future nurses. 
When looking at post-secondary school financial aid, it 
should be considered that assistance is actually more 
available to students who attend programs within the 
mainstream of higher education {i.e. - 2 and 4-year colleges 
and universities). However, because of the varied entry 
levels, many nursing education programs are not within the 
mainstream of higher education and consequently lack access 
to current funding. 
With the proposed standardization of entry levels, all 
nursing students would be in 2 or 4-year college programs 
and, therefore, be able to share in the diversity of 
financial aid available. 
lfoal.4 thia Pn,poaal. l.iait acceaa to a nursing career for ainorities 
who, for a variety of reaSOllS, aay not be able to attend a 2 or 4-year 
eollege? 
Actually, just the opposite would be true. At the 
currant time, many minorities may become locked in lower 
paying positions while others los~ an inordinate amount of 
time and spend more money than necessary trying to achieve 
their goal of becoming a professional nurse. This happens 
because many begin as nurses aides and then later attend a 
practical nurse program. Some will later go to a 
professional nursing program. Much of this is due to tradi-
tion, misinformation and inadequate career guidance rather 
than to educational or economic deficiencies. 
-2-
With the proposed legislation, the entry routes to the 
2 nursing careers woUld be cl~ar. St~dents would achieve 
their goal more readily by completing either the associate 
degree or bachelor's degree program~ Also, because both of 
these programs are within the mainstream of higher education, 
academ.ic and financial assistance would be JllDre accessible 
and c~eer mobility would be enhanced for those associate 
nurses who wanted to become professional. nurses. 
I£ future nurses all bave college degzaee, F.lll tllat wn higher 
salaries and increased health care c:oats for c:anaaaers? 
First of all it should be understood that nurses• 
salaries make up a relatively small proportion of today's 
health care costs. Por instance, in hospitals nurses• 
salaries comprise less than 15% of total operating budgets. 
It is not anticipated that changes in nursing education 
requirements will impact on reimbursement schedules. 
But, the more important thing to look at is the cost 
savings that can come with improved utilization and 
accessibility of the wide range of nursing services. 
Nursing focuses on health maintenance and illness 
prevention, as well as care of the sick. It has been shown 
that quality nursing services can reduce the incidence, 
number and length of hospitalizations. Changes in nursing 
education and the health care system will result in more 
direct consumer access to cost-effective nursing care and 
services. 
RS/wl 
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Nursing Controversy· Brings Academic Changes 
By Marty Gleason 
For more than two decades, profes-
sional organizations in the field have been 
t,ying to establish two levels for nurs-
ing-the associate nurse and the profes-
sional nurse. 
Since 1965. the American Nurses 
Association (ANA) and the National 
League for Nursing (NLN) have ad-
vocated making the bachelor of science 
degree in nursing the entry level 
requirement. 
"It still has not come about and there's 
still a great deal of opposition within the 
profession because the ANA represents 
12 to 15 percent of all registered nurses 
nationwide," said Sisler Margaret Ahl, 
director of Sisters of Charity Hospital 
School of Nursing in Buffalo. 
"And the New York State Nurses 
Association represents about 25 percent 
of the r.urses in the state," she said. "It's 
not that the association represents a ma-
jority of nurses, but this group has gone 
on record saying it wants the bachelor of 
science degree as the entry level require-
ment for professional nursing. 
"But what is going to happen to all the 
practical nurses? We have some that are 
coming out of BOCES programs and high 
school programs. They would not even 
be eligible for the associate degree. So I 
think that's going to be the crucial part of 
this whole controversy," Sister Margaret 
said. ·fl~ 
M1.>.e Sc!lwaOII Met,o Nt,1rs 
Sister Margaret Ahl directs the Sisters Hospital's Nursing School. 
"The practical nurse makes up a very 
strong component in patient care," she 
said. "What we should be concerned 
about in the profession is patient care, 
not status for the profession. But the em-
phasis may be moving toward a degree 
status, rather than real quality patient 
care." 
Sister Margaret said there are many 
agencies that rely on practical nurses for 
care. "Maybe some of these people 
would not be interested in going through 
the heavy academic requirements of a 
diploma or associate degree program 
right now. 
"Many would not be efigible to enter 
our school right now, and yet they render 
excellent bedside care to patients ... 
Sister Margaret said. 
The Daughters of Charity came to Buf-
falo in 1848 and opened the city's first 
hospital. The School of Nursing was 
established in 1889 and the first formal 
graduation-seven nurses-was held in 
1897. 
The school was closed from 1933 to 
1943 because of a surplus of nurses 
brought on by the depression. During 
World War II, the school re-opened as a 
cadet nursing facmty under lhe auspices 
of the United States Army. 
Sisters has won national respect for its 
three-year degree program over the 
years, but the trend in nursing is to a two-
year curriculum. The Board of Nursing of 
the State Education Department has 
given Sisters permission to switch to the 
two-year diploma program starting in 
August of this year. 
So there wiU be two graduation 
ceremonies in 1988-for the last three-
year class and the first two-year class. 
Sister Margaret said that within a year. 
Sisters is expected to join other two-year 
nursing schools in the state in awarding 
an associate of science in nursing 
Cont'd on pg. HY 17 
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Nursing School 
Cont'd from page 1 
degree. 
"We hope to admit 48 
candidates to the initial two-
year class," she said. 
"We're not bylng to expand 
the school. The maximum 
we plan over the next five 
to six years Is building up to 
( 120 total enrollment, In the 
r . hope that in a few years we 
•. will develop an evening pro-
gram also." 
Sisters students have 
had to get their academic 
courses at nearby can1s1us 
College under the three-
year arrangement, but two• 
year enroUees will have an 
option. 
"Our students are going 
to get 34 academic credits 
from Erle Community Col-
lege," said Sister Margaret. 
"We have a contract with 
ECC-City . Campus. But If 
our students would choose 
to go to Canlsius, rather 
than ECC, they can still do 
it. 
"The two-year program 
will be less expensive 
because ECC has a $37 
fee per academic credit 
while canlsius is up to 
$135 a credit," she said. 
Sister Margaret said tul· 
lion and fees under the 
ECC connection would be 
$5, 140 for two years, 
compared to about $8,000 
for three years with 
academic training at 
Canislus. 
"We feet our program ts 
In a good position to 
prepare the entry level staff 
nurse ••. regardless of what 
this person is going to be 
called in the future. We've 
restructured the entire cur-
riculum. We've been work-
ing on this for two years. 
"We do still have more 
cr111ical experience In our 
present program than the 
typical community coUege 
program. That has been the 
strength of the hospital. 
There will not be as much 
cllnical experience, ob-
viously, as they now have In 
the three-year program," 
Sister Margaret said, "but 
we are developing a nU111-
1ng slmulatlon laboratofy, so 
the students wiU J)factice all 
of their skills in the 
laboratory bef~e they go 
into the hospital with 
patients. 
The - school Is also 
developing an audio-visual 
laboratory. 
Sisters School of Nursing 
has had a 93 percent· 
graduation average over 
the past five years, Sister 
Margaret said. "But this 
year, for the farst time, our 
9r&duates are having dif--
ticulty. fmdlng positions. I 
don't think that's going to 
last long because in the 
rest of the nation, there is a 
real lack of qualified nurses. 
Many of our graduates this 
year are seeking positions 
outside the area." 
But Sister Margaret 
returns to a nagging ques-
tion: What Is a professional 
nurse? 
"The profession has not 
defined what the com-
petencies of the profes-
sional nurse are," she said. with 8lther of these to 
"The New York State anybody·s satisfaction yet. 
Nurses Association is trying 
to get passed an 'entry to 
practice• bil which would 
mandate that all RNs have 
the bachelor of sc:ience 
degree. 
"We have defined com-
petencies for the associate 
degree program," Sister 
Margaret said. "The 
diploma program has 
potencies. But the profes-
sion real~ has not come up 
We're trying to legislate 
something when we don't 
realy know what we're try-
Ing to do." 
Sister Margaret said 
1985 license examination 
results showed the 
Ndiploma graduateS had the 
highest mean score ••. the 
associate graduates had 
the second highest, and the 
baccalaureates had the 
third highest. 
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EucullteDhctor 
Constituent of The American 
Nursn AnoclaUon 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue. Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371 
February 5, 1986 
George J. Lawrence, Jr., M.D. 
Executive Vice President 
Medical Society of the State 
of New York 
420 Lakeville Road 
Lake Success, NY 11042 
Dear Dr. Lawrence: 
As I indicated to you previously, the New York State Nurses 
Association asks that the Medical Society ?f the State of ~ew 
York reconsider its position of opposition to o?r pendi~g 
legislation (A.4610, S.4930) to am~nd the e~ucation la~ in 
relation to the practice of professional nursing. We be~i~ve 
that the objections stated in the MSSNY memorandum of opposi~ion 
are based on misunderstandings of the bill and of the appr~priate 
relationships between the disciplines of medicine and nursing. 
The fundamental bases of your opposition appear to be tha~ ! 1) 
the bill would permit a nurse to act independently o~ a_physician 
or dentist and (2) that the qualifying language specifying that a 
•nursing regimen shall be consistent with and shall not vary any 
existing medical regimen" will be removed. 
we would like you to recognize that the practi~e '?f nursing is 
indeed an independent practice, separate and distinct fr;>m t1;te 
practice of medicine. Many nurses do, in fact, pract_i':e. in 
settings where there are no physicians. Such~ legal definit~on 
of nursing in no way precludes the e~sent~al collaborat~on 
between nurse and physician that e~1sts in ~anr practice 
settings. The definition simply .r~cognize~ what is in fact the 
case that where a nurse is practicing nursing the legal s~pe of 
practice determines those activities that may be appropriately 
carried out independently. 
Similarly. there is no question that removal o~ the clause 
re1ated to the practice of medicine will not author~z~ th; nurse 
tc vary any existing medical regimen. The physician !> sole 
authority and responsibility for his own diagnostic and 
therapeutic regimen are clear. A nurse could no~, unde~ the 
present and proposed 1anguage, choose to vary a med1ca1 regi. 
.,, 
George J. Lawrence, Jr., M.D. 
February 5, 1986 
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The practice of medicine is not within the legal scope of 
practice of a nurse. Furthermore, there are sufficient 
regulatory, institutional and ethical safeguards in place to 
assure that nurses will not practice medicine. 
The specific phrase •executing medical regimens prescribed by a 
licensed or otherwise legally authorized physician or dentist• is 
just as clearly unnecessary. A "medical regimen• is, in fact, a 
plan of care which can include treatments of a pharmacological, 
medical or even surgical nature. Nurses have always carried out 
those treatments to the extent they are proper.ly educated and 
prepared to do so. This is collaborative practice. Social 
workers, dieticians, physical and occupational therapists and 
many others also carry out components of a medical regimen - but 
such language cannot be found in acts governing their practices. 
Physicians also carry out components of a nursing regimen from 
time to time, but there is no need to define or restrict their 
practice in such a way. It is demeaning and unnecessary to imply 
that such a collaborative relationship must be required in the 
nurse practice act but in no other. 
MSSNY also cites in its memorandum of opposition objection to the 
elimination of diploma programs. In the most recent meeting of 
the Executive Committees of NYSNA and MSSNY there was considerble 
discussion of the disarray and confusion within the nursing 
education system. Dr. Gelfand noted that as long as there are 
four different routes to entry into the practice of nursing •a 
nurse is not a nurse is not a nurse." It is imperative that 
nursing put its house in order, just as medicine did in the years 
following the Flexner Report. 
We ask you to consider these points: 
1) The proposed legislation will standardize education 
for nursing in two programs rather than four. 
2) The professional requirement for practice would be a 
bachelor's degree - a minimum already achieved by every 
other profession. 
3) The National Federation of Licensed Practical Nurses is 
on record in support of additional education for LPNs 
- i.e., requiring an associate degree. In fact. the 
current vocational education for LPNs varies from nine 
" · I 
1 
George J. Lawrence. Jr., M.D. 
February s. 1986 
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4) 
to eighteen months, and the current market for such 
nurses is greatly depressed. The Federation's 
rationale for its position on education for practice 
states that "the future of nursing dictates that we 
must upgrade our educational preparation in order to 
meet future demands in the expansion of medical 
technology. " 
Hospitals can no longer afford to subsidize nursing 
education. Diploma schools of nursing in New York have 
dropped from fifty-one in 1974 to eighteen in 1985. 
Potential nurses are recognizing that both Associate 
Degree programs and Baccalaureate programs in nursing 
are accessible, affordable and cost-effective. 
The heart of this bill is an upgrade in the educational 
requirement for nurses. This is a long overdue improvement in our 
profession, one that is truly demanded by the nature of the 
services we provide. It is unconscionable that the profession of 
medicine would oppose an improved standard of education for the 
profession of nursing. 
Finally, I would like to comment on your objections to the 
relationship between the professional nurse and the associate as 
defined in the law. Inclusion in the bill of an oversight 
relationship between the nurse and associate is not unlike the 
current legal relationship between the physician and physician 
assistant, or relationships found in several other disciplines 
which have both professional and technical levels. The 
responsibility and accountability must rest with the person 
educated in the profession, but this in no way demeans or lessens 
the need for and appropriate utilization of the associate. We 
believe such a clear delineation of responsibility will be an 
asset to all concerned and to those (such as our physician 
colleagues and our clients) who should know very clearly what to 
expect from each level of practitioner. 
We urge you again to reconsider your opposition. The bill as 
offered provides the means for the future of nursing. No one 
presently licensed will lose any credential or right to practice. 
We in nursing recognize that we cannot continue within the 
1 
i. 
i 
I 
George J. Lawrence, Jr.,M.D. 
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existing system to do all that is expected or needed from us, nor 
can we hope to continue to recruit highly D10tivated and capable 
young people into a profession which is impeded in its public 
image and respect by an anachronistic educational system. 
Sincerely yours, 
11/attia I. @llJ, 
Martha L. Orr 
Executive Director 
MLO:wmb 
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llospitals Selc(·liv•• 
Degrees Getting 
J,)bs for Niirse$ 
By-Nolan w,1,11,s those patients will need more inten• 
:.·.;11 "'"'i?I si\'e Irea1mem. 
Janel and Lon Hull will graduate So hospitals are culling back the 
from ~·1c:b11a s1a1e University's number of non-professional nurses 
four-year nursing program Salur• aides and nurses with less than a 
,tay. ,mi.I both l'Xpect 10 be workmg. four-year degree. and replacing 
-..., .. 11 .,.. full-11me nurses, jusl as, lhem with more highly t_rained em-
r11c-1r mOlllt'r bas smce 1!117. · ployees. Only about one-fifth of Ille 
Jan.-1 ,llready h,L"' a Jub in the 1.7 million registered nurses in the 
, .1rd1m: unu at W~ley Medical Cen• United Stares have bachelor's de• 
1cr m Wicluta. ··u unly took me a grees. accordin~ to the Amencan 
couple week., ou find a job)." she Nurses Associahon. 
,;aid. Changes in how Ille government 
AND LORI re-cently applied 10 be pays for medical care also are cre-
.1 nun-.- m wes, .. y·s 1)1..'<liatric ward. ating m?re jobs for n~_rses wi!h 
1 ht' .. ,~1ers are amur,g 40 students . bachelors degrees, and Thal will 
J;:r-Jduatmg Ihle; December. I give lhem (nurses .. with four-year 
The 22-year-oJd Hull tWins" confi- d~grees1 !he _ edge. said Deborah 
denre in fmding work is shared by . W1ll1ams. a .spokeswoman for the 
1he nauonal nurses association and nurses assoc1a1mn. 
Che head of t!ie nursing program al BEGINNING THIS fall and win• 
Wrc111ra Slate University. 1er. the federal government and 
However. the Joh p1c1ure for certain private insurance compam-
nurses overall is ~potty; some cities es are sraning to pay hospitals for 
nave a glut. anu or hers don't, say · (more) 
llealrh ,·x(lt'n~. • 
Eaale and Beacon 
: Hichita, Kan. DEC 16 83 
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Santa Fabio,~r:111 ;-~·,,t •.;:/1,,,,e, 
Janet. left, and Lori Hull, plan nursing careers, 
following their mother, Josephine King. - llle S::llltt E::iiti'umy has put an ena 
10 the recent nationy.,We shonage of 
nurses. says cbe _ A°'irferican N!!.£.1:eS 
A'"'X-L"lfJOD m Kansas Uty. Mo. 
More people are looking for jobs as 
nurses. and people are buying less 
m,•,:1.-aJ care because they can't af• 
f,,,,t , .. mu~b as ,n the pasr. 
~URSES?PREPA~ FOR POLiTtC.AL 
ROLElN ~84 .::_-~; 
Al.SO, GOVERNMENTS aren't 
as Willing to pay ror medical help 
be-cause llleir budgets are tight 
Yet rile employment picture 
Ionics excellent for nurses with rour-
\· .. ar COiiete degrees. 
"" ThL, is because hospitals expeer 
patients 10 st.iy fewer days. but to 
sicker While they're there. And 
Th~,- American N~,rw• 5'R2firtjgg{Jl@on amoi;-= a seria af 
(ANA} has developed a national agenda 'regional womhops and other -effo~ 
for healtlt policy that calls" for' a pro- are the gGa)s of tj!e project. ·. 
minent federal. role in prov.iding,for the· (more) 
health and welfare of al citizem. C • t . W k 1 1m agenda will be promoted by· the 1 1 zen ee y 
ANA pN>ject; *'Nunes: Visible in Politics Benton Harbor, Mi ch. 
(N:VIP)." F01tering politicaJ ,c,~f. NOV 16 83 
Hospitals Pn,Fer Hiring Nurses With 
:tK"d1r.il •·are under a stricter sys• .,_. TO TAKE up ihe slack7°"nurst!~ registered ant.I 
,,.~ witb degrees will be tiired. Shawver nurses. 
kt>fur~. !ht• ho,..1111a1 (Ould almosr: said, but ltley'II he experted to du WSU now na,; about 3JU studenrs 
....-r •L~ •1"'11 r-.. Now. 1ne govern- more. ··1rs puttin~ rhe pressurt' on 111 irs undergraduare nursinJl pru-
:ur-rll ,:nd m-uranrr .-ompanies will rl' Shawver. . . p~ople best prepared to do Ihm ~rnm. and ahuur 1 :w m the ma,1er·~ 
;,;a ,: !1.11 r.,·r :in·nrdmi: 10 the type Nurses with work," s.lle said. degree program Tht program ac-
.•f ill;,, ... , degrees have For example. St. Francis Region- · ceptecl about 80 new students in the 
The ,·h;mge i:. desii:ncd ro keep the edge. at Medical Cenrer in Wicblla lh1s fall or this ~•ear. up from 111e low 
Jo11.11 nsmg lle:tllh COSIS. December hel!an lavme off 121 non- ~tarting l'la~s r)f ti9 1wu '.•'<'i.lN ,
1
go. 
HO!>pnal stays will be stioner. bur pro!essmna1 nur!'inl! ~,arr Pntploy• said ShaWvt>r 
pa[1er.1s •1ll be si<'krr while lbey·re ees, and :.!4 non-protess1ona1. non- Ar,our 111 perrenI uf mirsing ,1u-
·1b~. -;aid M,1rty Sruiwver head or and or11er emp.loyees without specif- nursing emplovees. . • . . tlenlS at WSU ar~ men. she said. Of 
111e '\\'SU nur..ing progr;,m. le medical training ... The number of But at the same rime, !he hosp!lal recent WSU graauares surveyed. 
~nd !ti n11 lht'1r expenses. tui,;p,- bodies rhal you need will be greatly plans to hire 133 1n !·Ill new r1rnfes- • atiour 40 percent were makmg m 
, ... 1,. ...,,II he.a Lt\tnl: off nu~ :111ll'S reduced:· Sh:iwver :;.1id. sional narsine emp!o•:ee!' such :is the SH.000 IO Sl5.tllhl ranl(e. she 
Nurses against lethal injection 
n. Nw:ws' or personal opinion of profes-
AS'50Dfltian's Cc nw ,,._ inja;tion ol the solution." sian.al n111!11f$ rvgarding the 
oo ·Ediici i5 stftlngly op- The mmmittee said. morality of apitltl punish-
posed ID .U fGnm of s-tt- .. The goal of nursing is the ment: it is a breach of the 
C:plltion t,, nwses in capital prumoti11n and restoration nursing code of ethical 
pwlisfawent. al health. the prevention of conduct to partidpate 
The aanmitbe issued illness. and the alleviation either directly ox indirectly 
a respoRN to ,-tty al suffering. The social in a legally authorized exe-
legkle;ton in -- contract between the pro- cution ... 
ral siMes pnwiding for fession and the public is Dr. Catherine . P: 
apitaflJunishmcnt by drug based on a code rtf ethical. Murphy, Ed. D., R.N., who 
in,ection. Such action. ac- conduct that is g?OUnded in heeds the committee-, said, 
cording to the cnmmtttee. the basic moral principles "The pnlCtice of nursing 
"raises the possibiJity that of fidelity to recipients of requires a high degree of 
some nurses mi¥ be asked ~e and respect for life. professional-knowledge an.d 
to participate in the execu- expertise, utilization of 
hon al prisoners by such These principles command nursing knowledge and 
actnrities as assessment. a trust relationship be- - skllls in the deliberate kill-
supervision or monitonnq tween nurses and reci- ing of another human being 
of the PRlCedure or the pients of their care and via execution is an abomi~ 
pnsoner; pn>curement or avoidance of harm to the nation and a perversion of 
e>reparation of the drugs or benefidaries of nursing ac- the mission of the nursing 
soluoon: •nsertion of in- lions. Regardless of the profession in our society." 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
SUN REPORTER 
,. 10,875 (I) 
. said. Another JO pernm1 Wtre mak-
ing up to S:!O,OOO, and tltt' remam-
der were higher ur below SI 4.000:11 
# # # # # 
Eagle and Beacon 
Wichita, Kan. DEC 16 83 
NURSES PREPARE FOR 
POLITICAL ROLE IN '84 
(continued from page 1) 
Eunice Cole, ANA president, said of 
the ~,genda, .. There are 1. 7 million nurses 
in this country. That's power. Now we 
want to organize that power and channel 
Jts energy into getting what we want 
from the people who .can supply it. 
I'm talking about politicians, who, when 
elected or returned to Congress, can 
help us promote the passage of ligislation 
that ensures the heaJth and welfare of all 
snizens." 
THE WORLD OF 
LOCAL POLITICS 
NOV 21 1983 • Ms. Cole said nurses must develop 
)1 political sophistication. "We not only 
want nurses to vote and to encourage 
otliers to vote for politicians who sup-
port our agenda," she said. · 
FORMER DBPOTY MAYOR GEORGE R: BURRELL,, 
Jr. left City Hall and the Green Administration to become a 
partner in the law firm of Obermayer, Re~ Muw~. 
andHippel. 
THE ~CAN ~ES• A$0CIA'.!'JON has put 
tcy:tber a fomridahle orpait.ation which plans to become 
zmtt' palifioslly adiYe. In recent weeks the ANA Com_mittee 
oa Btmcs has strongly apposed its nurses ~cipating in any 
farm of capital P.U"isbrneat 1'bat position wu in response to· 
recmt Jaws passed in several states calling for dealh by Jetbal- PH I LAD EL PH I A PA 
drug injectic., Sac:h action. .said the group,.':~ tbe PH I LADELPH I A• SPIRIT· 
po,Pnitity that some nurses may be asked to participate m the IEEIL, c I> 
erec:vfion of prisoners by such activities as assessment, 
superv.isiaa., OUDOa.imri.ng of the procedure or. the Prisoner. 
or --..n_, tbe ,..__ or solution; insertion of in- . • , .. , 
~eq~t;or~oftbesoluuon.'' :·,L;V 17 1983 
Ms. Cole said that strategies nurses 
can use to promote the agenda to politi• 
cians will \)e the focus of regional work-
shops ANA is sponsoring through N:VIP. 
They will be. -held November 19-20 
in Miami. December 10-U in Chicago; 
January 28-29 in Boston and February 
+~ in San Francisco. 
# # # # # 
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FINANCIAL ·AID AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS 
IN 
UNDERGRADUATE NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS 
Progra?II Amount Contact Address 
New York State 
Taition Assistance Program (TAP) $250-2,200/yr. New York State Higher Education 
Services Corporation 
99 Washington Ave. 
Albanv, NY 12255 
Aid for Part-time Study (APTS} up to $2,000/yr. See TAP address above 
[6-11 credit hrs.] 
Supplemental Tuition Assistance variable See TAP address above PrOQTam (STAP) 
Regents College Scholarships $250/yr. 
. 
Regents Scholarship Program 
Division of Educational Testing 
New York State Education Dept. 
Albany, NY 12234 
Regents Nursing Scholarship $250/yr. See Regents College Scholar-
shio address above 
Health Service Corps * up to $15,000/yr. NYS Health Services Corps. 
Coming Tower Rm. 1602 
Empire State Plaza 
Albany, NY 12237 
Regents Professional Opportun- up to $5 ,000/yr. Bureau of Higher Education and ity Scholarship Program* Professional Educational 
(minority students only) Testing 
State Education Department 
Room SC65 
CUltural Education Center 
Albany, NY 12230 
Cpportuni.ty Programs 
- Search for Education, Ele- amount dependent University Application Processing vation.and Knowledge on need Center at CUNY {SEEIC) (CUNY colleges only) PO Box 136, Bay Station - College Discovery ( CD) (CUNY Brooklyn, NY 11235 colleges only) 
(above address for CD & SEEK) - Economic Opportunity Program . 
(ECP) (SONY col.l.eges & 
c:o111111Uni.ty colleges only) EOP office at a SONY institution 
- Higher Education Opportunity 
HEOP office at the independent Program (aEOPXIndependent col-
college or university leges &r universities only) 
. 
GRAlffS MD SCHOLARSHIPS {CDl'l'• D.) -2-
Pxograa Amount Contact Address 
!layer's Sc:holal:ship Program $100-650 ARIC 
(Bev York City) 500 Eighth Ave. , Room 412 
New York, NY 10018 
(800) 442-7014 
State Aid to Hative Americans up to $1,100/yr. Native American Education Unit 
(for llative Americans onl.y) New York State Education Dept. 
Albany, NY 12230 
Vietnam Veterans Tuition up to $SOD/semester NYSHESC 
Assistance PD>gra:m. ftlll-time; up to VVTA 
(for Vietnam veterans only) $250/semester part- 99 Washington Ave. 
time1 [6-ll credit 
Albany, NY 12255 
hrs. 
alild of Police Officer- $450/yr. New York State Higher Education 
Fhefighter Awards Services Corporation 
(for children described only) 99 Washington Ave. 
Albany, NY 12255 
Child of Veterans Awards $450/yr. (same as above) 
(for c::hildren described only) 
Pederal 
Pell Grants (formerly BEOG) up to $2,100/yr. Pell Grant 
PO Box 84 
Washington, DC 20044 or 
New York regional office 
(212) 264-4426 
Sapplenental Educational $200-2 ,OOO/yr. Financial Aid Office at college 
oortunitv Grants {SEOG) or university 
Reserve Officer Training tuition, books A1:IIIY Rare 
COJ:ps (ROtC)* $100/month Colllfll. HQ T.R.A.D.o.c. 
Fort Monroe-, VA 23651 . 
Air Force ROTC 
Advisory Service 
Maxwell ~, AL 36112 
Navy-.Marine NRorc Scholarship 
Program 
PO Box 5909 
Washington, DC 20014 
Contact your local ROTC Office 
{See the "blue pages" of your 
telephone directorv) 
- -- ltruuffs AND SCBOLARSIUPS (<:arr'D.) 
! 
I 
' 
Program 
Veterans Administration 
-(G:t Bill.) Educational 
Benefits 
-Survivors and Dependents 
Education. 
-Post Vietnam Era Veterans 
Educational Assistance 
-Scholarship Program 
Nursing Student Scholarship 
{NSS) 
United States Bureau of :In-
dian Affairs Aid to Native 
Americans 
Other Programs 
Nurses Educational Funds, Inc. 
Foundation of the National 
Student Nurses' Association, 
:Inc. 
American Nurses' Association 
Baccalaureate Completi.:n 
Scholarship Fund 
(for ethnic and minority 
students Otlly) 
Breakthroagh to Nursing 
Scholarships (for ethnic and 
minotitv students cnlv) 
Amount 
minimum $311/month 
voluntary contribu-
tion matching pro-
gram - VA $2 - par-
ticipants $1 up to 
36 lllCXlths 
tuition, books, $550 
stipend/month 
up to $2,000 
s1,ooo-2,ooo 
up to $2,000/yr. for 
education expenses 
$2,000 
Contact Address 
Veterans Mministrati011 Office:: 
Veterans Administration Office~ 
VA Scholarship Program (14N} 
Department .Medicine and Surgery 
Washincrton, DC 20420 
Student Assistance Staff 
Bureau of Health .Manpower 
Health Resources Administratioll 
Public Health Service 
Dept.of Health & Human Service~ 
9000 Rockville Pike 
Bethesda, MD 20014 
US Department of_ Interior 
Bureau of Indian Affairs Office 
New York Liaison Office 
Federal Building, Room 523 
100 South Clinton St. 
SVracuse, NY 13260 
Nurses' Educational Funds, Inc. 
555 w. 57th St. 
New York, HY. 10019 
(2U) 582-8820 
Foundation of the National 
Student Nurses' Association. 
:Inc. 
10 Columbus Circle 
New York, NY 10019 
Ethnic/Racial Minority Fellow-
ship Programs 
American Nurses' Association 
2420 Pershing Rd. 
Kansas Ci tv, MO 64108 
Foundation of the National 
Student Nurses' Association, 
Inc. (see address above) 
P::;,gram Amount Contact Address 
Rational. Black Hurses' Asso- National Black Nurses' Associ-
ciaticn Lauranne Sams Scholar- ation,. J:nc. 
ship Avard P.O. Box 18358 
(for black students onlv) Boston. MA 02118 
Aaerican Association of $2,000/y:r. American Association of Critical 
Critical-care Nurses Educa- (BNs only) ca:re Nurses. 
tional Mw.nce:ment Scholarship One Ci vie Plaza 
·---- for members only) Newnort.Beach, CA 92660 
American Association of tuition and regis- AORN Scholarship Board 
q;»erating Room Nurses, Inc. tration fees Education Dept. AORN Inc. 
Sc:holarship Pxogram (.RNs only) 10170 East Mi.ssissippi Ave. 
( for members only} Denver,. co 80231 
'1'he Fireman's Fund Insurance $1,500 (27 bacca- Citizens' Scholarship FoWlda-
COJlt)any Scholarship Fund laureate schools tion of America 
participating) Box 112A 
Londonderry Turnpike RFD 7 
Manchester, NH 03104 
Business & Professional 
WoJDen•s Fom:idation $100-1,000/yr. Scholarships Programs 
.Ccllee.r Mvzmcement Scholarships BPW Foundation 
(for woen oftlr 25 only) 
A 2012 Massachusetts Ave. 
•Clairol Loving cai:e Scholarships Washington, DC 20036 
(for wcSEn over 30 only) (send business-sized stamped 
self-addressed envelooe) 
National Merit Scholarship $1,000 or National Merit Scholarship 
Program 4-yr scholarships· Corporation 
amount varies One American Plaza 
Evanston, ILL 60201 
National Achievement Scholar- $1,000 or (address same as above) 
ship Program for outstanding 4-yr scholarships-
Negro Students amount varies 
Enployers• Tuition Reilli>urse- amount varies - See Personnel Office at your 
szent Programs* usually tuition cost place of em.p.J.oymant 
Colleges and Universities 
Scholarships and grants available vary for each institution in type and am:>unt 
* Bequires a Pl!r/ back in service. 
...... -s-
LOANS 
Program Max. Amount Boxrowecl/ Contact Address Annual· tpterest: Rat-,u:t 
New York. State 
Guaranteed Student Loan $2,500/yr. Applicaticn and additional. in-
Pr9gram (GSLP) * (81 annual rate) fonnation avail.abl2 from a 
participating bank, savings and 
loan association, credit union, 
or pension and welfare fund. 
Auxiliary Loans to.Assist $2,500/yr. (same as above) 
Students (ALAS) (12\ annual rate) . 
Parent Loans for Undergradu- $3,000/yr. · (same as above) 
ate Students (PLUS) c12, annual rate) 
State Supplemental Loan P.t:0gram Mr. Terrance Williams 
Assistant to Exec. Di.zector 
NYS Dormi.to.:cy Authority 
Normanskill Blvd. 
Elsmere, NY 12054 
Federal 
National Di:rect Student Loans varies by school College or university Financial 
(5% annual rate) Aid Office 
Federal Nursing Student S2,SOO/yr. Student Assistance Staff 
Loan (NSL)* (6\ annual rate) Bureau of Health Manpower 
Health Resources Administration 
Public Health Service 
Dept. of Hea1th & Human Service 
9000 Rockville Pike 
Bethesda, MD 20014 . 
Health Professions Education eAI. 
Act Insured Loans (HEAL) 5600 Fisher's Lane 
Park Lawn Building Rm. 9A-16 
Rockville, MD 20857 
(202) 443-1540 
"'Payment delayed until 9 months after student leaves school. 85% of outstanding loan 
repaid by Department of Health, Education & Welfare after nurse works 3 years in a 
nurse-shortage area. 
i•.· ..r ' . . 
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Additional Assistance 
:::.iYork State Tuition Deduc7ion Plan allows parents a deduction, up to $1,000, for 
tT~ student enrolled mll-t1me in an approved institution in New York State on 
-=- York State income tax. 
In many areas, local clubs, foundations and other organizations make 
and I.can funds avail.able. schol.arship 
cr:r/cg 
l.1/27/85 
PlEPABED BY TSE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
· NEED HELP PAYING FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES???? 
Sources of Information About Scholarshipslt Grants, and Loans 
PUBLICATIONS 
Benefits for Veterans and Service Personnel with Service since JanuaJ:Y 31, 1955 
and Their Dependents lS-l Fact Sheet, January 1981, Veterans Administra-
tion, Washington, DC 20420. 
Determination of Basic.Grant Eligibility Index and Five Federal Financial Aid 
Programs available fmm Basic Grants, PO Box 92885., I.Ds Angeles, CA 90009. 
Director of Special Programs for Minority Group .Mem:>ers. GaD.::ett Parle Press, 
Garrett Park, MD 20766. 
Federal Student Financial Aid Handbook. Available from U.S. Department of 
Education, Office of Student Financial Assistance, Washington, DC 20202. 
Guide to Student Financial Aid"' Available from New York State Higher Education 
Services Corporation (NYSHESC), Student Information, 1 Commerce Plaza, 
Albany, NY U255. 
New York State Tax Benefit Pxograms, Publication TP-320. Available from N.Y.s. 
Department of Taxation and Finance, Taxpayer Services, Albany U227. 
Paying for Your Education: A Guide for Adul.t Leaz:ne:rs. College Board Publica-
tions Orders, Box 2815, Princeton, New Jersey 08541. 
Scholarships and Loans for Beginning Education in Nursing, Publication No. 41-410. 
Avail.abl.e from National League for Nu%sing, Ten ColUDlbus Ci.rcl.e,, New 
York, NY 10019. 
Selected List: Postsecondary Education Opportunities for Minorities and Women. 
Available from "SELECTED List," 1100 17th St. NW, Suite 706, Washington, 
DC 20036. 
Source Catalog of Federal Education Assistance Programs (U.S. Department of 
Education). Available from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.,. 
"Student Financial Aid for undergraduate Studies at SUBY." Available by 
calling 800-342-3811. 
INFORMATIW SERVICES 
'J.'he Mmission, Referral and :tnfo:xmation C.enter (ARIC) Cinfo:cmation and advice 
on college choices and available financial aid) , ARIC, 500 Eighth Ave., Rm. 412, 
Bev York, Hr 10018, 800-442-7014. 
Student Financial Aid Hotline: l-800-642-6234 
CaiTAC'.r ffJE FINANCIAL AID OFFICER AT THE SCHOOL YOU PI.AN '1!0 MTEND FOR 'FURTHER 
IBFORllMION REGARDING 'J!HE ABOVE AND ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL AID PROGRAHS 
C!JJ:/cg 
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PREPARED BY THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATIOO 
THE 'REW YOll STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
btioaale for Kaintainiug Different Licensing Requireaen.ts 
for Profeaaioaal and Associate Biz.rains Licensure 
DRAFT 
!be principal requirements for nursing licensure specified in law are educational 
preparation and successful performance on a state administered licensing examination. 
The Entry Into Practice Proposal of The New York State Nurses Association has, from 
its beginning, aimed for the licensing of associate and professional nurses to be 
based upon coapletion of different educational programs of different length and 
purpose and success on differe~t licensing examinations. The education is to be 
l based in and comparable to the mainstream of higher education. 
Recently, a number of proposals have surfaced that are in contradiction to the 
philosophy of the Association's Entry Into Practice Proposal. The theme of these 
proposals, unacceptable to the Association, is that while associate degree graduates 
would be licensed on the basis of an examination suitable to their preparation, 
baccalaureate degree graduates would not. Baccalaureate degree graduates would be 
licensed on the basis of an examination based on associate degree education and an 
additional examination, a position which negates the inherent value of baccalaureate 
education. Further, such proposals are not acceptable because: 
1. Society needs and deserves well defined, skilled, accountable 
nursing practitioners. 
2. Our present ambiguous system of nursing education and licensure 
is not socially responsible in the sense that whatever different 
educational outcomes are defined, AD, BS and diploma graduates 
are required to pass the same licensing examination. 
J. Associate degree education is either preparation for baccalau-
reate education through granting the Associate in Arts degree 
or preparation for immediate employment through granting the 
Associate in Applied Science degree. Community college 
-2-
catalogs indicate that nursing progrmu in those colleges 
prepare their students to receive the Aaeociate in Applied 
Science degree; i.e., preparation for eaplo:,ment upon 
2 
graduation. 
4. Baccalaureate education, whether liberal arts or professional, 
includes distribution requirements in haaanities and behavioral, 
social and natural sciences and grants one of the best defined, 
most successful and accepted degrees in American higher educa-
3 tion. 
5. Sound curriculum. planning and structure are rooted in the 
4 mission of the institution. and are logical and goal directed. 
6. Nursing education can only achieve its aaxiaua potential through 
being within the mainstream of higher education. being consonant 
with that system's goals, and by sharing in its rich resources. 
7. Both technical and professional education and licensure need 
individual, singular. speciali%ed goals in order for each to 
flourish, continue to be refined and excel. 5 
8. The accountability of the associate nurse to the professional 
nurse as defined in the Association's Entry Into Practice 
Proposal and the responsibility of the professional nurse for 
diagnosis and treatment are essential for safe nursing practice. 
In addition to providing clearly distinct responsibility, 
this proposal removes a qualifying stateaent currently in 
the law connecting nursing practice to the practice of 
physicians. Thus, both the associate nurse and professional 
nurse will be more clearly accountable in a legal sense for 
their own nursing practice with its enacement. 
9. The limits of practice of associate degree graduates have 
been the subject of continuing debate. and this concern is 
increasing in conjunction with increasing complexity of health 
6 
care. Further. the graduate of the associate degree nursing 
program as a competitor with the graduate of the baccalaureate 
nursing program is presently at real risk in the job market. 7 
10. Present day nursing service administrators perceive baccalau-
reate graduates as essential to make the refined analyses, 
judgements, decisions and direct care plans that are currently 
8 
required. 
11. Baccalaureate education for nursing must continue to exist as 
an independent nursing education entity f~r the nursing pro-
f,aaion to be recognized as a profession and, consequently, 
for its practitioners to make the professional contribution to 
planning and providing contemporary .health care that is needed. 
12. It is important to maintain the integrity of the professional 
curriculum. The idea that the system of education should be 
able to adapt to needs of individual students who change their 
goals (and it should) must not interfere with curriculum and 
licensure to the extent that fundamental purposes of curricu-
lum and licensure become ambiguous and secondary. 9 
The Association's Entry Into Practice Proposal stems from nearly one hundred.years of 
effort on the part of the profession to permit nurses to acquire the intellectual 
tools provided others who have comparable social responsibility. Altering the proposal 
to require technical/vocational licensure as a pre-professional requisite would be 
professionally and educationally unsound. Professional nursing's role is t~ assume 
responsibility for providing and evaluating all nursing care in all settings. 
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ASSUMPTIONS 
1. One discipline or nursing with dirrerent scopes 
or practice. 
2. One licensor• examination with two parts. 
Part 1 ror ADH graduates ror license as• 
nurse. 
Part 1 and 2 for BSN and above ror license as 
a professional nurse. 
3. The nev examination vill be developed to 
rerlect the definitions or the score or · 
practice - Parts 1 and 2. 
t. Par~ 1 or the examination must be passed for 
license as a nurse. 
5. Hurse to professional nurse requires passing 
Part 2 or the examination. 
~- Advanced practice requires educational prepara-
tion resulting in degree or certification as 
appropriate to ~reparation. 
7. Individuals may move from nur3e to proressional 
•' 
nurse through addi~!~nal educational licen3ure. 
12/1985 
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§!Qta-~9D2 Introduction. Thia article applies to the proteasion 
or nursing. The general proY1s1ons tor all proressiona·coatained in 
article one hundred thirty or this title apply to this article. 
Definition or Practice or Nursing. The practi~e or 
nursing ls derined as diagnosing and treating human reapoaees to 
actual and anticipated common, recurring health problems vitb 
predictable outcomes through euch ser•ices aa case finding, health 
teaching, health counseling, and proYision or care supporti•e ta or 
restorative or health and vell being to individuals vlthin the 
context or their support systems. The nurse provides such eerTices 
in collaboration with tbe professional nurse and in keeping vith 
established policies and protocols. 
Practice or nursing and use or titl~ •nurse•. :only a 
person licensed or otherwise authori%ed under this article ~hall 
practice nursing and only a person licensed under section sixty-nine 
. ~hundred six ot' this articl.e ah all use the title "nurse• •. 
Requirements ror license as a nurse. To qualify for 
license as nurse, an applicant shall fulfill lhe following 
requirement.s: 
1. Application: rile an application with the department; 
2. Education: baTe receiYed an education, including a minimum 
,•. 
or an associate degr~e in nursing, in accordance 
with the comEissioner's regulations; 
3. Experience~ m~et no requlre~ent as to experience; 
1 
•· !xaalnaticn: pass an examination •~tisfactory to tbe 
board and in accordance vith tbe oommiaeloner'a 
regulations, provided, hoveTer, that the educational 
requirementa 3et forth in subdi•ision tvo or this section 
are met prior to admission for the licensing 
exa11inat.ion; 
5. Age: be at least eighteen years or age; 
6. Citi:enahip: meet no requ1remeots as to United States· 
oitizenship; 
7. Character: be or good moral character as determined 
by the department; and 
8. Feea: pay a ree or sixty-five dollars -to the department 
- . 
-ror admission to a department conducted examination and for 
an initial license, a fee or tventy-five dollars for each 
reexamination, a fee or forty dollars for an initial 
--l~cen9e for per~ons not requiring admission to a department 
conducted examination, and a fee or thirty dollars for each 
triennial registration period. 
Def1nit1oo or practice or proressional nursing. The 
practice or professional nursing ls defined as diagnosing and 
treating human responses to actual, anticipated and potential health 
problem~ and pro~oting health through such services as case finding, 
health teaching, health counseling, and provision or care surportive 
to or re~torativ~ of health and well being to individuals, families, 
&roups and communitie~. The professional nur~e also provides 
2 
_) 
leader3 htp nd collaborates vith other in eatabllahiog policies snd 
t l r the management of these aerTicea. pro ooo s or 
Practibe or pr~reasional nursing and uae or title 
•profess onal nurse. i w Only a person liceuaed or othervise 
~ulhorized under this article shalL practice proressionai nursing 
and only a person licensed Under •ect.ion aixt•-oine hundred three or 
this article shall uae the title •professional nurse•. 
Requirements for license ns a professional nurse. 
. 
Ta 
qualify ror a cense as a pro s v li re Siona! n ur•e, an applicant shall 
rultill the tolloving requirements: 
1. Application: Cile an application vith the department; 
2. Education: baTe received an education, including a 
mioimum or baccalaureate degree in nursing, in accordance 
vith the commissioner's regulations; 
3. Experience: meet no requirement as to experience; 
ll. !xamination: _ pass_ an examination sat_isfactory to the 
board and in accordance vith the commissioner's 
regulations, provided, ho~ever, that the educational 
requirements set forth in subdivision tvo or this 
section are met prior to admission ror the licensing 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
examination; 
Age: be at least elfhteen year~ or age; 
Citizenship: meet no requirements as to Onited States 
Character: be of good ~oral character as determined 
by the department; and 
Fees: pay a ree of ~ixtr-rive dollars to th~ d~part~ent 
3 
ror to a department conducted examination and ror 
an initial licenae, a fee of tvent7-five dollars for each 
reexamination, a ree or forty dollarn ror an initial 
license for persons not requiring admission to a department 
conducted examination, and a ree or thirty dollar8 ror each 
triennial registration period. 
State board for nursing. 1 state board for nursing 
shall be appointed by the board or regents on recommendation or the 
commissioner rir the purpose or assisting the boar~ or regents and 
the departaent on matters or professional licenffing and professional 
conduct in accordance with section sixty-rive hundred eight or this 
title. The board eball be composed or not less than fifteen members 
licensed as nurses or prores~ion~l nurse~, oo rever than.rive shall 
be licensed as nurses, no fever than rive shall be licensed as 
) prore~sional nurses and practicing in this state for at least five 
years. A9 exe~utive secretary to t~e board shall be appointed by ~he 
board or regents on recommendation or the commissioner and ehall be 
a nurse registered ln this state. 
b 
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THE REW YORK STATE RUB.SIS ASSOCIATION 
BEPOJlT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
EBmY DITO PRACTICE PROJECT 
~anu.ary 9-10, 1986 
the f~lloving activities have been carried out on behalf of the Entry Into 
Practice Project: 
I. UOCRUll 
The content and format of the brochure were developed. 15,000 copies were 
printed and have been distributed to the Board of Directors~ ~istrict 
Presidents and Executive Directors, members of Councils, Clinical and 
Functioual Units. In addition, they have been sent to: 
All national associations on record supporting the 
baccalaureate degree for entry into professional 
practice and the state and local chapters of these 
associations. 
All national associations whose position on Entry 
is unknown. 
All schools of nursing in New York State - BS, ADM, 
Diploaa, and LPH. 
All state nurses' associations. 
Participants of the Minority Focus Workshop and the 
Legislative Workshop. 
District representatives at Entry presentations in 
Districts 1, 12 and 16. 
Participants at Entry presentations at Hunter College, 
Pace University, Upstate Medical Center, Manhattan 
Comaunity College and Nassau Community College. 
II. 11YS11A SLIDE PRESERTATIOB AND LECTURE 
Slides were prepared to focus on influences in health care and n~rsing practice 
which give direction for the necessary changes in nursing education systems. 
A lecture presentation was prepared to accompany the slides for programs with 
adequate time allotments. 
Presentations have been made at three district meetings, three baccalaureate 
programs, two commmity college programs, and one staff development program. 
A brief slide presentation was made to NYSNA staff, the participants of the 
Kinority Focus Workshop and the participants at the Legislative Workshop. 
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Council of Deans of Nu.ning 14 a, 
Senior Colleges and-Universities in New York State 
October 22, 1985 
Ellen Burna, Preaideat 
Hew York State Buraes Association 
2113 Veetern Avenue 
Guilderland, I. r. 12084 
Dear President Burns: 
The Council or Deana at Huraing ot Senior Collegea and 
Universities in Bev York State supports the ettorta ot the 
Nev York State Ruraes Aaaooiation to resolve the entry 1nto 
practice issue aa expeditiously aa possible. Ye support the 
oonoept ot tvo oategoriea or nursing, tvo exaainationa and 
two lioenaes. 
As you are aware a liaison group or nurse educators 
representing both baccalaureate and associate degree prograaa 
has been tormed to eYolye nev detinitions ot the tvo 
categories acceptable to both councils. Thia group hopea to 
complete its vork by January 17, 1986 and vill ahare our 
thoughts with you as soon aa possible atter that date. 
It ia our beliet that aoope ot practice tor both 
proteasional and technical nursing has changed druatioal.ly 
ainoe 1972 when the detinitions in the proposal. were drarted. 
Ve sincerely hope that the Board vill seriously consider ou~ 
suggestions and that consensus between both groups or nursea 
can t1nally be achieved. 
Dr. Greta St7lea reminded us at the 70th annual 
convention ot RYSll that the thousands ot nurses vho do not 
belong to our organization be Regotiated 
comprise on the entry issue positively on those 
who do not belong and who actively oppose our legislative 
proposal on entry as it is nov written. 
Sincerely, 
~~~.r-
Bvelynn c. Gioiella 
Dean 
2420 PerabiDg Road. Kaneae City, Miaaouri 64108 
(818) 47+6'720 
Eunice R. Cole. R.N. 
Presldtlnr 
Judith A. Ryan. Ph.D .. R.N. 
&ecutrM Dinlctor 
'IO: 
FROM: 
DA'l.E: 
ANA Board of Directors 
SNA Presidents and Executive Directors 
ANA Cabinets 
ANA Council Executive Committees 
ANA Committee on Bylaws 
ANA Committee on Ethics 
ANA Reference Committee 
ANA NOllinating Committee 
NOLF Participants 
American Academy of Nursing Goveming Council 
American Nurses' Foundation Board of Trustees 
Cynthia L. Cizmek 
Director, COllllllUllications 
January 22, 1986 
• I washington Office: 1 
1 1101 14th Street. N.W. 
l Suite 200 washington. D.C. 20005 
J (202) 789-1800 
JAt-! 28 1986 
RE: ANA Statement: American Association of Community and 
Junior Colleges December 31, 1985 Newsletter 
FOR YOUR INFOBMAnOH 
The attached statement by AHA President Eunice Cole, B.S., R.N., appeared 
as an insert in the December 31, 1985 newsletter of the American Association 
of Communiey and Junior.Colleges (A.Ac.JC). The newsletter is distributed to 
presidents and faculties of co11111lU11ity and junior colleges throughout the 
country. The. purpose of this lllell!) 1:s to inform you. of ANA's understanding 
and intent in forwarding copy to AACJC for their use in the newsletter. 
In October 1985, ANA received a request from AACJC to submit a "content 
brief" for inclusion in the November 23, 1985 edition of the AACJC news-
letter. ANA was requested to describe our position on education for the 
future of nursing practice. 
Early in November 1985, AHA forwarded a statement to AACJC from ANA President 
Eunice Cole describing today's health care enviromaent, reaffirming the 
association's position on two levels of nursing practice and the demand 
for each level, and inviting the AACJC to work with ANA to meet mutual 
obligations to the public and consumers of health care. 
ANA's statement appeared verbatim in the December 31, l985 AACJC newsletter. 
Rather than appearing as a "brief," the statement appeared in the format: 
which you see attached. ANA was neither informed about nor approved of 
the format. 
CLC:mvc 
ANA - An Equal Opponumty Employer 
-
AD NURSING: PRO AND CON 
By Bobbie Anderson, OAADN, and Eunice R. Cole, ANA 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COIIMUMTT AND JUNIOtl COUEGIS 
PRO 
NATXONAL ORGAN~ZATXON 
FOR ADVANCEMENT OF 
ASSO~+ATE DEGREE NURSIN~ 
17.50 Chadwick Drive 
Jackson, MS 39204 
MESSAGE FROM THE CBAIRPERSOH OF THE STEERING CCllil'lTEE, NATIONAL 
ORGANIZATION !'OR ADVANCEMENT OF ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING: BOBBIE ANDERSON 
The National Orga11ization for Advancement of Associate Degree Nursing is an 
organization whose need for existence develOl)ed as a result of action 
;ssociated with the position of the American Nurses Association on Level of 
Entry into Nursing. ANA I s position would restrict RN licensure to the BSN 
graduate only. Texas associate degree nursing educators organized the 
first state OAADN group and accepted the leadership in planning and con-
ducting a national meeting on October 17. 1985, in Dallas. Texas. Over two 
hundred persons (associate degree nursing directors, fac:u.lt.y, students. 
graduates, college presidents, academic deans) were in attendance repre-
senting thirty different states. The unan:illlous decision of this group v.as 
to go forward vith a National Organization. A steering ccmmittee was 
appointed to draft. by-laws and to function in 'the interim until the offi-
cial organizational meeting in Orlando the week of April 13, 1986. 
The goals of the NOAAllN include: acting as a National Organization in 
speaking far ADN education and practica. advancing the st:atus of Associate 
Degree Nursing in education and practice (retaining current competency 
level), mai.-itainina the endorsamant. of iN licensure from state to state. 
and retaining che RN licensure exam for the ADN graduate. We are working 
in a positive way to achieve these 1oals and are promoting open communica-
tion with other organized groups and individuals interested in these same 
issues. 
A conference initiated by Eunice Cole. President of ANA with Naomi Brack. 
Vice Chairperson Steering Committee NOAADN was held in iCansas City on 
November 25, 1985 for the purpose of discussing level uf entry and our 
position. NOAADN communicated that the RN li~ensure for 'the ADN vould no~ 
be c~m~romised. The door was lef~ ~ren to ~Jt4 f~r fur~h~r 1ialcg!!e vi~b 
tlte St<-erin~ '""'"!mlittee of NOAADN. 
Opportunity With Excellence 
NAT10NAL CENTER FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
ONE DUPONT CIRCLE. N w .. SUITE uo. WASHtNGTON. o.c_ 20036 
2021293-7050 
Supplanent to 
AACJC Letter NO. 
December 31. 1985 
·; 
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We ar• not against BS and Bisher Deg-nae education for the profession of 
nursing. We beU~ thu level of =::sing shculd be re=sci:ed wit?: adc!i· 
tional tasting and c:i:adentials in accordance with ccmpatencias of these 
graduaces. 
We further believe the RN Board Exam tests: minimum safe practice of a core 
of knowledge and competencies vbich tha ADN 1raduata has proven well pre-
pared t.o achieve at tba 901:h% pass rata nationvida on first writa. There-
fore. w. very strongly opposa downgradins the campatency level of the ADN 
graduate in an effort to upgrade the profession. 
ADM graduatu an prepared to give direct care to cliats/patients who have 
cc •cmly rec:urrtng bu.1th problm. CUff11fttly over 50% of the graduatu. 
fraa JOI prapartna pros,: ... nationvida ara frca AIIN programs•. graduacu 
daacmstrate the grutu1: cantinuiey of aaploywt in tha first five years 
after graduation. To be cost effective in health care. can we afford to 
limit ths ADN graduates practice level vban this graduate has provan 
through testin1 and practice to be campetant to -t bedside nursing naada1' 
It is imperative that w. amt not 10 backward and limit the practice of 
•"'"s val:ad of tha nursing tam;. Rathar,. lat us go forward and 
enhance nursins's contribution to baalth care through improvement of the 
parfozmanca of total campetanciu. · 
ADI proar_. -t cm.miey needs fen education and service. Tba ADN 
educational PRP'aa is cost effective and -1:S tba DNd of a large number 
of adult J.u:ners. minori.tiu, and-local ruidats vbo may not be mobile to 
attend a BSH program en be financially able to do so. By virtue of the 
vida aeosraphic distribution of c• mity and Junien Colleges. rural hospi-
tals and clinics are more readily st&ffecl by local ADN graduates who ar~. 
alnady an integral part of their coammity. 
State organizations are strong in numbers and in c011111litJDant to the ADN 
graduate. The NOAADN will now font the mechanism for networking and chan• 
naling the enargiu of this tremendous power effort to keep ADN in the 
aainstrua of RH practice. 
Bobbie Anderson - Kisaiuippi Hacai Brack - Tazas 
Chairperson Vice Chairperson 
Faim fleiarscm - Washington PeUY Sexton-Isaac - Arizona 
Sec:acary Treasurer 
Patricia Bayles - Jnsu Catherine Natzka - Michigan 
Nam.nations Caamittae By-laws Ccnaittee 
Linda Spink Hassachusatu 
Newsletter 
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION BRIEF 
by Eunice R. Cole, R.N., President 
Florence Nightingale first called attention to society's need for sound professional stan-
dards for nursing education and for the establishment of professional schools of nursing. 
Thatwasinthe1850s. 
... ,.. 
In 1948, Dr. Esther Lucile Brown's study, Nursing tor the Future, documented the im- • 
mediate need for nursing education to take place within the mainstream of higher 
education. 
In 1965, the American Nurses' Association's Position Paper on Educational Preparation 
set the goal of attaining baccalaureate preparation for professional nursing practice and 
associate degree preparation for technical nursing practice. • 
In 1985, one hundred years after Nightingale's challenge, the American Nurses' 
Association set its 1965 goai as the profession's educational standard. In short, ANA's 
position on education _is not new. 
What is new Is the revolution underway in the American health care system. This 
revolution was bom of the post-industrial revolution. an economy characterized by limited 
resources, a rapidly expanding body of knowledge. the intrcduction and applications of new 
technology, demographic change and a more sophisticated consumer public. This 
revolution has been driven by rising health care costs and fueled by new financing 
mechanisms and increasing competition between and among health care delivery systems 
and providers of health services. Demand for health services is shifting from acute care in-
stitutional settings to long-term care, community, and home health settings. The American 
Hospital Association has reported that hospital patients' average length of stay declined by 
13 percent between 1982 and 1984, and that hospital occupancy rates are the lowest in 20 
years. AHA has also reported that in 1984, some 75,000 health-related positions were cut. 
This revolution in the health care system has produced a new and unprecedented set of 
problems and challenges for nurses. Nurses are now required to provide a more intensive 
level of services to hOSpitalized patients in a shorter period of time. Nurses must prepare 
the patient and family for a speedy transition into the community. Nurses must offer new, 
effective. and cost-efficient community-based services in multiple settings. Nurses in long-
term care settings must care for a rapidly increasing number of more acutely ill patients. In 
addition. nurses must educate patients and their families about prevention of disease and 
illness. These challenges are made more complex by nursing's long-standing commitment 
to assure that vulnerable populations, especially women, children, the poor, and a greater 
number of older Americans than before have access to high quality, affordable nursing care 
services. 
The new demands mandate that nursing move to clarify its educational system in order 
to remain accountable to the public It serves and to assume a responsible role in shaping 
tomorrow's health care system. Today's health care environment dictates that nursing iden-
tify its strengths and build on Its dynamic past to plan for a challenging and even more 
dynamic future. 
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Cost-effectiveness In health C3l8 Is the watchword for the future. The pubHc can no 
longer afford to support multiple educational pathways to one llcensure to practice 
professional nursing. Neither can the public affon:I to support a whole host of spectaJized 
practitioners of technical nursing and allied health. Potential students of nursing must be 
given a clear choiCe of educational pathways before they enter the educational system. 
These pathways must be congruent with demonstrated publlc need for two levels of nursing 
personnel - the professional and the technical personnel to be aaaocfated with that role. 
Employers must bit able to differentiate between mese practitioners in order to plan tor the 
cost-effective deltvary of the best possible nursing care. Furthermore. the public must be 
assured that nursing•s educationaJ and legat credentials and tlUes will assist consumers to 
diStinguish tnese practitioners and the array of services they are prepared to proYide. 
In an effort to readl clanty and move forward on many. of these difficult issues, the 1985 
House of Delegates of the American Nurses• Association took action to reaffirm Its support 
far two levels of nursing practice. a professionat level and a technical leve~ and urged state 
nurses association to -
• Estabtisll the baccalaureate with a major In nursing as the minimum educational 
reQUir9ment far licensure to practice professional nursing; 
• Retain the legal title .. Aegisterl9d Nurse" for the baccaJaureat&prepared nurse; 
• EstabUllt tlle mociate dagrN with a major in nursing as the educational 
far Hcensunt to practice technical nursing. with the provision that 
such dagr 1• be n."lll'ded by state-chartered instftutea of higher learning, such 
as community Ott junior colleges; 
• Establish •Associate Nurse" as the legal title for the person licensed to 
practice technical nursing; and 
• Assure that the educational preparation and the scope of practice of those 
licensed to practice nursing ant congruent. 
Clearfy. tt1era is and will be a demand for both the professional and the associate nurse. 
Clearly. community and junior colleges will play a critical role in the education of nurses for 
the future - either by PIQVidlng undergraduate ltberal arts preparation for individuals 
Wking to enter a baccalaunNltfl program or by preparing the aasociate nurse. Clearty, 
euociate deQrN Pl9PMld nurses wlll play a Yitai role in the ckillw,y of nursing care ser-
vices to the public in bottl the existing and emerging health care environment. 
It is critlcal to remember that all of those Individuals currently llcenNd as Register8d 
Nurw and practicing profmional nursing, and that aH of those licensed as Registered 
Nurses until such time as legal requirements change. will continue to be licensed to prac-
tiea as Registered Nurses. However, the profession's standards for continuir-.g education 
acknowledge the individual practitioner's accountability for continued learning and 
development in an ever changing envirunmenL The new requirements will affect the nurses 
of tommonow - the grade school children of today . 
The Ameriean Nurses· Association is aware that nursing cannot achieve its goats for the 
future in isolation. The 1985 ANA House of Delegates charged the professional organization 
to move fofWard in cooperation with member state nurses associations. other national nurs-
ing o,gana:ations. educators. employe,s. and the public to meet the educational standards 
that the changing environment demands. We invite the American Association of Corn--
munity and Junior Colleges to work with us to meet our mutual Obligations to the public 
and consumers of health care. 
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COMN1TTrr ON IDUC,t,.TIOllf 
•1•••11••••11 
Xaren Egenes, R.N. 
48 Perry Street 
THE·SE:NATE 
STAT£ OF" NEW YORK 
ALBANY 
1224? 
December 9, 198S 
New York, N.Y. 10014 
Dear Ms. Egenes: 
......... C:I: 
This is to acknowledge receipt of your correspondence 
concerning Senate Bill 4930, introduced by my colleague 
Senator Farley. 
As you may know, Senate Bill 4930 is currently under 
review and evaluation in the Senate Education Committee, 
which I chair. This bill would amend Article 139 of the 
Education Law to: 
(1) Change the titles of •registered professional 
nurse• to •nurse• and of •licensed practical 
nurse• to •associate nurse;• 
(2) Set the minimum educational.requirements for 
nurses at a baccalaureate degree and for associate 
nurses at an associate degree; 
(3) "Grandfather• in those who had been licensed prior 
to the effective date of the legislation. 
I appreciate your concern for the professional status 
of nursing and the quality of professional training and 
resulting nursing services. However, I find that there 
remain a number of outstanding issues yet to be resolved 
between and among those in the field of nursing, and among 
interested parties in the health area, on this bill. 
Most importantly, it is my understanding that there is 
as yet no conclusive evidence that the nursing services 
provided by graduates of diploma and associate degree 
programs are inferior to those provided by graduates of 
baccalaureate programs. As an example,· one measure of the 
quality of professional training is the percentage of 
first-time candidates passing the RN licensing examination, 
and by this measure both diploma and associate recipients 
equal baccalaureate recipients. 
Further, even if baccalaureate degree recipients were 
found to provide superior quality nursing services, there 4t 
would remain serious questions about how to increase 
educational requirements without creating a shortage of 
nurses in New York State. We would need to look at possibly 
extending financial aid to nursing students who would have 
to extend their educations by one or two years. We would 
also have to consider the requirements for associate degree 
holders who might wish to continue on to a baccalaureate 
degree, as well as for licensed nurses moving here from 
other states. These are difficult issues, some of them 
requiring considerable financial expenditures by students, 
institutions and possibly State government. Such policy 
determinations should not be mandated in the absence of 
strong evidence of their necessity. 
Although discussions among various parties on these and 
other issues continue, I am, unfortunately, constrained in 
acting favorably on this measure at this point in time. As 
an aside, as I have emphasized previously, there remain 
considerable and strong differences of opinion among those 
in nursing and others in the health care delivery system. 
Thank you for sharing your views. I hope the above is 
of help to you in providing an additional perspective on 
this issue of mutual concern. Be assured my office remains 
open to discuss these various issues with you and others. 
Indeed, should you have additional information ilat might 
prove ·helpful in our continuing deliberations, please 
forward it to my office. 
Sincerely, 
Ii • ,~ •r-' 
~ilonovan 
Chairman 
Senate Education Committee 
UNrn:n 
Tl:A<:I tl:HS 
The 2!10,000 mrmber ~t'W \'ork Stat, l"nU,d Trarhusf S \'S\'T) i, affiliated wilh 1hr American Frderation or Trac hen, AFL·CIO and 1hr N. \' .S. AFL-CIO 
Tom Hoban, President; 
A-4610 Nadler 
Dan Sanders, Eucutlve \'Ice President: 
• Toni Cortesr, First Vice President; 
Walter Dunn, Second Vice Fresident; 
Herb Ma1ld1on. Stcretary-Treasurrr. 
Ray Skuse, Director or Le1lslatlon. 
Higher Education Committee 
This bill, if enacted, would require a minimum of a baccalaueate 
degree in nursing as the educational requirement for licensure as 
a nurse, and an associate degree in nursing as the educational 
requirement for lieensure as an •associate• nurse. "Grandfather• 
provisions are included to protect personnel hired prior to 
enactment of the leg~slation. 
We believe there is no compelling reason to change the entry 
level into the profession at this time. Enactment of this 
legislation would have a negative impact on qualified incumbent 
RNs in competing for advancement in the health care profession. 
Many of our very competent RNs without BSNs climb clinical career 
ladders and attain promotional positions in health care 
institutions. These are people who have served in the profession 
competently and have a wealth of experience and knowledge and 
would be effectively deprived of opportunities for advancement to 
upgraded positions because of this new two-tier system. In 
effect, more experienced and completely competent practicing 
nursing professionals would become second class citizens 
vis-a-vis newly hired more extensively credentialed nurses. 
In addition, if this legislation becomes law, many employed RNs 
will not be able to afford to disrupt their lives economically to 
enroll in a BSN degree program in order to become qualified to 
compete in clinical advancement with those newly employed with a 
BSN degree. 
We are aisq concerned that the enactment of this bill would be 
extremely discouraging to many practitioners who pursue 
employment in health care facilities such as nurses aides, 
technicians and LPNs. Through career ladder programs they 
presently have the opportunity to become LPNs and RNs. 
We strongly believe that RNs should seek and take advantage of 
educational opportunities leading to edvancement and suggest that 
programs be enacted which would further enhance and encourage 
career ladder opportunities in the entire nursing field. For 
example, in New York City there is a program in conjunction with 
CUNY currently in existence which offers presently employed RNs 
the opportunity to take courses at the place of their employment 
toward the attainment of BSN degrees. This, in effect, attains 
the same goals as this legislation without dividing the nursing 
profession in half. Additional financial aid will provide more 
programs of this nature. 
(OVER) 
NEW YORK STATE UNITED TEACHERS, 159 Wolf Road. Box 15-008 Albany, New York 12212-5008 
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This bill has been introduced at a time when there exists a 
nursing shortage in most health care facilities. Changing 
standards at this time would exacerbate the shortage by 
discouraging individuals from entering the health professions. 
It would also impact on hospital budgets and decrease 
nurse-patient ratios in already poo~ly staffed institutions. 
We are in complete agreement with the goals of raising the 
standards of licensure for nurses but believe that it should be 
accomplished without shutting the door to promotional 
opportunities for present health care professionals. 
THE NEW YORK STATE UNITED TEACHERS ~TRONGLY URGE THE DEFEAT OF 
THIS BILL 
Raymond C. Skuse 
Director of Legislation 
Ronald Frant:i; 
John Costello 
Alan Lewis 
Emanuel Kafka, Assistant Director 
of Legislation 
Patricia Stryker @ 
John Bozzella 
Patricia Koenig Ballard, Assistant 
Director of Legislation, Higher Education 
Legislative Revresentatives 
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
SELECTED REFERENCES OUTLINING 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW YORK. STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION'S 
1985 PROPOSAL 
Re: EdueationaZ requirements for entry into the 
practice of nuYsing thPough revision of AYtiale 139 
Nux>sing3 TitZe VIII~Education Lar.,J~ New York State 
Revised December 1978 
1. HISTORICAL REPORTS 
Committee for the Study of Nursing Education (Jose-
phine Goldmark~ Secretary). Nu:Psing and NUPsing 
Edv.oati.on in the United States: Report of the Com-
mittee. New York, Macmillan Co., 1923. 
The Committee for the Study of Nursing Education, originally the Committee 
for the Study of Public Health Nursing Education, was formed in 1919 with 
the support of the Rockefeller Foundation. Commonly referred to as the 
Goldmark Report, this was the first of a series of reports evaluating nurs-
ing education. The purpose of the study was twofold: 1) to identify the 
tasks performed and the qualifications necessary for their execution, and 
2) to establish the minimum educational standards for each type of nursing 
service for which there appeared to be a vital social need. Conclusion 8 
of the report stated that, "The development and strengthening of University 
Schools of Nursing of a high grade for the training of leaders is of funda-
mental importance in the furtherance of nursing education." {p. 26). 
Committee on the Gradin~ of Nursing Schools (May 
Ayres Burgess, Director). Nurses, Patients, and 
Poaketbooks: Report of a Study of the Eeonomies 
of Nza>sing. New York, The Coumittee, 1928. 
Report of a survey of the supply and demand for nurses conducted as the 
first phase of the Cor.mittee's program which was defined as being "the 
study of ways and means for insuring an ample supply of nursing service 
of whatever type and quality is needed for adequate care of the patient 
at a price within his reach." (p. 17). The Committee was formed in 1926 
and continued until 1934. 
Con111ittee on the Grading of Nursing Schools. Nurs-
ing Schools Today and Tomo:P:rou1: Fina.l RepoPt of 
the Cormrittee. New York, The Con111ittee, 1934. 
The final report after eight years of study swnmarized opinions of the 
Co111Tiittee members, made reconmendations and suggestions, and raised ques-
tions needing further study. The findings confirmed the recolffllendations 
of the Goldmark Report. 
Brown, Esther Lucile. Nia>sing for- the Futu:t'e: A 
Report l'I'epal"ed for the NationaZ NUPsing Council,. 
New York, Russell Sage Foundation, 1948. 
1948 
1950 
1959 
• ... 
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The National Nursing Council initiated a study funded by the Carnegie Cor-
poration of New York and directed by Esther Lucile Brown to study adminis-
trative control and support of nursing education. In the course of the 
study, Brown found that "Almost without a dissenting voice those who are 
conversant with the trend of professional education in the United States 
agree that preparation of the professional nurse belongs squarely within 
the institution of higher learning. So convinced are they that they con-
sider this conclusion above argument." (p. 13e). 
Co11111ittee on the Function of Nursing {Eli Ginzberg, 
Chainnan). A 'PPogmm For- the Nursing Profession. 
New York, Macmillan Co., 1948. 
Professor R. Louise McManus, Director of the Division of Nursing Education, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, and her staff selected leaders in 
the health field as well as representatives from government, economics, 
education and the public to serve on a Co11111ittee on the Function of Nursing 
which attempted to outline the strategic forces at work in modern nursing. 
The COlllllittee's deliberations focused on the shortage of nursing personnel 
and how this problem might be solved. The Cormnittee reconmended two cate-
gories of nursing personnel be established -- practical and professional --
and that the professional nursing curriculum be a four-year baccalaureate 
program and practical nursing programs be eighteen to twenty-four months. 
West, Margaret Despard and Hawkins, Christy. Nurs-
ing Sahoots at the Mid-Centw>y: A RepoPt Prepa:ped 
llndeP the Auspices of the Subcorrmit;tee on School 
Datxz Analysis for the National COll'l1littee for- the 
ImpPOVement of Nursing Sewices. New York, National 
Conmittee, 1950. 
The National COlilllittee for the Improvement of Nursing Services was fonned 
by the Joint Board of Directors of the Six National Nursing Organizations 
and was originally called the Committee on Implementing the Brown Report. 
This 1950 report was made from a 1949 national survey of schools of nurs-
ing. The findings showed that the number of collegiate schools of nursing 
{111) had more than doubled in twenty years and that 494 hospital schools 
used facilities of universities~ colleges and junior colleges. Of these, 
96 had arrangements by which the nursing school work was accepted in par-
tial fulfillment of the requirements for a degree. {p. l). 
Montag, Mildred L. and Gotkin·, Lassar G. Corrmunity 
Co U.ege Education for- NUI'sing: An 'Experiment in 
Technical Education fo:r Nursing. New York, McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1959. 
This is the final report of the Cooperative Research Project in Junior-
COlllTlunity College Education for Nursing initiated and sponsored by the 
Division of Nursing Education of Teachers College, Columbia University, 
and directed by Mildred Montag, Ed.O. It involved seven pilot programs 
across the United States in junior and c0111Dunity colleges and one hospital 
school. Graduates of the experimental programs passed licensing examina-
tions qualifying them as registered nurses and perfonned satisfactorily 
in service situations. 
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II. ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROPOSAL 
.American Nurses' Association. "Report of the Com-
mittee on Current and Long-Tenn Goa,s of the ANA" 
from FPoceedinas. 1960 House of DeZega:tes ar.d Sec-
tions. 42nd Corwention, fi.merican iVUPses' Associa-
tion, Miami Beaah, Florida, ltay 2-6, 1960. New 
York, American Nurses' Association, 1960, pp. 53-
67. 
May 4 - ANA Committee on Current and Long-Tenn Goals proposed "Goal Three" 
in its report to the House of Delegates: "To insure th~t, within the next 
20-30 years the education basic to nursing on a professional level, for 
those who then enter the field, shall be secured in a program that pr~vides 
the intellectual, technical and cultural components of both a professional 
and liberal education. Toward this end, the ANA shall promote the bacca-
laureate program so that in due course it becomes the basic educational 
foundation for professional nursing." {p. 55). 
NYSNA Board of Directors Meeting Minutes, 1962. 
(unpublished) 
NYSNA Board of Directors appointed a special cOJ11Dittee to devisE: ways ~o 
promote study and understanding of "Goal Three" of the ANA. This comm1ttee 
sponsored two conferences in 1963 and 1964. 
NYSNA Boa.rd of DirectoPs f.feeting Minu:tes, 1964. 
(unpublished) 
NYSNA Committee on Education replaced the special ccmnittee to ~tudy "Goa~ 
Three". One of its assignments was to reco11111end action on nursing educat1on 
to NYSNA's Board of Directors. 
Educational Preparation foP Nurse PraatitionePs 
and Assistants to Nurses: A Positior. Paper. Kan-
sas City, American Nurses' Association, (Publica-
tion No. G-83), 1965. 
ANA adopted the position that "minimum P:eparation for beginning profes-
sional nursing practice at the present t1me should be b~cc~laureate_educa-
tion for nurs ing11 and that "minimum preparation for ~egrnnmg techn1ca~ 
nursing practice at the present time should be associate degree education 
in nursing." 
New York State Nurses Association. Education for 
Nu:rsing FPaatice: Report of the Ne!iJ York State 
Nurses Associa.tion 1966 APden House Canferenae. 
Albany, New York State Nurses Association, 1966. 
March 4-6 - The Conmittee on Education held a special conference to enable 
nursing leaders to study nursing education> service! and the ro~e of the_ 
professional association. ANA's position on education for nursmg was d1s-
cussed. 
1966 
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"A Blueprint for the Education of Nurses in New 
York State. 11 New York State Nurse 39:10-14, Jan-
uary 1967. (Reprint available from NYSNA). 
October 23 - The NYSNA Board of Directors, having previously accepted ANA's 
position, approved a plan prepared by NYSNA's Council on Education for the 
orderly transition of nursing educattBn in New York State into the mainstream 
of higher education. Minimum preparation for beginning generalized nursing 
practice would be an associate degree in nursing and minimum preparation 
for beginning professional nursing practice would be a baccalaureate degree 
in nursing. 
"Study of the Nurse Practice Act. 11 Report, Offi-
cial Newsletter of the New York State Nurses Asso-
ciation. 1 {l ):2, December 1969. 
June - The Special Conmittee to Study the Nurse Practice Act was established 
by NYSNA's Board of Directors. The Committee was charged with determining 
whether the Act: 1) protects the interest of the public; 2) protects the 
interests of the profession; and 3) reflects the current trends in nursing 
practice, nursing education and the health field. 
"Proposed Revisions to New York State's Nurse Prac-
tice Act." The Jou:enal of the N~ York State Nzaoses 
Association 1(3):9-19, Fall 1970. 
Fall - After more than a year of intensive study, including analysis of in-
put from nurses and nursing students through a questionnaire, workshops, 
and legislative forums, the Conrnittee concluded that the Nurse Practice Act 
was totally inadequate. The major focus of the Col11llittee's rec~endations 
was revision of the definition of nursing practice to clearly delineate the 
scope of practice of the two licensed nursing careers. 
NYSNA Legislative Bulletin. 1970-1975. 
NYSNA introduced career mobility bills for financial assistance to regis-
tered nurses seeking baccalaureate degrees and licensed practical nurses 
seeking registered nurse preparation. 
"Everybody Loves a Bill Signingf" Repoz,t, 0ff1c1a1 
Newsletter of the New York State Nurses Association. 
3(1):4-5,May 1972. 
March 15 - The Laverne-Pisani bill, redefining nursing practice, was signed 
by the Governor of New York State. 
Priorities in Preparation For- Practice: The New 
York State Nurses Association's 1972 Position on 
Nursing Education. Albany, New York State Nurses 
Association, 1972. Also printed in The Journal of 
the Ne,,, York State Nurses Association 3(1):6-12, 
August 1972. 
June 16 - The NYSNA Council on Education Position Statement on Nursing Ed-
ucat1on was approved by the Board of Directors. The statement expressed 
concern over nursing education's failure to contribute significantly to the 
professional socialization of nurses and reiterated the urgency of inte-
grating nursing education into the mainstream of higher education. 
.. ·' 
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"Implementing the New Definition of Nursing Prac-
tice: The Arden House Conference," January 12-14, 
1973. Harriman, New York. Part I. The Journal 
of the N~ Yorak State Nurases Association 4(1 ), July 
1973. 
11 _____ ." Part II. The JaurnaZ of the Neti: 
York State Nurses Association 4(3), September 1973. 
January 12-14 - Discussion included implications of the new definition for 
nursing education and curriculum planning. 
11Specialty Groups Fonn in Nursing Practice and Ser-
vice - Plan May 29 Meeting." Report;_. Official News-
letter of the New York State Nurses Association. 5 
(4):1, April 1974. 
March 27-28 - NYSNA Specialty Groups of Deans, Directors and Faculty of 
Nursing Education Programs and Directors, Associates and Assistants of 
Nursing Practice and Services in a joint meeting d~scussed the de~irability 
of requiring a single type of educational preparat1on for professional nurs-
ing licensure. 
11 Resolution on Entry into Professional Practice" 
from "Resolutions adopted by the 1974 NYSNA Voting 
Body." Report, Official Newsletter of the New York 
State Nurses Association. 5{10-11):6, October-No-
vember 1974. 
October 11-14 - NYSNA Convention - Resolution to standardize educational 
requirements for entry into nursing practice was brought to the floor by 
Directors, Associates and Assistants of Nursing Practice and Services. 
The Deans, Directors and Faculty Group· had voted to delay action for 
another year. The voting body, however~ approved the Resolution. 
Ent;x>y into l'Pofessiona.Z l'Paatice: 'l'he Ja>den. House 
Conference. Janua!'y 29-31, 1975, Ha::t.Timan:1 flew 
York. Albany, New York State Nurses Association, 
1975. 
January 29-31 - The Arden House Conference ~as held to e~plore th~ implica-
tions of the Resolution for the nurse pract1ce act, nurs1ng pract1ce and 
service and nursing education. Over one hundred state~ide repre~entatives 
from nursing service, practice, and all levels of nurs1ng educat1on were 
invited. As a result of the conference, the Special CoHlllittee to Study the 
Nurse Practice Act was reactivated and plans were made for another conference. 
NYSNA Board of Directors Meeting Minutes, 197::i. 
(unpublished) 
April 23 - NYSNA Board of Directors Execut~ve CoHJ11ittee reacti~at~ the 
Special ColiJJJittee to Study the Nurse Practice Act and_charged 1t wit~ ~e-
veloping a Proposal for Implementation of the Resolut1on through Rev1s1on 
of Article 139, Title VIII, Education Law. 
' f . 
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Entry into Professiona.Z Practice, Po.Pt II: :lhe 
Hyatt Bouse Confe:t'ence. May 29-31, 1975, Albany, 
NebJ York. Albany, New York State Nurses Associa-
tion, 1975. 
May 29-31 - Hyatt House Conference - The Special Co11111ittee presented a 
~raft of its pro~osal to the 125 participants for discussion. In general, 
1t was well rece1ved. Probably the greatest disagreement was on the title 
of practitioner in the second career. 
"June Board Action. 11 Report, Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 6(6): 
2-3, June 1975. 
"Proposal re: Implementation of Resolution on 
Entry into Professional Practice Through Revision 
of Article 139, Nursing, Title VIII, Education 
Law." Report, Official Newsletter of the New 
York State Nurses Association. 6(7-8):5-8, July-
August 1975. 
June - NYSNA Board Action endorsed the Proposal for presentation to the 
nursing COIIIJlunity and directed that statewide meetings be held for input 
from the nursing COfllTlunity prior to the 1975 Convention. 
"Statewide Meetings Planned on Proposed Revisions 
to Nurse Practice Act." Report, Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 6(7-8):1, 
July-August 1975. 
September - Meetings were held in each of the eighteen Districts to explain 
and discuss the Proposal. 
"Report to Board of Directors of NYSNA by the Special 
C01T111ittee to Study the Nurse Practice Act, October 
6, 1975. 11 NYSNA Board of Directors Meeting Minutes, 
1975 (unpublished). 
September 4 - The Executive Board of Licensed Practical Nurses of New York, 
Inc. voted to endorse the 1985 Proposal with the exception of the proposed 
title "practical nurse" which they preferred to leave as "licensed practi-
cal nurse." 
"Passage of legislative Proposal Preceded by 
lengthy Debate." Repo'Pt, Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 6 
(9-10}:6, September-October 1975. 
October ?-10 -_NYSNA Conveution - The Proposal was presented to the Voting 
Body. D1scuss1on was heated, with opposing groups offering alternative 
proposals. At the end of 3 1/2 hours of debate, the Voting Body approved 
the Proposal. As a vote count was not requested, exact figures for the 
count are not known. 
.. 
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"Workshop on· 'Curriculum Challenges• Planned by 
Specialty Group. 11 Report, Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 6(9-
10):5, September-October 1975. 
November 22 - Specialty Group of Deans, Directors, and Faculty of Nursing 
Education Programs sponsored a workshop for faculty to explore the curriculum 
challenges that can be inferred from the Proposal. 
"Subconmittees Planning For Implementation of 1985 
Proposal." Report, Official Newsletter of the New 
York State Nurses Association. 7(1-2):7, January-
February 1976. 
December - NYSNA Council on Education established three subco11111ittees to 
begin planning for implementation of the Proposal: 
1. The Future Planning SubcolTlllittee - to obtain grant support for planning 
the development of totally new educational curricula in nursing. 
2. The Availability and Distribution Subco11111ittee - to obtain estimates of 
nursing education needs and resources. as well as identify traditional 
and non-traditional opportunities s.uch as possibilities for consortia, 
telecommunication, etc. 
3. The Curriculum Subcorrmittee - to identify measures to deal with the 
following problems: appropriateness of curricula for special groups 
such as RNs; availability of prepared faculty; present expectations 
of graduates of technical and professional nursing programs; establish-
ment of linkages among these programs; "non-nursing" degrees for nurses. 
"Statewide Forums to Focus on NYSNA 1976 Legislative 
Program. 11 Report, Official Newsletter of the New 
York State Nurses Association. 6(11-12):5, November-
December 1975. 
January - Nine Legislative Forums were held across the state to discuss the 
1976 Legislative Program in its entirety including "198511 legislation. 
"NYSNA 1985 Proposal Introduced." NYSNA Legislative 
BuZZetin. Issue No. 3:1-2, March 16, 1976. 
Legislative Session - The essence of the 1985 Proposal was drafted into 
appropriate legislative language and introduced into both the Senate and 
the Assembly. The final draft of the bill dealt only with the educational 
preparation for the two careers in nursing and grandfather clauses. (As-
sembly - A.10,932 - sponsored by Alan Hevesi; Senate - S.10,146 - spon-
sored by Rules Co11111ittee) Both bills were referred to the respective Higher 
Education Co11111ittees where they were discussed and held for further study. 
11Second Workshop Scheduled. 11 Repo:rt, Official 
Newsletter of the New York State Nurses Associa-
tion. 6(11-12}:3, November-December 1975. 
February 21 - Specialty Group of Deans, Directors and Faculty of Nursing 
Education Programs sponsored a second workshop, 11Workshop For Faculty of 
Nursing Education Programs in New York State, 11 dealing with issues related 
to the 1985 Proposal. 
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"National Student Nurses Endorse Baccalaureate 
Entry Level. 11 Repozot, Official Newsletter of 
the New York State Nurses Association. 7(4-5):1, 
April-May 1976. 
1976 April 22-25 - National Student Nurses Association passed a resolution 
endorsing the movement toward a baccalaureate education as the entry 
for registered nurses. 
NYSNA BoaPd of l>irectot>e Meeting Minutes, May 21, 1976. 
(unpublished) 
May 21 - Board of Directors approved establistrnent of the Task Force 
on Behavioral Outcomes of Nursing Education Programs as recorrmended 
by the Council on Nursing Education. 
11May Board Action. 11 Reporat, Official Newsletter of 
the New York State Nurses Association. 7(6):2, June 1976. 
July 1 - Grant proposal "Educational Models for Entry into Professional 
Practice" subnitted by Council on Nursing Education to DHEW. 
III. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS - SEPTEMBER 1976-PRESENT 
"Pre-convention Hotline ••• NYSNA Board Sets New 
Thrust For 1985 Proposal." Report, Official 
Newsletter of the New York State Nurses Associa-
tion. 7(9):1-2, September 1976. 
The Special C001T1ittee to study the Nurse Practice Act recoll11lended that 
establistrnent of the baccalaureate degree in nursing as the educational 
requirement for registered professional nurses be the objective of 1977 
legislation. While the Co11J11ittee was still co111T1itted to a legislative 
proposal designed to clarify, elevate, and standardize educational 
requirements for two careers in nursing, enactment of legislation 
covering both careers was not feasible in light of the decision of the 
Board of Directors of licensed Practical Nurses, Inc. not to co-sponsor 
the 1985 Proposal and to sponsor its own proposal regarding educational 
requirements for practical nursing. 
1976 "Proposed NYSNA 1977 legislative Program." Repo:rt 
Official Newsletter of the New York State Nurses ' 
Association. 7(9):1, September 1976. 
September 17 - Board approved the modified proposal. A special issue of 
Repozot outl_ining the changed situation and Proposal was mailed first class 
to the membership for their consideration prior to voting at the Convention. 
.. 
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Driscoll, Veronica M. Legitimizing the ITofession 
of Nu:z>si7lf]: The Distinct Mission of the N€;" Yozok 
State Nurses Asso<:iation. Albany, Foundat1on of 
the New York State Nurses Association, Inc.~ 1976. 
October - Or. Driscoll, the current Executive Director_of N~ !Ork State 
Nurses Association, published this historical study wh1ch cr1t1cally re: 
views NYSNA's efforts from 1901 through 1973 to secure statutory recogn1-
tion of nursing as a legitimate profession. 
October 11-14 - NYSNA Convention 
11voting Body Reaffirms Conmitment to 1985 Proposal." 
Report, Official Newsletter of the New York State 
Nurses Association. 7(10-11):3, October-November 
1976. 
October 12 - An open forum was sponsored by the Sp~cial C~ittee at t~e 
NYSNA Convention. A representative from the Counc1l of D1rectors O! D1ploma 
Programs requested that the Special Conmittee meet with representat1ves of 
concerned groups in an effort to reach consensus on a two-career proposal. 
October 12-14 - Several meetings of the Special C~ittee and concer~ed 
groups were held. There was strong support for ma1ntenance of~ l1censed 
career patterns and for establishi~g the_baccalaureate and assoc1ate degrees 
as the entry requirements. The maJor po1nts of controversy were gra~dfather 
provisions and the title of the second career. No consensus was ach1eved 
before the Voting Body Session. 
"Special Conmittee to Study the Nurse Practice_Act 
Recoll11lendations Approved by the 1976 NYSNA Vot1ng 
Body. 11 Report.,, Official Newsletter of the New York 
State Nurses Association. 7(10-11):3. October-
November 1976. 
October 14 - Voting Body Session - The "coalition" of concerned_groups pre-
sented an alternative proposal for revision of educational requ1rements. 
Discussion of the proposals resulted in a comprehensive legislative proposal 
which included: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
Deletion of definitions of terms and references to other disciplines; 
Establishment of the baccalaureate degree in nursing for registered 
professional nurses; 
Establishment of the associate degree in nursing for registered associate 
nurses; 
4. Grandfather provisions to prot~ct indivi~uals l~cetnseded priofr to1·otahel 
effective date of the legislat1on, allow1ng reg1~ er pro ess n 
nurses to retain their title, and licensed pract1cal nurses to use 
the title registered associate nurse. 
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Consensus approving the legislative proposal was apparent with a vote of 
444-Aye, 19-Nay, 17-Abstaining. 
"SUTllllary Reports of Convention Programs." Report 
Official Newsletter of the New York State Nurses' 
Association. 7(10-11):7-12, October-November 1976. 
October !2-14 - Three meetings were held to explain plans for the Task Force 
on ~ehav1oral _Outcomes. Task Force members were recruited at Convention 
bus1ness meet1ngs of NYSNA Conference and Specialty Groups. 
"Service Employees International Union. Resolu-
tion." The NeuJ Yoiak LPN 37(5) :8-ll, September-
October 1976. 
A resolution calling for "licensing and certifying for the career occupation 
of LPN or LVN practitioner, an advanced or specially trained LPN" appeared 
in The NeI.J York LPN, September-October 1976. The resolution stated that 
S.E.I.U. (Service Employees International Union) will undertake "to advance 
this specialized occupation in the Legislatures, Licensure Boards, and 
Schools of Nursing ... ". 
"Behavioral Outcomes Task Force to Solicit Input, 
Data." Report, Official Newsletter of the New 
York State Nurses Association. 8(1-2):3, January-
February 1977. 
December 3 - At its first meeting, the thirteen-member group set up plans 
for soliciting the information needed to accomplish its aim. It was deter-
mined that a "Project Tool" should be developed to include questions re-
garding future practice settings and what future graduates should be able 
to do. 
"Report of Task Force on Behavioral Outcomes of Nursing 
Education Programs." Report, Official Newsletter of the 
New York State Nurses Association. 8(6-8):2-7, June-
July-August 1977. 
Februawi, 24 - At its second meeting, the Task force refined its "Project 
Tool 11 ich was published in RepoPt, so that input could be gathered 
from a broad spectrum of the nursing coll'ITlunity. 
"NYSNA Bills in COITlllittee. 11 NYSNA Legislative 13u.Z.Z.etin, 
Issue No. 2:2, April 18, 1977. 
March 16 - New York State Legislature - Legislation was introduced in both 
Houses: S.4558 Pisani, Johnson; and A.6847 Virgilio, et al. The bill 
was referred to the Senate Education Conrnittee and the Assembly Higher 
Education Conmittee. 
... 
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NYSNA Board. of Di'l'ectors Heeti'Tlfl Minutes, 
Mt:U'ch 16-1?, 19?7. (unpublished) 
''Special Conmittee to study the Nurse Practice 
Act Rec01T111endations Approved by the 1976 NYSNA 
Voting Body." RepOPt, Official Newsletter of the 
New York State Nurses Association, 7(10-11):3. 
October-November 1976. 
March 16-17 - NYSNA Task Force on LPN to RN Transition was established 
by the Board in response to a resolution passed at NYSNA's 1976 Convention 
and recoomendations from the Council on Nursing Education. 
"Workshop Scheduled on 'Beyond 1985 1 : Nursing Practice 
Expectations?" Report, Official Newsletter of the 
New York State Nurses Association. 8{1-2):7, 
January-February 1977. 
April 16 - The 'Beyond 1985' Workshop, open to practitioners, educators, 
and administrators, was sponsored by the NYSNA Specialty Group of Deans, 
Directors, and Faculty of Nursing Education Programs. 
"New York State Legislature Recesses; NYSNA Bills 
Stalled, Other Action Spotty." RepoPt, Official 
Newsletter of the New York State Nurses Association. 
8(9-10):7, September-October 1977. 
July - NYSNA's 1985 bill (S.4558-A, Pisani; A.6847-A, Virgilio) died 
in conmittees of both houses of the state legislature which recessed 
in July. 
11 NYSNA President Urges Board of Regents to Support 
1985 Proposal." Report,. Official Newsletter of the 
New York State Nurses Association. 8(9-10):1,4, 
September- October 1977. 
September 9 - Virginia Barker's remarks to the Board of Regents 
outlined the Association's 1978 legislative programs focusing on 
the 1985 Proposa 1 • 
"Record Number Attend '77 Convention ••• 1985 
Proposal Voted Major Priority of Legislative 
Program ••• " Repol"t, Official Newsletter of the 
New York State Nurses Association. 8(11-12):1, 
November-December 1977. 
"Voting Body Approves 1985 Proposal as Main 
Thrust of NYSNA Legislative Program." Report, 
Official Newsletter of the New York State Nurses 
Association. 8(11-12):3-4, November-December 1977. 
October 14-17 - Passage of 1985 Proprosal was voted the primary focus 
of NYSNA's 1978 legislative program. 
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11Three Education - Related Resolutions Voted On, 11 
RepoPt~ Official Newsletter of the New York State 
Nurses Association. 8(11-12):13 Nove~ber-
December 1977. 
October 14-17 - The NYSNA Voting Body approved a resolution urging 
"that ANA initiate discussion necessary to provide two new distinct 
State Board Test Pool Examinations, one for the associate degree 
graduate and one for the baccalaureate degree graduate, that clearly 
reflects current nursing curriculum and practice trends. 
11December Board Action. II Reporot, Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 9(1-2):4, 
January-February 1978. 
• December 8-9 - NYSNA Board approved establishment of a Task Force 
to implement a Voting Body resolution "to encourage responsible 
viable career mobility opportunities for those seeking an associate 
or bachelor's degree with a major in nursing. 11 The Council on Nursing 
Education named this the Task Force on Professional Practice Needs of 
RNs. The charge of this Task Force is "to study feasible means to 
assist registered nurses in the transition to the professional nurse 
level. 11 
11Highly-Regarded National Television Program 
Focuses on 1985 Proposal; Metropolitan New 
York Radio Station Begins Series on Nursing." 
Report, Official Newsletter of the New York 
State Nurses Association. 9(1-2):1-2, January-
February 1978. 
December 28 - The MacNeil/Lehrer Report televised across the country a 
program on the 1985 Proposal. The Association was represented by Laura 
SiRllls, a member of the NYSNA Board of Directors and past Chairman of the 
Special COfllllittee to Study the Nurse Practice Act. 
1978 Ent?>y Into Nursing PZ'actice: Proceedirzgs of the 
National Conference, Feb!"U.aIY 13-14, 1978. 
Kansas City, American Nurses• Association, 
1978. (ANA Publication Code #NE-4, $4.50) 
"Nursing Leaders Explore Entry into Practice 
Issue. 11 Ameroican Nurse, 10(3):1,7,9, 
March 15, 1978. 
February 13-14 - The 300 participants in this national invitational con-
ference sponsored by the ANA made numerous reco111nendations on what 
Dr. Aydelotte, Executive Director of ANA termed 11 the most important issue 
fo the nursing profession today." Various national and state nursing 
organizations reported their views and programs. Proceedings of this 
conference are available for $4.50 per copy. Write to: Publications 
Orders, American Nurses' Association, 2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City, 
MO 64108. 
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"American Nurses' Association Board Announces 
Support of NYSNA 1985 Legislation; Nationwide 
Survey Shows 72% of States Now Involved in Entry 
Into Practice Issue." Re-port, Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 
9(3-4):1,5, March-April 1978. 
March 6 - NYSNA received a telegram conveying the ANA Board of Director's 
support of NYSNA's efforts to pass 1985 legislation. 
1=NYSNA 1978 Programs ••• " Report, Official 
Newsletter of the New York State Nurses 
Association. 9(3-4):7, March-April 1978. 
April - Sponsorship and bill numbers for the 1985 Proposal remained the 
same for the 1978 legislative session as in 1978 --- S.4558-A Pisani, 
Johnson; A.6847-A Virgilio, Gottfried, Nadler, Orazio, Siegel, Strelzin. 
Amendments were made to reflect changes approved by the Voting Body at the 
1977 Convention. These changes include: refining the titles to "nurse" 
and 11associate nurse'' and defining the practice of associate nursing. 
"House of Delegates Takes Steps to Resolve 
Crucial 'Entry' Issue. 11 Ame?"ican Nurse. 
10(7) :1, 11, July 15, 1978. 
"Resolutions." Americr.n Nurse. 10(9):13-14, 
September 15, 1978. 
"House of Delegate Passes Entry Into Practice 
Resolutions ••• " Report, Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 
9(7-8):1,3, July-August 1978. 
June - American Nurses' Association House of Delegates passed four substan-
tive resolutions based on recomnendations from the national conference on 
entry into nursing practke held February 1978. 1985 was set as the date 
by which the baccalaureate degree in nursing should be the minimum preparation 
for entry into practice. Delegates directed ANA to work towards ensuring 
identification of titles, educational requirements, and competencies for 
two categories of nursing practice for presentation to the 1980 House of 
Delegates. Guidelines for implementation will also be prepared. Other 
resolutions were passed urging ANA to actively support flexible career 
mobility programs and grandfathering mechanisms. 
"1978 Legislative Session Churns·to Close." 
RepoPt, Official Newsletter of the New York 
State Nurses Association. 9(5-6):5, May-June 1978. 
"Sunmary, July 1978 -- Nursing's Impact on 
the 1978 Legislative Session." Repozot, Official 
Newsletter of the New York State Nurses Asso-
ciatiGn. 9(7-8):5, July-August 1978. 
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July - Great strides have been made within the state in educating legislators, 
nurses, and consumers on the role and contribution of professional nursing 
in the health care system. Through Nurse Lobby Days, letters, and visits to 
legislators, nurses demonstrated increased support of the 1985 Proposal. The 
legislation did not move out of Corrmittees. 
11 NYSNA President Addresses Board of Regents at 
Legislative Conference, 11 Report., Official News-
letter of the New York State Nurses Association. 
9(9-10):1-2, September-October 1978. 
September 8 - Paul T. Hageman, President, urged that the Board of Regents 
re-examine its opposition to the Association's 1985 Proposal. 
"September Board Action." Report., Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 9(9-10):3, 
September-October 1978. 
NYSNA BoaI'd of Di.Pectors Meeting Minut;es., September 
11-12, 1978 (unpublished). 
September 11-12 - The NYSNA Board of Directors and the Council on Nursing 
Education both approved the final report of the Task Force on Bahavioral 
Outcomes of Nursing Education Programs as an official guide for planning for 
nursing education. The Board directed the Council to develop mechanisms to 
study curriculum implications of this report. The final report of the Task 
Force on LPN to AN Transition was also approved as an offical guide for 
transition activity. · 
"Series of Meetings Planned on Entry Into 
Practice Issue. 11 American Nurse. 10(11):3, 
November 30, 1978. 
October - The ANA Corimission on Nursing Education approved a reco11111endation 
that the Task Force on Entry Into Practice hold four regional and one 
national meeting before the 1980 biennial ANA Convention. 
"Task Force on Behavioral Outcomes of Nursing 
Educational Programs Completes Work; Final 
Report Now Available. 11 Report., Official News-
letter of the New York State Nurses Association. 
9(11):2, November 1978. 
October 16-19 - NYSNA Task Force on Behavioral Outcomes presented its final 
report which was included in the Annual Book of Reports and approved by the 
Voting Body. Additional copies are available for 75¢ per copy from: 
Task Force on Behavioral Outcomes Final Report, New York State Nurses 
Association, 2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, NY 12084. 
"Report of Task Force on Organizational Im-
plications of the 1985 Proposal Referred Back 
to C011111ittee Following Voting Body Debate and 
Two Open Forums. 11 RepoPt., Official Newsletter 
of the New York State Nurses Association. 
9(11):3, November 1978. 
1978 
- 15 -
"Final Report of the Task Force on Organiza-
tional Implications of the 1985 Proposal." 
Journal of the Neb1 !oPk State Nu:rsea Asso-
ciation. 9(3):5-11, August 1978. 
October 16-19 - The rec01t111endation of this Task Force was a major topic of 
discussion at NYSNA's 1978 Convention. Two Open Forums were held. The 
Voting Body referred the recomnendation back to the Task Fo~ce for further 
study and recorrrnended that menbership of the Task Force be increased. 
"Notable Speakers, Intense Discussions 
Mark '78 Convention; Legislative Program 
Approved; Elaine Beletz Voted President-
Elect. 11 Report_. Official N~ws~etter of the 
New York State Nurses Assoc1at1on. 9(11):1, 
November 1978. 
October 16-19 - Reintroduction of the 1985 Proposal in the 1979 State 
Legislative Session was again voted as a priority for the 1979 NYSNA 
Legislative Program. 
Task Foree on F'ztofesaional Practice Needs of . 
RNe Meeting Minutes., October 27_. 1978. (unpubl 1shed} 
October 27 - At the first meeting of this Task Force three areas_of_ne~s 
were identified - educational, professional _environm~nt, and soc1al~zat1on 
into professional role. Subgroups will rev~ew the'l1terature r~lat1ng to eac~ 
area of need and make its report after hear1ng the State Educat1~n Departments 
perspective on existing programs available to RNs for BSN educat1on. 
Copies are available at $1.50 each from: New York State Nurses Association, 2113 
Western Avenue, Guilderland, NY 12084. 
For additional infonnation on the 1985 Proposal, contact the Legislative Program at 
the above address or call (518) 456-9333. 
MMO/mfp 
2/2/79 
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VA NURSE IS HONORED AS E&GW ACHIEVER 
Margaret J. Stafford, M.S.N., R.N., F.A.A.N., was one of 14 recipients of an E&GW 
Citation of Achievement honored during ANA's convention in Anaheim, California, on 
June 13-19. This special recognition was part of the activities commemorating the 
fortieth anniversary of ANA's Economic and General Welfare Program. 
Margaret Stafford was instrumental in organizing two Illinois Nurses' Association local 
units: one at Cook County Hospital in 1966 and another at Hines VA Hospital in 1976. 
In light of her experience, she is frequently called upon to consult with newly formed 
local units. She has also written several articles and spoken on collective bargaining 
issues. 
For several years, Ms. Stafford has served in a variety of capacities in the Hines VA 
Hospital Local Unit. Currently, she is a member of the unit executive committee, r.o-
editor of the unit newsletter, chairperson of the peer review committee, and a 
grievance representative. 
ANA President Eunice Cole recognized Ms. Stafford's accomplishments during the opening 
session of the ANA House of Delegates on June 14. A specially designed walnut and 
bronze plaque was presented to Ms. Stafford by Ellen Manchester, chairperson of the ANA 
Cabinet on Economic and General Welfare. 
The ANA Cabinet on Economic and General Welfare was responsible for the selection of 
the 14 recipients from among 42 nominations submitted by the state nurses' associations 
in three categories: state nurses' associations, individual SNA members, and E&GW 
program staff. The citations recognized achievements in collective bargaining as well 
as other activities in the interest of the economic and general welfare of nurses. 
The state nurses' association recipients are: California Nurses Association, Colorado 
Nurses• Association, Hawaii Nurses Association Collective Bargaining Organization, New 
Hampshire Nurses' Association, and New York State Nurses Association. The individual 
SHA member recipients are: Virginia S. Cleland, Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N. (California, 
formerly of Michigan); Shirley M. Mackey; R.N. (Massachusetts); and Margaret J. 
Stafford, H.S.N., R.H., F.A.A.N. (Illinois). The E&GW program staff recipients are: 
Martha A. Garcia, R.N. (Illinois); Marion M. Klappmeier, M.A., R.N. (New York); Mary D. 
Mwger, M.S.N., R.N. (Montana); Susanne M. Oszewski, R,N, (California); Gene A. Shepard 
(Ohio); and Constance M. Weimer (Oregon). 
ANA'S Labor Relations Newsletter For VA Nurses 
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E&GW CABINET PROPOSES STRATEGIF.S FOR PROMOTING EVERY NURSE'S FUTURE 
The ANA Cabinet on EconOlllic and General Welfare submitted an informational report to 
the AHA House of Delegates entitled "Promoting Every Nurse's Future." In proposing 
same sixteen distinct strategies,. the cabinet observed: 
"The celebration of the fortieth anniversary of ANA's Economic and 
General Welfare Program is a time for reviewing with pride the 
accamplisbments of the program in advancing nurses' welfare and ensuring 
the. quality of nursing care. It is also a time to evaluate the 
challenges of the future and to chart a course that will continue braving 
new frontiers." 
Input received from a reference hearing held during ANA's convention as well as 
COIIIDents submitted by state nurses' associations will be reviewed by the E&GW cabinet 
at its fall meeting. 
During ANA's convention,. the House of Delegates did adopt the following resolution on 
"ANA's Commitment to Promoting Every Nurse's Future": 
WBIIU5;1, 
VBIRVS.., 
WDBAS. 
IIBIRU,$., 
lftllllA-C:. 
WBIIIAs. 
AB has aade a concerted effort to protect t.1Je economic 
and general veliare of nurses since 1946; and 
AlfA • s Bconoaic and General Welfare Prograa bas made a 
significant difference in the emrlro.wnt in vhich nursing 
is practiced and the quality of nursing care rendered 
through t:be prograa's suppo:ct of nurses' involveaent in 
collective bargaining. in its cl.earingbouse capacity and 
as nursing's spokesperson in econoaic,. legal., labor and 
social welfa:ce arenas; and 
Accoaplisments of AMA Is &:onc.ic and General Welfare 
.Prog:caa have been :cecorded in Braving Nev :Frontiers; and 
The clept:h and breadt:h of representation of nurses by AMA 
far ezceeds any ot:ber organization; and 
Health care delivery in the Unit:ed St:at:es is in a period 
of draaa.tic change as reflected by new arrangeaents to 
organize and deliver health care services., cost 
contai:owmt incentives., ca.petition aaong health care 
professionals and advanced aedical technology; and 
AMA anticipates that., by the year 2000., the nursing 
profession will be organized to deliver its services 
through &ee-.,.tancling cowanity nursing services; 
organized institutional nursing services; professional 
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coi:po:r:atioas CODtrac:tiDg services to acute and laag-tena 
care :instita.tloas. cri mtt-ies.,, schools and. industry; 
nurse-.anaged subsidiaries; and solo practices; the::cefore 
be it 
That this 1986 Bouse of Delegates accJaiw tbe achieveaents 
of the Econcaic and General Welfare P:cograa for the past 
40 years; and be it further 
That this 1986 Bouse of Delegates declare that praaoti.ng 
every nurse• s futw:e is t:be ~orit.y of t:be association; 
and be it further 
That ANA continue to illple.ent strategies to heighten t:be 
public ava:ceness of the value of nursing services.,, draw 
attention to the factors influencing quality nursing care 
and reinforce the rights of nurses as professionals. 
ANA REACTS TO PROPOSED LEGISLATION THAT WOULD REQUIRE 
REGISTRATION OF HEALTH PERSONNEL 
In March, legislation was introduced th.it would require persons aged 18 to 46 in the 
health care occupations to register with Selective Service. The measure, H.R. 4346,. 
was introduced by Rep. Sonny Montgomery (D-Miss.}, chairman of the Hc_ruse Veter~• 
Affairs Committee. It provides that the president would have authority to designate 
those health care occupations that would have to register. At a news conference. Rep. 
Montgomery specifically mentioned nurses, physicians, and medical technicians. He 
estimated that it would take a year after passage before registration would begin. 
In 1983 the ANA Board of Directors took official action on the question,. stating that 
ANA wouid 1) continue to work with the three nurse corps around planning for military 
needs and recruitment of nurses into the military reserves and active duty as needed 
with a goal of improving the status. benefits. education. and advancement opportunities 
for nurses in the military; 2) encourage those nurses whn are eligible and_choose ~o do 
so to serve in the military service; and 3) utilize available public relations vehicles 
to publicize ANA's concerns about the administration's inconsistent posture regarding 
the draft for women and ERA. (One of the reasons given by the administration in 
opposing ERA was that women could be drafted.) 
In reaction to the proposed legislation calling for registration of health care 
professionals. the ANA House of Delegates passed a motion calling for ~rassroots action 
to educate the public and Congress about the fact that nurses have a history of 
"responding to the call of this nation in times of conflict and of peace." The motion 
also calls on nurses to express to legislators "our disappointment" about the 
possibility of being required to register for a draft "while the majority of our 
members have been denied equal rights." 
' : . 
J 
' I 
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COMPETING UNIONS GO APTER NURSES OPPOSED TO ANA'S POSITION ON STANDARDIZING 
EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND TITLING OF TWO CATEGORIES OF NURSING. 
There is growing indication of networking between diploma and AD-prepared nurses 
opposed to ANA's position on education and competing unions. 
For some time, competing unions have been using the education issue as a key strategy 
for drawing criticism of ANA. Among the major arguments/observations raised by 1199, 
AFT, SEIU, and others in representation campaigns are the following: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ANA's proposal is not well thought out. There needs to be more 
study of the issue. 
ANA's position disenfranchises 79 percent of nurses from 
professional nurse status. 
Where is the evidence that the public has been asking that these 
changes take place? 
The focus of ANA's proposal centers around academic debates. If ANA 
is truly interested in the professional concerns of nurses, it must 
take up the real issues for nurses, such as staffing, layoffs, cost 
containment, etc. 
There is no convincing evidence that the BSN level of entry is a 
valid or necessary criteria for providing quality patient care. 
Although ANA claims to speak for staff nurses, the majority of 
delegates to ANA conventions are administrators, educators, 
researchers. practitioners, and clinicians. 
There is no guarantee that the "waivered" RN title will be valued in 
exactly the same way in terms of specific scope of practice. Nor is 
there any assurance from ANA that "waivered" nurses will enjoy the 
same recognition, respect, and promotional opportunities that they 
now enjoy and that BSN nurses will undoubtedly enjoy. 
How will all people - young and old, rich and poor, black and white, 
urban and rural - who are interested in a nursing career be able to 
gain access to baccalaureate programs? ANA has no strategy to 
address accessibility. 
These arguments represent a distortion of facts and a general lack of understanding of 
ANA's position. 
A number ~f fly~rs an~ ~rochures have been developed by ANA to accurately communicate 
the associations position and to respond to a number of questions and concerns. These 
material~ include the videotap7 The Best We Can Provide, the brochure Nursing Education 
Enrolling In A College Or University, and the flyer Preparing For The Future -
Questions And Answers About Trends In Nursing Education. 
State nurses' associations and SNA members are encouraged to use these and other 
relevant ANA publications. The following information will also be useful in 
communicating ANA's position to individual nurses and/or groups. 
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The placement of nursing education within institutions of higher 
learning is not a new concept. Florence Nightingale was the first 
to call attention to the need for professional schools of nursing in 
the 1850's. The first American collegiate-based school of nursing 
opened its doors in 1909 at the University of Minnesota. Since 
1923, numerous national reports have indicated the need for 
standardizing educational requirements and the restriction of 
nursing programs to degree-granting institutions. 
ANA's position on standardizing educational requirements was 
introduced over 20 years ago. It was one of the three long-range 
goals adopted by ANA's House of Delegates in 1964 based on 
predictions about impending changes in the health care industry. 
Publication of ANA's first position paper on educational preparation 
in 1965 came on the heels of a U.S. Surgeon General's report that 
recommended the immediate study of the system of nursing education 
in relation to the responsibilities and skills required for high 
quality patient care and enactment of the first federal law to give 
comprehensive assistance for nursing education. 
Over the past 20 years, Houses of Delegates, composed of hundreds of 
nurses with different educational backgrounds and varying nursing 
roles, have re-examined and repeatedly reaffirmed the association's 
position. 
Fifty state nurses' associations are now actively working to 
implement a standardized educational system. 
More than 19 national nursing organizations maintain that there 
should be a bachelor's degree-prepared nurse and an associate 
degree-prepared nurse with separate titles and scopes of practice. 
Individuals currently licenced as registered nurses will not have 
their license taken away, regardless of their educationaj. 
preparation. Only those nursing students entering the field after a 
specified date will be obligated to abide by any new educational 
requirements established by the state. However, the profession's 
standards are such that all nurses should acknowledge their 
accountability for continued learning and development in an ever-
cha.~ging environment. 
As a result of Medicare and other legislation. the government has 
become more actively involved in the health care system. A more 
sophisticated consumer public is demanding better consumer 
protections. The knowledge explosion, coupled with technological 
and scientific advancements. has resulted in dramatic innovations in 
the treatment of disease and illness. Changes in the population and 
the nature of health problems have created demands for new and 
different types of health care services and necessitated an 
expansion of nursing roles. · Efforts to control spiraling health 
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care costs have led to more conservative approaches to health care 
financing and intensified the use of competitive strategies in 
marketing health care services. All of these changes• have had a 
profound impact on the way in health care services are organized and 
delivered. 
Changes within the health care system mandate that nursing move to 
clarify its educational system to remain accountable to the public 
and to assume a responsible role in shaping the health care system. 
In a highly cost-conscious society, nursing has an obligation ~o 
define the categories of nursing practice with separate education~! 
preparation and titles so the public will know what they are getting 
for their money. 
By 1987 it is estimated that 10 pe~cent of all hospitals and 17 
percent.of large hospitals will require a bachelor's degree in 
nursing for new professional nurses. ANA estimates th~t by 1?95, 
virtually every state will require a four-year degree in nursing as 
the educational standard for professional nursing practice. 
Across the country, the number of BSN programs has increased 
dramatically since 1965. Today, the majority of these programs have 
tracks making special accommodations for registered nurses working 
toward a bachelor's degree in nursing. The majority of BSN programs 
have a validation process for prior learning. Some 170 BSN programs 
are designed exclusively for returning registered nurses. 
Kore and more employers are supporting the educational advancement 
of registered nurses by providing for direct tuition reimbursement, 
educational leave, clinical ladders reflecting both educational and 
clinical advancement, and educational bonuses (salary differential 
based on educational preparation}. 
The ANA Coimnunications Unit, in cooperation with the Labor Relations Unit, is currently 
preparing a videotape to address concerns fr~quentl~ exp7essed by staff nurs~s about 
ANA's position on nursing education. The presentation will feature the cand7d . 
observations of staff nurses from different parts of the country as well as interviews 
vith ANA President Eunice Cole and Mary Foley, a member of the ANA Cabinet on Economic 
and General Welfare. The videotape will be made available for SNA fall meetings. 
NURSES' RIGHT TO OVERTIME PAY IS BEING CHALLENGED 
The right of registered nurses to receive additional compensation as overtime pay for 
work performed in excess of the regular hours of a work week is being challenged at 
both the federal and state levels. 
On November 19, 1985, the Department of Labor issued a notice of advance rule making 
seeking public comments on issues relating to conditions for determining the 
eligibility of executive, administrative. and professional employees (EAFs) for 
overtime pay. The notice posed some specific questions about revising currently 
prescribed salary and duty (responsibilities) tests for determining EAPs eligibility 
for overtime pay. The wording of the questions made it clear that DOL was 
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contemplating diluting or relaxing current EAP exemption provisions so more employees 
would be exempted from overtime pay. As indicated in the March issue of VAntage Point. 
ANA vigorously defended the right of registered nurses to receive overtime pay in its 
formal response to the advance notice of rule making. 
Earlier this year, at the encouragement of the California Hospital Association, the 
California Industrial Welfare Commission approved an amendment to its vage policy 
allowing hospital employees to elect to work longer days in exchange for more days off • 
This action was strongly opposed by the California Nurses Association. 
It is worth noting that the Department of Labor issued its notice of rule making barely 
two months after the California Hospital Association initially petitioned the 
California Industrial Welfare Commission for provisions for a fluctuating work week and 
revision of the IWC order that mandated payment of overtime to registered nurses 
whenever they worked more than eight hours a day or 40 hours in one week. This 
provides reasonable grounds to believe that other state hospital associations may also 
be planning to challenge the legal right of nurses to overtime pay. 
ANA's Labor Relations Unit is encouraging state nurses' associations to be alert to 
such moves and to oppose any efforts to challenge the right of registered nurses to 
receive overtime pay. 
SECOND CIRCUIT INSTRUCTS FI.RA TO ISSUE ORDER ENTITLING AFGE TO ROHE ADDRESSES 
According to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, the Federal Labor 
Relations Authority's concern for the privacy of employees is misplaced. The court 
recently reversed a decision of the FLRA in an unfair labor practice case, telling the 
Authority to issue an order entitling an Americ~ Federation of Government Employees 
local to the home addresses of employees in the bargaining unit • 
The court observed that the union should receive tha order even though other means of 
conununication, such as desk drops and bulletin boards. were available. According to 
the Second Circuit, the fact that alternative means of communication exist is. by 
itself, insufficient to justify a refusal to reveal addresses. 
AFGE Local 1760 represents approximately 2,000 employees of the Social Security 
Administration's Northeastern Program Service Center in Rego Park, New York. 
Approximately 900 of these employees are actually union members. 
In August 1983, the local asked the SSA to provide it with the names and addresses of 
all unit employees. SSA agreed to provide names, but cited the Privacy Act as grounds 
for refusing to release addresses. 
Unfair labor practice charges were filed and Administrative Law Judge William Naimark 
advised the FLRA to rule for the union. Citing the Second Circuit's decision in a 
private sector labor law case, Prudential Insurance Company v. National Labor Relations 
~. Naimark stated that the addresses were crucial to the Wlion 1s ability to frame 
proposals for bargaining, alternative means of conmnmication were inadequate> and 
providing the addresses would not place an unreasonable administrative burden on the 
employer. Relying on AFGE Local 1923 v. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
the FLRA, however, held that the employees' "strong privacy interest" outweighed the 
union's interest in access. (The Local 1923 suit was a Freedom of Info-rmation Act case 
in which a divided panel ruled against disclosure.) 
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In its ruling. the Second Circuit criticized the Authority for viewing "the privacy 
interest with unquestioning reverence and the needs of the union as without substance. 11 
It agreed with the dissent in the Local 1923 case that home addresses usually are 
available through other public records and that few persons have a compelling need to 
keep them confidential. The court also criticized the Authority's argument that the 
union's interest in the addresses was merely "proprietary." The court stated that such 
observations ignored the fact that "a union, as exclusive bargaining agent, must 
comrnmicate with the e.mployees it represents." 
(American Federation of Government F.mployees Local 1760 v. Federal Labor Relations 
Authority. et al.; USCA 2> No. 85-4144> March 24, 1986.) 
ANA RESPONDS TO PROPOSED VA CIRCULAR ON HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
Earlier this year, ANA received a proposed VA circular on hazardous materials. The 
purpose of the circular is to establish agency policy for requiring VA facilities to 
obtain safety information for hazardous materials from suppliers. According to VACO, 
this information will be made available at VA facilities to maintain a safe environment 
for patients, visitors, and employees. 
In responding to the proposal, ANA commended the Veterans Administration for its 
leadership in establishing such agency policy. The association did, however, express 
concern regarding certain time limits in furnishing Material Safety Data Sheets. 
According to proposed policy, Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) must be furnished by 
the supplier five days before delivery of hazardous material. In an emergency, when a 
hazardous material has been received without an MSDS the facility safety official may 
grant an exception and the contracting officer must contact the supplier within 72 
hours after such exception is granted. The supplier then has 30 days to provide the 
missing MSDS. ANA noted that this time limit is too long and that a period of seven 
days is more than sufficient time for a supplier to deliver the missing MSDS. 
In May, the director of labor management, Howard Steinwandel, advised ANA that the VA's 
goal "would be to always have the MSDS on hand." He indicated that, in an effort to 
assure that safety is not compromised, the VA had added the following language to the 
circular: 
"Safety officials must establish and verify safety precautions for each 
chemical for which an exception is granted. When granting an exception, 
the facility safety official shall notify the union and the employees 
affected. The Che.mica! Manufacturers Association's Chemical Referral 
Center (CRC) is available to assist in obtaining safety and health 
information about trade name products by assisting callers in contacting 
the manufacturer of a material. The CRC number is 800-CMA-8200; however, 
in the District of Columbia, call 887-1315 and, in Alaska, call the D.C. 
number collect." 
VA RESPONDS FAVORABLY TO ANA SUGGESTIONS ON PROPOSED CHANGES IN PAY ADMINISTRATION 
In late April, ANA commented on proposed changes to Chapter 550, "Pay Administration,u 
MP-5. Part I. Among ANA's comments and suggestions was an expression of concern 
regarding the statement: "An employee may have no more than- one allotment to the same 
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allottee at the same time." ANA recommended that in situations in which a denial of an 
employee's request for an additional allotment to an existing allottee would work 
serious financial hardship on the employee, a second allotment should be accepted from 
him. 
Last month, the association was notified by the VA Office of Personnel and Labor 
Relations that: 
"A check with our Office of Budget and Finance indicates this provision 
had been based on a government-wide Department of Treasury regulation 
which no longer exists. Since this is the case, we agree with your 
suggestion and will delete this provision from the final issuance." 
VA HIRING LIMITATION IS RESCINDED 
ANA recently received notification of the rescission of the VA hiring limitation. As 
indicated in the March issue of VAntage Point> the Department of Medicine and Surgery 
was exempted from this action. Consequently, registered nurses employed at VA 
facilities were not to be affected by the budget reduction and related freeze on hiring 
new employees. 
In a memorandum received by ANA's Labor Relations Unit on June 18, the VA Chief of 
Staff announced that "the hiring freeze is rescinded effective immediately." the 
memorandum, directed to VA Department Heads, Associate Deputy Administrators, and Staff 
Office Directors, indicated: 
"Although this hiring limitation is rescinded. Department Heads. 
Associate Deputy Administrators. and Staff Office Directors should 
continue any hiring restrictions on organizational elements under their 
jurisdiction considered necessary to meet fiscal year 1986 adjusted 
funding levels and to ensure that employee furloughs or layoffs are 
avoided. Additionally, positions vacated through early retirement should 
not be filled by the employment of individuals who are not in VA 
organizations covered by the Early Retirement Authority." 
E&GW HISTORY TRACES ASSOCIATION'S COMMITMENT TO REPRESENTING VA NURSF.5 
In June, ANA introduced Braving New Frontiers. a 30-page history of ANA's Economic and 
General Welfare Program. The publication was distributed as a souvenir to all 
convention registrants and is now available through ANA Publications Orders for $9.00. 
Compiled in honor of the fortieth anniversary of ANA's Economic and General Welfare 
Program~ this publication examines ANA's efforts in 1) building a nationwide program to 
safeguard nurses' welfare, 2) upgrading the basic employment conditions of nurses. 3) 
defending the right of nurses to bargain collectively. 4) eliminating employment 
discrimination against nurses and others. and 5) lobbying in the interest of nurses' 
economic and general welfare. 
Several pages of Braving New Frontiers is devoted to outlining the efforts of the 
association to represent VA nurses and to lobby in the interest of federally employed 
nurses. 
..... _ 
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NEW ANA LABOR RELATIONS ITF.MS ARE AVAILABLE 
During ANA's recent convention. two new labor relations items were introduced: 
• a canvas tote bag with the triangular RN logo, "Representing Nurses 
Is Our Business,., plus "1946-1986" to commemorate the fortieth 
anniversary of ANA's Economic and General Welfare Program 
AND 
• a vinyl folder with pad with the triangular logo. 
Each item is available for $7.00. The proceeds from the sale of both items will go 
toward ANA strike assistance. 
The ANA Labor Relations Unit is now accepting orders for these items. Checks or money 
orders should be made payable to the American Nurses' Association and should include 
shipping and insurance charges of $1.50 for the tote bag and $2.50 for the folder. 
Orders with payment and/or inquiries about these items should be directed to Lyndia 
Flanagan. Staff Specialist, Labor Communications, American Nurses' Association, 2420 
Pershing Road, Kansas City, Missouri 64108. 
Quantities of both items are limited. Local unit members are encouraged to place their 
orders immediately. 
